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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of the Early

Engineering Evaluation of the Saturn SA-6 test flight. _
Second ofthe Block IISeries, SA-6 was the firstofthe

Saturn Class Vehicles to carry an Apollo Boilerplate, _

BP-13, payload. The performance of each major ve- i _ "_
hicle system is discussed with special emphasis on ! ,,"_ -__ _o

malfunctions and deviations, i,I J_

Test flightof SA-6 proved the functionalS-I engine !'_'_ _i
out capability when inboard engine 8 failed at 116.88 _ l *_

sec after liftoff. The ST-124 guidance was active _ _,[ _

during S-IV flightand was the firstSaturn flighttest _ _ _with closed-loop guidance. This first guidance test _ ._ ,-_

was highly successful under severe conditions. Inser- _ _

tion velocity was very near the expected value and all ._ _ ,_ _
missions fo the flight were successfully accomplished. _ _ _ _ _

Any questions or eomments pertaining to the in- __ _

directedf°rmati°nto:C°ntainedin this report are invited and should _ _ _ _ _
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GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

MPR-SAT- FE-64- 18

RESULTS OF THE SIXTH SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLE "rEST FLIGHT

By Saturn Flight Evaluation Working Group

SECTION I. FLIGHT TEST SUMMARY

1.1 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS lated orbit, based on data for an epoch of 1500Z May
31, reached the estimated breakup altitude of 86 k_m

Saturn launch vehicle SA-6, the second of the at approximately 00:27Z June 1 at coordinates ol 19.9
Saturn I Block II vehicles, was launched at i207 hours deg N latitude and 167.2 deg E longitude. The theo-

EST on May 28, 1964. The flight test was a complete retical ballistic impact timewas approximately 00:39Z
success with all missions being achieved. The only June 1 at coordinates of 13.6 deg N latitude and 179.0

significant deviation from expected performance was dng E longitude.
the premature cutoff of S-I engine 8 after i16. 88 sec-
onds of flight. The S-I propulsion system (eight H-i engines)

performed satisfactorily, but slightly lower than prc-
SA-6 was the second vehicle launched from Corn- dieted, until 116.88 see of flight. At this time engine

plex 37B at Cape Kennedy and represented the first position 8 unexpectedly cutoff. Vehicle longitudinal
launch of a Saturn/Apollo configuration. The first thrust during S-I burn averaged approximately 1.22
launch attempt was made on May 26, 1964. A scrub percent lower than predicted prior to the premature
and two-day recycle resulted at T-115 minutes due to cutoff of engine 8 and 13.80 percent lower than pre-
a malfunction of a compressor motor m the Environ- dieted after engine 8 cutoff. The specific impulse was

mental Control System. very close to predicted, averaging only approximately
0.42 percent lower than predicted. The performance

The successful launch countdown, concluded on of the S-IV propulsion system (six RL10A-3 engines)

May 28, 1964, was interrupted by four holds. The was within design limits throughout the SA-6 flight.
first, at T-84 minutesp lasted for 38 minutes for an The S-IV thrust averaged 1.25 percent higher than
ST-124 stabilizer azimuth alignment. Then at T-70 predicted due primarily to the failure of the engine 4
minutes a 60 minute hold was required to adjust the thrust controller. The specific impulse was within
S-I LOX replenish Attain valve. A momentary hold, 1 0.75 percent of the predicted.
minute, was called at T-4 minutes due to S-IV LOX

pump inlet temperatures not being within speeLfiea- The overall performance of the SA-6 guidance and
tions. The last hold required came at T-41 sec due eontrolsystem was satisfactory. The ST-90S system,

to LOX boiloff vapors breaking thetbeodolite beam and along with the control accelerometers, generated a
causing loss of ST-124 alignment; this hold lasted for partial load relief program which was then biased by
1 hour and 15 minutes, the specialangle-of-attackpitehprogram. The vehicle

responded properly to these signals and to the roll
The actual flight path of SA-6 deviated consider- maneuver program executed shortly after liftoff. Elec-

ably fromnominal. Totalvelocity was 33.2 m/s lower trical differentiation of the ST-90S attitude error sig-
than nominal at engine 8 cutoff, 99. 2 m/s lower than nals was used to provide a necessary angular rate
nominal at OECO and 4. 1 m/s higher than nominal at information to the control system during S-I burn. The
S-IV cutoff. At S-IV cutoff the actual altitude was 2.4 counterclockwise roll moment, due to the usbalunccd

km lower than nominal and the range was 41.4 km aerodynamic forces caused by the S-I turbine exhaust
shorter than nominal. The cross range velocity de- ducts, resulted in a roll attitude error of -3.5 deg
viated 3.5 m/s to the right of nominal at S-IV cutoff, near 60 seconds. The premature shutdown of engine
The S-IV payload at orbital inaertion (S-IV cutoff �i08 had virtually no effect on the vehicle control system.
see) had a space-fixed velocity 6. 0 m/s greater than Minor changes inroll and yaw attitude and angular re-
nominal, a perigee altitude of 183.3 km and an apogee locity were noted at 110 sec due to change in control
altitude of 239. 7 km giving a predicted lifetime of 3. 3 system gain coeffieeints, and at IECO due to the change
days, 1.5 days shorter than nominal. The extrapo- in thrust vector alignmenL A roll torque, due to

-- I'_il'_lllLIPI I'_lrkl'i''l • I
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thrust vector misalignment, caused a I deg rolL angle altitude. Engine compartment teml_ratttres indicated

shortly after lifteff; at OECO this had increased to 3 that no fires existed in the base region.
deg primarily because of a reduction in the roll gain
of 50 percent at 110 seconds. The S-IV stage base environment deviated from

SA-5 results, but since improved flight instruments-

Separation was executed smoothly; the resulting tion was utilized on SA-6, the resulting heat fluxes are
control deviations were small and easily controlled considered most realistic. The SA-6 results are in
out. agreement with wind tunnel results.

Platform switchover (from the ST-90S to the S-IV stage common bulkhead pressure displayed
ST-124) at separation plus 14 sec was vcry smooth, an unexpectodpressurerise during S-I powered flight.
The ejection of the command module launch escape A pressure of 4.48 N/cm 2 was rapidly reached by 55
system tower at separation plus 12 see had virtually sec, then decreased to 0.76 N/cm z by t60 sec, and
no effect on the vehicle control, remained constant until the end of powered flight. This

rapid pressure rise alter liftoff is indicative of a leak,

Pathguidaneewas initiated at 18.7 see after sepa-

ration by the ST-124 guidance system. The steering The vehicle electrical systems performed satis-
commandgeneratecl inthe yaw plane was smaller than factorily. A design error inthe Instrument Unit placed
expected due tot he deviations of only -765 m and -8.3 the on/off control relay for the Pl telemeter on the
m/s. Due to the prematttre shutdown of engine 8 the short life battery. This resulted in only 55 minutes

steering angle in the pitch plane was much larger than of Pl operation.
predicted. The performance of the pitch plane adap-
tive guidance system was excellent. The total meas- Overall reliability of the SA-6 (S-I, S-IV, and
ured ST-124 guidance system velocity vector at S-IV IU) measuring system was 98. 9 percent; this includes
cutolf was 7806. 3 m/s (7805. 95 m/s progTammed cut- 13 measurements that resulted in total loss of inlor-

off velocity vector). The space-fixed velocity vector mation. Operation of the three airborne recorders
at S-IV cutoff from orbital tracking was 7808.8 m/s. was satisfactory; however, the IU recorder experi-

enced some wow and flutter and the S-IV recorder re-

Guidance and control system hardware environ- corded only 12.5 sec of the intended 25 seconds. The
meats were within the specified limits. S-IV recorder did however cover the period of retro

rocket attenuation.

All separationsystems operated properly and the

S-L/S-IV stage was separated within 0.03 see of the The boilerpiato Apollo Spacecralt (BP-13) per-
expected time. Only 0. I m (3.9 in. ) of the available formance was highly satisfactory with all spacecraft
lateraf clearance (0.74 m) was used during the sepa- mission test objeel_ives being fulfilled by the time of
ration period. The entire vehicle had attitudes and orbital insertion and additional data were obtained by

angualr rates considerably less than design values at telemetry through the Marmed Space Flight Network
separation; however, angular rates for both stages in- until the end of effective battery life in the fourth orbi-
creased during the separation period but were of no tal pass.
consequence to separation.

1.2 TEST OBJECTIVES

The vibration levels experienced on SA-6 were,

in general, within the expected limits. The vehicle The objectives of the Saturn SA-6 flight test were
was subjected to high bending moments for the first as follows:
time due to aplanned highangle-of-aitaek at maximum
dynamic pressure. The major structural components 1. Launch Vehicle Propulsion, Structural and
perforn_ed as required and structural integrity was Control Flight Test with Boilerplate Apollo Payload -
maintained. The structural analysiS revealed that no Achieved

pogu instability existed during the flight. The failure
of the aft interstagu structure that was noted after the 2. Second Live Test of S-IV Stage - Achieved
S-L/S-IV separation of the SA-5 flight test was not ob-
served during the SA-6 separation. 3. Second Flight Test of Instrnment Unit -

Achieved

The S-I stage based thermal environment was
similar to the SA-5 base environment indicating maxi- 4. Demonstrate Physical Compatibility of Launch

mum heating in the outer base region. Convective Vehicle and the First Apollo Boilerplate under Pre-
cooling was again dominant untilapproximatefy 35 km flight, Launch and Ftight Conditions - Achieved

I
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5. First Active Guidance System (ST-124 at Sepa-
ration + 14 sec) - Achieved

6. First Test of Guidance Velocity Cutoff (S-IV
Stage) - Achieved

7. S-L/S-IV Separation - Achieved

8. Second Launch From Complex 37B - Achieved

9. Planned, Large Angle-of-Attack During High
Q - Achieved

10. Recovery of 8 Movie Cameras which veiw LOX
Sloshing, Separation, Chilldown, etc. -Achieved

11. Flight Control Utilization of S-I Stage Fins -
Achieved

12. Demonstrate Launch Escape System (LES)
Under Flight Conditions - Achieved

13. Vented Hydrogen During Childown- Achieved

14. Second Launch of Vehicle from Eight Fixed
Launcher Arms - Achieved

15. Separation Initiated by Timer - Achieved

16. Second Orbital Flight and First Orbital Flight
of Burned Out S-IV Stage, Instrument Unit and Apollo
Boilerplate; approximate weight 17,100 kg (37,700
lb) - Achieved

1.3 TIMES OF EVENTS

P_mge Time (eec)

Rvent Aeami Pred. Act-l_red

Ignition Command 2. 95 -3.02 O. 07
Commit 0.04 ....

First Motion (_ Fin Meas) 0.17 ....

Lfftoff Sigtml (IU Umb Diacoanect) 0.40 -- -

Gtttdance Computer Release 0.43 ....

Begin Roll Maneuver (ST-90_) 0.40 8.40 0

End Roll Maneuver (ST=9(kS) 12. 70 13. 40 =0-70

Begin Tilt (cam) 15. 55 15.40 0. 15
LH= Prestart and 5 Movie Cameras On

(Signal) 107. Ol 107. O0 0.01

Inboard Engine 8 Cutoff I17. 28 ....

Freeze Tilt _cam) 194. 85 134.40 0.15

S-IV LOX Presmrt (Ports Blown Open) 141.21 138.47 2.74
IECO 143. 23 140.24 2. 99

OECO 149.23 146.24 2. 99

Ullage Rocket Ignition (Signal) 149. 50 146. 56 2. 94

S-I/S-IV Se!_ration (Signal) 149.62 146.64 2. 98

Retro Rocket Ignition (Sigaal) 149. 68 146.7J 2.97

8-1_/Ignition (Sl&qml} 151.31 148.34 2. 97
Jettison UIIage/LES (Signal) 161.62 158. 64 2.98

Switch Platforms (ST-9OS to ST-124) 163.62 160.64 2. 99
Start Active ST-t24 Guidance Commands

(Resume Tilt) 168.23 164.24 3. 99

Ead ST-124 GuJd. Corrections (Stop Tilt) 622. 13 629.93 -1.80

Guidance Velocity Culoff Signal 624. 86 625.93 -1.07

Insertion 634.86 635.93 - 1, 07

Note: AU predicted times including and following IECO are I_sed on
a [irst motion Ume of 0. 17 seconds.
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SECTION II. INTRODUCTION

2.0 INTRODUCTION special emphasis on malfunctions and deviations.

Saturnlaunch vehicle SA_6 was launchedat 1207:00 This report is published by the Saturn Flight

EST on May 28, 1964, from Saturn Launch Complex Evaluation Working Group with representatives from
37B, Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Kennedy, Florida. all ofMarshatlSpaee FlightCenter Laboratories, John
SA-6 was the sixth vehicle to be flight tested in the F. Kennedy Space Center, the MSFC's prime eontrac-

SaturnIR&Dprogramandrepresents the seeondof tors for the S-I stage (Chrysler) and S-IV stage
the Block If series. The major mission of this test (Douglas Aircraft Company) and engine contractors.
was to evaluate the performance of the complete re- Therefore, the report represents the official MSFC

hicie system (two live stages) and to place into orbit position at this time. This report will not be followed
the first Apollo Boilerplate, BP-i3, payloadconfigura- byasimilarlyintegratedreportunless continued anal-

tion. ysis and/or new evidence shouldprove the conclusions
presented herc partially or entirely wrong. Final

evaluation reports may, however, be published by the

This report presents results of the Early Engi- MSFC Laboratories and the stage contractor covering
neering Evaluation of the SA-6 test flight. Perform- some of the major systems and/or special subjects as

ance of each major vehicle system is discussed with required.



SECTION Ill. LAUNCH OPERATIONS

3.1 SUMMARY TABLE 3-I. PRELAUNCH MILESTONES (Cont'd)

The first Saturn/Apollo SA-6 launch attempt Date Event
was made on May 26, i964. A scrub and two-day re-

cycle resulted at T-115 minutes because of an IU February 27, 1964 S-I large fin installation corn-
Environmental Control System (ECS) compressor plete
motor malfunction. At 1207 hours EST on May 28,

1964, Saturn I, SA-6, was successfully launched from March 3, 1964 S-I LOX system leakage test
Complex 37, Pad B, Cape Kennedy, Florida. completed

Four holds interrupted the final countdown of the March 19, i964 S-IV stage erected - IU marked
SA-6 successful launch. The first, at T-85 minutes, for drilling
lasted for 38minutes reran ST-t24 stabilizerazimuth

alignment. Thenat T-70minutcs a 60minute holdwas March 23, 1964 Final IU erection
required to adjust the S-I LOX replenish Annin valve.
A momentary hold, 1 minute, was cailedat T-4 minutes March 26, 1964 S-I and IH flight sequence test
due to S-IV LOX pump inlet temperatures not being complete
within specifications. The last hold required came at
T-41 see due to LOX boiloffvapors breakingthc thee- March 27, i964 S-IandS-lV Comnmnd l_struet
dolite beam and causing loss of ST-124alignment; this Iteceiver (CDR) functional tests
hold lasted for 1 hour and 15 minutes, performed

3.2 PRELAUNCH MILESTONES March 30, 1964 First launch site power transfer
tests of S-I and IU

The S-I first stage of the Saturn/Apollo SA-6,

together with the IU, arrived at Cape Kennedy via March 31, 1964 S-IV EBWand CDRtcstsandS-I
barge on February 19, 1964. The Command Module EBW functional tests templet-
of the Apollo spacecraft arrived via air transportation, ed - S-I and IU sequence mai-
A chronological summary of the launch preparations is function tests performed
shown in Table 3-I.

April 1, 1964 S-IV cnginecutoffand flight so-

TABLE 3-I. PRELAUNCH MILESTONES quence test performed

Date Event April 2, 1964 S-IV stageoveralltestcomplet-
ed and Spacecrafterected

February t4, 1964 SpacecraftLaunch Escape Sys-
tem (LES) arrives at Cape April 3, t964 S-L/IU computer-controlled

Kennedy overalltest

February 17, 1964 Spacecraft Service Module and April 6, 1964 S-I, RP-I loadingtest
Adapter arrive atKSC

April 13, 1964 UmbilicalejecttestwithSpace-

February 19, 1964 S-I, IU, and Spacecraft Com- craft
mand Module unloaded at KSC

April 20, 1964 Spacecraftelectricalmate with

February 20, 1964 S-I erection and BP-13 Space- Launch Vehicle
craft Adapter fitchecked with

IU inHanger AF April 2t, 1964 Launch Vehicle EBW and flight
sequencer test- Launch Vehicle

February 22, 1964 S-IV stage arrived via the sequence malfunctiontest
"Pregnant Guppy" aircraft

April 22, 1964 Launch Vehicle LOX system

February 26, 1964 Power appliedtoS-t-6 simulation



surface winds were from the southeast at 5. 15 m/s

TABLE 3-I. PRELAUNCH MILESTONES (Con- (10 knots). Specificobservationsatlaunchtime were:

cluded) Pressure i0. 142 N/cm 2 ( 1014.2

Date Event millibars)
Temperature 302 °K
Dew Point 294.7°K

April 23, 1964 RF compatibility and interfer-
ence tests with Service Strue- Relative Humidity 64%
ture around Vehicle

3.4 COUNTDOWN

April 24, 1964 RF'-I tests with Service Struc-
ture in launch position and S-IV The Saturn/Apollo launch countdown is divided
full tank pressurization into twoparts, eachperformed at different time inter-

vals. Part I begins at T-I035 minutes and proceeds

April 28, 1964 Swing-arm overall 'test to T-545. Part II picks up at T-545 minutes and con-
tinues through launch'.

April 30, 1964 Space Vehicleall systems over-
all test 3.4.1 FIRST LAUNCII ATTEMPT

May 4, 1964 First run of Space Vehicle all The SA-6 countdown began on May 25, at
systems overall test ( Plugs dis- T-1035minutes, 0350 hours EST. Thccountwas con-
connected) tinuous until T-795 minutes when a hold was called

for 128 minutes. The count was then rcsumed and

May 7, 1964 S-IV LOX and LH 2 tanking continued through the remainder of Part I to T-545
minutes. Part IIdid not resume as scheduled at 2355

May 17, 1964 Re-runofS-IV LOXtanking test hours EST on May 25, hutwas delayeduntil0020 hours
May 26, due toa failureofthe criticalpower system

May 20, 1964 Simulated FlightTest in Complex 37. Itwas decidedtoattemptthe count-
down on industrialpower; allsystems were switched

May 23, 1964 S-I fuel(RP-I) loading tothe industrialloop.

May 25-26, 1964 First launchattempt Part IIwas begun atT-545 minutes and ran con-
tinuouslyuntilT-ll5minutes. At thistime a holdwas

May 27-28, 1964 Second launch attempt calledbecause ofthe IU ECS compressor motor mal-

function. The hold resulted in scrubbing the launch

May 28, 1964 LAUNCH and the count was recycled, delaying the launch 48
hours.

3.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

3.4.2 SECOND (FINAL) LAUNCH ATTEMPT
At 0t00hours ESTonMay 28, 1964, a highpres-

sure ridge extended from northof San _alvador through Part I was not repeated in its entirety. Sev-
central Florida, and into the central Gulf of Mexico. eralitemswere reconfirmed on May 27. Part II began
Middle and highceilings were prevalent over southern on schedule at 2355 hours on May 27. Several holds
Florida with scattered to clear skies over Cap@ developed (see Para. 3.4.3}.
Kennedy and the rest of central and northern Florida.

3.4.3 CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF E VENTS

At T-0, the high pressure ridge continued to

dominate Florida and the upper range. There was no A chronological listing of the major diffieul-
significant or unusual weather changes in the area. ties encountered in the SA-6 countdown is shown in
Cape Kennedy reported scattered cumulus and cirrus Table 3-II. Figure 3-1 shows hold time vs. count time
clouds. Visibility was I6. 1 km (10 miles) and the for the final launch attempts.



TABLE 3-II. CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF COUNTDOWN DIFFICULTIES

_londs_, Hsy 25, 19_

T-!O}5 {0150 houtm) plckop a[ ['_rt I tountdo_

T-L_ (_25 hours) S-IV cold helt_ d_p valve leaked durtng _rop_[eton checks

T-935 (05]O }_urs) S-IV hl_h_[evel _ultl_od_r (Telstar O2) _lfuncttoned

T°900 (_ _rl) S-]Y cold heLl_ d_p v_lve replaced

T-8_O (_35 I_rJ_ S-IV hS_)_-leve! muir!coder replaced

T-_O (074S houra_ pLtghc contro['¢o_p_cer exper_encel inte_lrte_ nuL_ ah_lr dur,_
w_lcle ml_ checkl

T-79_ (O?5O hoots) _ld In _he ¢_uncdo_ e_abilshed to _lou foc ¢_ple_lo_ st S-IV propulsion
_heckoo_ pri_r ro beginning S-IV ordnance l_ltat[acto_ and con_neCLiOn_

T-7_ (0_58 hours) C_unr re_ed (L28 minu_e_ hot_ du_ation)

T-_80 (101_ hour_) I_oisr_r¢ ¢oncen_ of S-Iv I_ 2 rank _1_ _ample_ out o_ mpec[f[csr_o_
Pur_e tL_ _xLended.

T-_S (1_08 t_urJ) P_rC ! ¢_le_ed

_i_ _l_bullt-ln}mid _ fr_ 1408 hours until 7355 _ours. the It_b_Llzed pl_tfo_ p¢oh_
(ST-[24) _ corrected. At't-_5 mtn_tes (235S hourg) Pa_t I! of _he couotdo_ _l scheduled _
i_rc but _l _ela_ed 2_ minute# d_e to a crtt_cal I_wr f_il_ce _i_h_n l_unch C_plel _ _C _e_
decSd_d _o a_pt the la_ch ¢ountdo_ _ tk*e Lndul_ria_ _r _tn_ _ 2_-hour secrete _a_ _lve_
• o_ repair o_ the cr_t_l _r failure. (l_e: Repair1 _re ®ads to _1_¢ _rLcLca_ _p ._ May ._.

_-_._ (_20 hours) SCare of _he Pare II ¢o_rdo_

T-L!5 (O73O hours) Hold established The solenoid allocl_ted _ith _l,e conLro_ pr_._re
_or hoc gab by_p_ll _a!v_ fatle_ c_u_tng _b_ wLve to c_oJ_. _lso_ _he
_ar cha_ d_lveg the _S c_reu_r for _1_ IU fsi_e_ Becaome of thr
lncreaslnR r_erscore _th_n the I_. Che launch srt_p_ ws_ scrubbed
_e ¢_re_sor and w_ve _e_e repllced after th_ scr,,_ a_ the _ unit
was ready for a eecon_ attest of t}_ launch c_ntdo_ on MI_ _8, [9_

T-LIS (_13 t,our.) I_nR _he _ld_ _he burlr dtlc _n _ _tn I_X _ct[Ic_ ca_ ruptured
• h¢ b_r_-dtlc _l replaced.

T-I[_ (0_0 _ur_) I_u_¢h s_empr _s scabbed, due to fl_re of t_ _or thac _r_ the IU
_CS c_ressor,

_he launch co_ _s r_cyc]ed _o T-_ _utel. ^fret a _e_t o[ levers! undn_ry _u_c_ionl
_r_ the ea_!_ _rL of _he cou_ _ _econd kaunch J_t_¢ _s _¢_un a_ 2355 hout_ on _s_ 27, _q6_

T _ (23_5 h_rs) _Lckup Parr I] _nc_l,_

_-4_ {O22O bouts) Burst.dl#¢ on _n lX_ irorage _k _ptured. D_¢ _. replaced _nd
r_lulced 1. _ count_ hold r_.

T-_O _063C _LJr_) An _-124 scabLLlzer alig_e_t probl_ re_u_red I_ersonne] t_ return to the
_a_ch pad. rio hold _s trolled _r _hil tl_

T-109 (0_11 h_rs) ST-!2_ J_ab_lt#eT all$_n_ pTOb_ re_o]ve_ (ire_ _lear f_r S-I I_X precool)

T-9_ (_2_ _rl) ^ dro_u_ probL_ _s e_nrered uSrh the S-! _a_e _el_er _ 2.

_-8_ (O_ h_rs) _ld eatab_Jhed until ¢_LetLon o_ $-[ L_X loa_S_. The realon _or _he
_[d _l _t attributed zo the L_ _oa_Ln_ bu_ rat_er _he rl_ required for
the ST-12_ Brab_Ll_er _rh airglow. Ho_r. during _ ho]_. i_ _
decl_ to ms_ _ turch_ _h_ck o_ _h_ _-2 cel_try unit _'h_¢h ¢al_ed _or
re_nntnK an _ _equence. _!S rerun delayed Lel_try _lml_ calibration
by _h_ rmn_e. (¢llibrscLo_ _d to _ c_p[eted berate count _ rea_ed,
because hydrogen _oa_l_g requl_ed S-_V telHetcy _tnk _°1.)

T-8_ (0813 I_url) Count res_d I 6O m_n hold duration)

7O (O828 hQu_) Hol_ elt_blilhed _ue to tl_ S-1 I_X re_e_t_h ^_nln va]w freezing _a t_e
ope_ _clon ¢lu_n_ an ov_rlhoo_ _ t_e _ into the S-! _ra_e _e vllv_
_B adlu_ced _n_ _ G_2 pur_e _ e.ra_ll0hed on t_ valve. Hold lasted 6O
mtnucea.

T-70 (_78 I_urs) Count ceded (60 m_n hold d_ation)

T-2_ (tOl6 _url) _-I level adjust s[ov * _ hold required

T-_ (1030 hour_) _t_nge C-Band bea¢o_ ln_ec_erence. The Range s_ced they could rrs_
_hr_g_ the lnter_eren_

T_ (1034 hour_) H_ntar_ hold eJtabll_hed due to S-IV t_X p_p inlet te,_er_cure_ _o_
beta8 _lrh[n Ipe_lfi_sriool

T-_ (1035 hour_) Cou_ rel_d ( 1 man hold duration )

T-_I aecondl H_td eJ_ablill*ed. H_nual cutoff o_ the _u_t_c sequence _a du_ to [ou
(10_7 hour_) of ST-12_ _l_r (^!Sa_nt _l lo_t becaume _ _lloff va_rl

_nrer_p_ed the cheoe_olite be_ ) The _lig_nz aul_e_llion ¢lreut_ _s
_tm_ered ou_ of the man_ory reqolre_n_ fer lg_lcl_. Hanu_] oble_arlon
of _l_ _tab_li_e_ apd _l_h_ co_tro_ ly*_m bl_ckh0ume _r_ers _s J_b-
BCLru_ dur|_ _he lair fe_ _eco,_dl of the _nCdo_ T_e ¢oun_ _
_ecyc_ ro T-]_ _lnute_. l_r_n_ _hl_ h_ld _ recordmR a_l_fi_r _J
replaced _n the gutd_nce WyWC_

T-IS ilnute_ Coun_ re_d ( 75 mi_ hold duration )
(_LS2 I_u_ i)
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Modifications have been made to the azimuth align-

told Ta. (.t.) mentequipment, and tests will be performed at MSFC

20o _ ,8. x964.t_u,,h and KSC prior to SA-7 to verify the system operation
with these modifications. The modifications are ex-

plained in detail in Reference 1.
leo

,_o 3.5 AUTOMATIC COUNTDOWN
Lena of ST-124 hltg_nt

so s-rv wx TM_,Ou¢of sp_ f Lack of surface winds resulted in LOX vaporfrom the LOX umbilical vent line (S-IV LOX supply)

s[_ u_..*f.._ooR*_""_*_A..,.v,*,_, interruptingthe lineof sightbetween theground theo-

40 F--_" dolite and the ST-124 platform during the automatic

2_st_b_t_ A_8_t sequence of SA-6 countdown.

0-5/*5-7-/_ T-_20 T-'I00 T-BO T-60 "t-L0 y.'20 T-0 At T-41 see thcautomaticcountdownwas manually
Countdo_ Ti_ (rata)

stoppedwhen the theodolite infrared beam was broken.
If the automatic sequence had not been stepped manu-

FIGURE 3-1. HOLD TIME VERSUS COUNT TIME ally, countdownwouldlmvecontinued but ignition would
not have occurred. To insure that ignition would occur

3.4.4 ST-124 AZIMUTH ALIGNMEMENT PROB- after the countdown was resumed, relays were by-
LE M passed (patchboard was physically inserted to jumper

relays).
At T-150 minutes of the SA-6 countdown, a

ST-124 stabilizer alignmentprobiem required person- A wiring change is being initiated so that if beam
nel to return to the launch pad. No hold was required interruption should ever occur again, the "stop" at
at this time, but the azimuth alignment loop would not ignition can be by-passed by manual override, thereby,
operateproperlywiththegroundeomputer (RCA-ii0). preventingextensivedelay. If the beam is hroken dur-

By T-109 minutes the ST-124 alignment problem had ing the last t00 see of countdown the maximum drift
been resolved by substituting the azimuth computer error should still be tolerable if that is the only exist-
simulator into the system to program the ST-124 to problem.
the desired azimuth. {The azimuth computer simu-
lator is primarily intended for utilization during labo- In addition, the outlet of the LOX umhilieal vent

ratorytestingoftheST-124StabilizedPlatform System line which presently terminates at the NW corner of
but did have a backup capability for launch azimuth the umbilical tower beneath level 7 will be connected
setting. ) At T-85minutesa holdwascalleduntti tom- into the NASA precool valve vent line near the same
pletion of S-I LOX loading. The reason for the hold location. This modification consists of rerout_ng and
was not attributed to the LOX loading, but rather the modifying approximately 6.1 m (20 ft) of 5.08 em
time required for the ST-124 azimuth alignment. (2 in. ) pipe, relocating a check valve and installing a

new flex line. This modification will prevent LOX
Post launch inspection and testing of the azimuth vapors from obscuring the ST-t24 platform line-of-

control panel used for SA-6 as returned from Cape sight to theodolite, and/or prevent dumping LOX onto
Kennedy showed the following conditions: the umbilical tower structure and equipment.

(t) The phase detectoron the coarse syncro was 3.6 PROPELLANT LOADING
set at maximum gain.

(2) The null detectorwouldnot drop from coarse 3.6. t S-I STAGE
to fine outputs consistently.

The Saturn Propellant Loading system is de-
(3) The gain of the Y repeater drive amplifier signed to accurately tank a given weight of LOX and

was set at a high level, and when the system was in fuel. The design goal of the system is _0.25 percent
the compater mode, noisewouid cause the drive motor of the total propellant load. The required propellant
to creep when stop signals were applied to the D/A loadis based on mission requirements and propulsion
converter, performance prediction.



Propellant loading tables are provided to indicate the fuel density corresponding to this temperature of

theweightof LOX and fuel required for the actual densi- 292.8" K is 99.68 percent of nominal. Therefore, the
ty of the fuel at the time of launch. The predicted final weights indicated by the loading analysis, corre-
tankingweights of LOX and fuel are basedon a partic- spending to this density, are 278,860kg (614,7801bm)
ular fuel density. The LOX density is assumed to be of LOX and i23, i83 kg (271,573 Ibm) of fuel.
constant, but the fuel density must be determined for
time of launch.

A fuel densitycheckwas madeat T-25 minutes on ___! ! _ i'_:"_'i'"the initial countdown. The density at this time as de- , _:;iii',::_!'_

termined from the density computerwas 99.40 percent _:r; _,::' "_ ............of nominal. To account for the anticipated increase ' +'

in fuel density between that time and lifteff, the LOX -_

and fuel corrections were based on a fuel density of i ._-..._ii _ +
99.44 percent. The corrections for this density were
0.041N/cm 2 (+0.060psi)for LOXand-O. O59N/cm z J L _ i __ i -- __: __Z
(-0. 085 psi) for fuel. These corrections were dialed ...........
into the computers and the semiautematJc loading sys-
tombegantocorrect the propellant load. At T-41 sec, FIGURE 3-2. RP-1 SPECIFIC WEIGIIT
a hold of approximately 75 minutes duration was initi-

ated, after which the countdown was recycled back to Discrete level probe data, in conjunction with re-
T-15 minutes. At T-9 minutes on the last countdown, constructed flowrate data, indicated that LOX was

final readings of the loading computers were noted, short loaded by 4it kg (905 lbm) and fuel by 680 kg
It was discovered at that time that both the density ( 1500 lbm) compared to the KSC/LOC propellant loads

computer and the density manometer were indicating from the T-25 minute readings. Therefore, the best
a fuel density less than it was at T-25 minutes on the estimate of the actual propellant loading was 278,697
firstcountdown. Both the densitycomputerand mane- kg(6i4,423 Ibm) of LOXand i22,139kg(269,27i lbm)
meter utilize the same sensing lines. A check of the of fuel. The final weights from the various sources

hulk temperatures in the fuel tanks substantiated are compared below:
erroneous fuel density readings. Atthis time, approx-
imately 1 hour and 46 minutes hadelapsed since the
original corrections had been dialed into the loading ,_.+._ _-_ _x
computers. Due to the erroneous readings of the t-v, Reading 9q._4Z 122820kg 27q.109kg
densitycomputerandmanometer, and difficulties pre- (_70 77_ t_) _6_.]_o t_)
viously encountered with the LOX replenish vaive in Final l.ttading Data 99.6_ 123, 183 kg 27S,860 kg

the GSE, a deeisionwas made not toattempt to corlaet c27t._73 _) (dJ,,.?ao ,b_)
the LOX and fuelweights for the density thatexisteda.' D_,_++t,,LevelProbes [22,139 k_ 278 ibq7kg(269 771 Ibm) (61t.,_,23 11_)

that time.

The indicated loadby KSC-LOC, basedontheT-25 The accuracy of the loading system could account for
minute readings, was 279, t09 kg (6i5,330 Ibm) of approximately 998 kg (2200 lbm) of this difference.
LOX and 122,820 kg (270,77t Ibm) of fuel. However, Figure 3-3 is a propellant load weight versus fuel
due to the extended hold time, these weights were not specific weight curve with applicable weight informs-
true for the actual liftoff time. tion included. Fuel specific weight as a function of

time prior to launchis also shown in Figure 3-3. This

Figure 3-2 is a fuel specific weight versus tern- figure shows the effect of the hold time on fuel specific
peratureeurvc for SA-6 withapplieable prolaunch and weight and the necessity of fitml tanking at the pre-
flight dataineluded. At T-9 minutesof the finalcount, scribed time before liftoff. A similar curve will be
the bulk temperature measured in fuel tank F-4 was furnished KSC/LVOprior te SA-7 launehtobeused for
292.8"K. The average temperature in all fuel tanks loadingadjustmentsineaseaproblemofsimilar nature
was 292.9*K. From the fuel chemical analysis data, should recur.
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"' r "_ ....... i?;:?," ' ' , , ,,_ 3.6.2.2 I,H_

I ,_,,_............ [_1 The fuel system was satisfactorily loaded
[ with LH 2 by cooling down and filling in four phases:

•o (at Initialfill (b) Mainfill (c) Replenish (d) Re-
................. •_,,_ ' _ , dueed replenish.

.............. ,,.,, The automatic fuel loading system was success-

.... , t fullyutilizedforloadingtheLHztank. LoadingofLH_

,i II r I ! ______ into the S-IV stage was initiated at approximately 2

/_,_j_ ( _ hours and 40 minutes prior to liftoff. The LH2 trans-fer line had been precooled for approximately t3 rain-

,.: _ ____I 2_ utesprior to the initiation of LH 2 initial fill. The LH 2
...... _..,._ ................. "° transfer line cooldown was accomplished through the

helium precool heat exchanger and the vehicle LH_

FIGURE 3-3. PROPELLANT TANKING WEIGHTS tank. Theinitial LH 2 fillwasaccomplisbed with a LH 2

VERSUS FUEL SPECIFIC WEIGHT transfer line pressure of 17.2 N/em z (25.0 psia) and

with the LH2 vents open. The stage loading was initi-
3.6. 2 S-IV STAGE ated at approximately 460gpm. During this initial fill

process, the LH 2 tank ullage pressure was monitored

3.6.2.1 LOX for evidence of a pressure decrease below the prefill
ambient pressure; the tank pressure did not decrease

The oxidizer system was satisfactorily load- and the loading rate was increased to approximately
edwith LOX by cooling downand filling in two phases: t820 gpm. When the 95.5 percent level was reached

(a) Main Fill (b) Replenish. The automated LOX (approximately 40 minutesafterinitiation of LH 2 pre-
loading system, in conjunction with the LOX supply cool), the main fill valve closed automatically. LH 2
pump, was successfully utilized for loading the LOX replenish continued with normal automatic operation
tank. The LOX tank vent valves remained open until pickupof the 99.25 percent mass level. Reduced

throughout the LOX loadingproeess. LOXtoadinginto replenish was then initiated to increase the LH z mass
the S-IV stage was initiated 7 hours and 7 minutes level and cycled between the 99.25 percent and the
prior to liftoff. The LOX transfer line had been pre- 99.5 percent level.
cooled for approximately 9 minutes prior to the initia-

tionof LOX main fill. The LOX transfer line pressure However, a leak developed in the LH 2 replenish
reached amaximumof 147 N/cm 2 (213 psi) and stahi- valve; therefore, the LII 2 mass wa,,_ maintained by
lized at approximately 140 N/cm 2 (203 psi). At ap- manually operating the LH_ main fill valve until just
proximately the 10 percent level, a stabilized loading prior to the initiation of the automatic count.
rate of 750 gpm was reached and maintained until the

98.0 percent mass level was attained 21 minutes and During the 150 see automatic comlt, the automa[ic
25 sec after initiation of the LOX transfer line pre- loading system was used to complete the final replenish
cool. At this level the PU loading system closed the operation of the 100 percent mass indication.
main LOX fill valve as scheduled. After completion
of the S-I and S-IV LOX replenish system cooldown, 3.6.3 PROPELLANT SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS
the cyclic repieuish operation was then initiated. Dur- AND DEVIATIONS SUMMARY
ing this operation, the LOX in the tank was allowed to

boil off to the 99.25 percent level and then replenished 3.6.3. I RP-I TANKING
at a 200 gpm rate to the 99.75 percent mass level. This

replenishing cycle continued until tank prepressuriza- During final adjust level drain, the level

tion was initiated, adjust valve failed to open completely except for one
brief moment then throttled to 3 to 5 percent. The

The LOX tank was pressurized during loading adjustment was completed but the time required was

of the LH 2 tank. After LH2 fill was completed, the excessive. Final closure of the valve was initiated by
LOX vent valves were opened and the LOX replenish- the propellant paneloperator. After the count was re-

ing cycle was resumed until the start of the t50 sec cycled and the S-I stage RP-I tankswere vented, nei-
automatic count. Atthistime the tank was again prea- ther the density computer nor the delmity manometer
surized, and the final LOX replenishing was accom- readcorreetly; hense no further RP-i adjustmentwas
plished, attempted after the hold at T-15 minutes.
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3.6.3.2 LOX TANKING 3.7 ttOLDIX)WN

1. During the May 26countdown LOXloading,the The combustion stability monitor and all asso-
main facility tank burst-disc ruptured during a held at elated recording equipment performed satisfactorily
T-l15 minutes. No additional hold time was required during the launch of Saturn/Apollo SA-6. The maxi-

to change the disc. The launch was postponed later mum levelobscrvedwas 36 Grins and theavcrage was
due to IU environmental control system difficulties, between i3 and 15 Grms.

Also during this loading the S-I LOX transfer pump
seal leaked. The fire detection monitor and all associated re-

cording equi pment performed satisfactorily during the

2. During the countdown LOX loading of May 28, launch of SA-6, and indicated that no fires existed.
the main tank burst-disc ruptured approximately 3
minutes after start of S-I stage preeool to 18 percent.
The 35.2 N/cm 2gauge (5i psig) disc was replaced with 3.8 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
a 40.7 N/cm 2 gauge (59 psig) disc.

The active ground support cquipmenf (including

3. At 100 percent S-I LOX level the LOX replen- launcher, engine service platform, holddown arms,
ish and throttle control valve failed to close and the firing accessories, umbilical swing arms, environ-

level rose to 101.4percent atwhieh time the replenish mental control system, and pneumatic distribution
was terminated by the propeltantpanel operator. The system) sustained the launcher SA-6with lessdamage
Annin valve packing gland was loose and iced. The than in any previous Saturn launch. The added rein-
packing gland was thawed, tightened, and a GN 2 purge forecment, shieldingand insniationof the ground sup-
placed on the packing gland to prevent further icing, port equipment, protected the systems to the c×¢cnt

that noassemblywas damaged beyond repair. As was

4. Two, ball-valve, feedback switches failedin expected, equipment above and beneath the launcher
the LOX component check prior to loading and were was heavily scorched.
changed out. Another feedback switch failed during

loading but did not affect the sequence. Except for several cracked welds in the floor and
one on a track of the engine service platform, no signi-

5. The S-I LOX replenish system precool was ficant damage was noted to the launcher, engine ser-

initiated at 65 percent (was 75 percent on SA-5) to vice platform, or main structure of the firing aeces-
allowfortheextendedpreeooltimeof6minutes through series. Electricalcables, pneumatic flex lines, water
a 2.54 cm replenish control bypass valve (new since quench hoses, and cryogenic and fuel flex hoses and
SA-5). bellowswcre burned beyond repair, but generally only

portions of these were completely destroyed, One

6. The replenish tank levelwas replenished twice holddown arm pad was lost, and two of the four stain-

by dropping the sequence and transferring from the less steel plunger assemblies cracked. None of the
main storage tank. four mild steel plungerassemblies cracked. Since the

stainless assemblies do not compromise the launch,

7. Several LOX replenish line couplings leaked, they will be used until expended; then replacedwith
mild steel

3, 6. 3.3 LH 2 TANKING
The environmental control system sustained ncgli-

1. Prior to clearing the pad for S-IV LGX load- ble damage. Insulation covers and insulation were

ing, a GN 2 leak developed in the LH2 transfer line fill blown from the launcher and boattai[ ECS ducts in
valve pneumatic actuator. The actuator was changed several places. Tape was blown from the tower ECS
prior to clearing the pad. ducts.

2. DAC S-IV LH 2 replenish valve leaked and the
main fill valve was used for final replenish of LH2. Damage to the pneumatic distribution system was

limited to the scorching of several pneumatic lines on

3. DAC S-IV LH 2 skidreliefvalve leakedpast the the northand west legsof the launcher, and scorching
scat. of the thrust ct_amber fuel injector purge w: ," valve

along the AGCS wall.

4. The LH 2 system remained in an extended
transfer line precool prior to LH 2 loadingdue to ahold A visual inspection of the umbilical swing arm
called on the S-I LOX replenish and throttle control system revealed blast damage in the following areas:
valve. Portion of USA No. i access platform roof blown off:

11



USA No. i platform door ripped from its hinges, minor level measurement systems recorded levels at 43 lo-

damage to umbiliealarms i and 3aireonditioning duct cations duringthelaunehof Saturn/Apollo SA-6on May

alurninumwrapping; and umbilical arm No. 2 forward 28, 1964. All stations functioned properly except one

air conditioning flex hose completely destroyed, near-field station which apparently was _llified by S-I
first stage engine exhaust.

Launch records available to date indicate that all

active ground support equipment systems performed The sound pressure levels recorded during the

within design specifications. No deficiencies were launch were generally 2 to 6 db lower than those for

noted. SA-5. The far-field locations recorded levels that a-
gree with previous Saturn launches. There was no

3.9 LAUNCH FACILITY MEASUREMENTS evidence of focusing during thislaunch, and rswinsonde
data gathered prior to launch indicated no thermal gra-

The near-, mid-, and far-field sound pressure clientsthat would cause focusing.

12
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SECTION IV. MASS CHARACTERISTICS

4. t VEHICLE MAS_ 4.2 VEHICLE CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MO-
MENTS OF INERTIA

The total vehicle mass was approximately

518,150 kg(1,142,300 Ibm) at S-I ignition, 6_,800 kg Longitudinal and radial center of gravity and
( I45,000 Ibm) at S-IV ignition and 17,080 kg { 37,670 roll and pitch moments of inertia are given in Table
Ibm) in orbit. The orbital payload included approxi- 4-1H. These parameters are plotted versus burning
mately 1300 kg (2860 Ibm) ballast. Approximate time in Figures 4-i and 4-2.
booster propellant (mainstage) consumption during
S-I powered flight was 385,000kg ( 849,000 Ibm). The' cente_ o¢ crevity in Callb_rl

approximate S-IV stage propellant (mainstage) con- ..,. _) (_., _,. ,o_ 0oo_(_ ._ . _o8.0. io a

ered flight (see Fig. 4-1 and 4-2t. Table 4-Iis a ve-
hicle mass breakdown at significant flight events. A

flight sequence mass summary is given in Table 4-11. _ .... f _,,_>.
predictedmass presented inthissectiondoes not

include the 867 kg ( 1912 ibm) of residuals used in the _ , 0

predicted trajectory. The vehicle mass used in the l_.._--_ -/ __

trajectory at S-IV cutoff signal was 17,825kg ( 39,297 H,,. _
Ibm).

0._
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TABLE 4-I. VEHICLE MASSES

Ob*I_)Arn S-IV STACE _ IV STA_

_V_T IC_TIOH C'_¢_ND ' FIGS? H('fflOT_ gtaG[N£ cIrn)vr SEPAF, ATtO_ [GNITIO_¢ _X0 S-IV STAGe: CtrtOp }:Wb OF

l Actual Fred* !I Actual Free A<e_al I_6 87 It.9 62 82'. 86

Fred* Fred* Act.,a 1 arid* _ctu_1 Fred* Actual Prod* _c,u_l

2 95 0 0 It I_6._+7 149 ?3 • _ • L_8 57 I_I 3? 626 16 62)¸O

u]c_Cg TIM_ (_e_) ).BZ {
_SS {kg)

i

1 _t_e_ I_ ,_8,6_O t*_631 48_670 48_ _6_O _8/)_ _._01 _6_

R_._ _2_,_ _22_ _20_ _ _'_ _ _ _0_ _O_ _ _ _ 8_,

i

S-I/S.IV ln_ersLage 1,095 l,lOl 1.0_5 :,i0: q(_6 _ _?) 9_6 _71 i

s-l_ sclg¢, _¢y _,2_0 h,205 b,Z60 6,Z05 b,_60 i b.206 6.26(} II 6, ZOh _ 760 I b 20_ 6,260 b.ZOb 6.2b0 6.2OO

[DX ]8)ZIO 1 )8,28_ 38 210 )i_ p81 3g,162 , "_,2_0 38,160! 38 221 m IZI

38,150 3_,219 21 12_ 5 IO_

l_ Z 7,80g ,',?Sb _ 808 .'.;)b i lO2 ! %529 _ 699 :._2n I 7,b'42 ?,627 1_ _9 17 kh
lJOX Ullage G_m (COX & H¢_ I? _ l_* 17 Itl 12 76 12 2& 2_ _S 112 &5 II_

58

To_a S IV Stage 5._,632 57 b6q 5Z,63Z ',,)_6_ >2._I 57,435 E2,_6q "2 a_g 52,392 52.36_ 6,_6L _ *,,_,. _._1_ b,612I I

Vehicle lnstr_nt lln_L _ 77: ! 2,?_)q 2 ]]1 ! 2,_6_ 2 )?0 ? 167 Z,170 _,?b_ 2)7?0 2./67 7,]63 _ , i b Z _63 Z.?6I

?a_ oad _ smeb y 7,7:_ ¢ 7,72L 7 7 7,_21 ;,713 i 7,72L 7,713 7,721 ?._13 7.721 7,713 ,72t ],7)3 7.721i 1LES S Q Ball 2.9S6 L 2,958 2,956 2,9_B Z,9:,G 2,q58 2,9s0 2.958 7,956 _+758

IF'{rs_ }'ligll[ Stage TOtal 5{9 '*hO 518. l'_ ¢.13.L2/* 511'.931 12h164q l??,SOl 12S,[_l 12_,352

second Fllght St_Re "_ota] i 65 _0_; (_S,B]_ 63._3l 65.B10 16,9_,0 17,121+ 16,qll ii,1_@_
I

I ' I
V,ASS(Ibm) [ , ,

S l Stage, :fly O) _00 _02,211 IO?.3OO lO;.2l_ LOT _00 I07.21J 102)]043 lO])_'l]

616,667 Ol_.,t*_3 505.B2S 603 _g3 8.527 I_ 457 ? 9z_5 _ 13,_ 5
[llg

RP-; 269,769 269.271 266, _ _, 1_ 7,7]2 _ 1.2 I.28_ I _,3_
LOx ULImge (:as (Cox _ He) L03 lIg 121 139 3,8ql 3 8_8 :t gql : 3,8t8
H_ _ ,um 6 6 6 6 _ 0 6 6

Hvdr_llc Oil 28 28 _g 2_ L8 28 28 28

Ret_o Rocket propellant 1,3S3 1,3_3 1.353 1.353 1,3S3 i 1,353 1,353 1.353
F_o.t I oo0 8"_0 I.o_ 850 0 i o o 0
Oronlt e 32 32 32 3_ 0 ; 0 0 o

To_a] S-I Sl_$e 9'_1,0 _#) 9_a, la_ 983, 169 980.'_23 129,5 134,36#_ 12fi /_7_ 133.]g9

S I/S Iv Inter_tage Z.413 ?._28 2._13 2._28 2 3o 2.1_5 2.130 i_ 2.t_ _ I

1

S-IV Stag_. DrY 13. 8ff_ }l. 6_11 I). 800 13.681 13.B OO' 13.6B1 13._00 13.681 13.800 13._81 13.8_4D_ 13.681 13.800! t3.681

I_X I_. 238 _.4 O0 8_,23_ gz,,t.O0 8z*.t) 4L_91 g'+.28Z 81%128 8/+,276 8_...... lO,,] _.._,,, 0zI'°' 2_3.... lo_Ii ,eo
LH 2 17.214 LT.IOO L7.214 7,100 16.q 16. 820 16._75 16.811

ix_x I'llag_ Ca_ (COX & I1_) 77 32 27 32 , 5! 77 ")! 2/_ 5] 9') 24_ _48
Ul 2 Ullage Gas (GII 2 6 He) 36 ]1 _6 3_ /8 _ 38 38 $8 38 t?9l _S9 129l IS_

0th*¢ Heli_ 196 200 196 200 19/4 199 Lg_.j 199 19/. lq9 121 102 l_l I 102

Llll.ge Rocket C_es 280 229 280 279 280 219 ? 229 2 279 : ;! 0 •
Fro_t 0 150 15[I O O 0 ; o 0 0

Te_al S=IV Stage 116,03_ L16,116 116,03g IL6,IL6 !15,695 !}5.h_9 115.67_ IIL._P,X. 115.506 115,_242 1_.251 t/*,()1.3 I_+ L86 14 5_I

Vehicle In_lr_e_t Oni[ 6.110 b.lOb 6. llO _.105 6.106 b. IOl 6.106 6.101 6,1_ 6.10[ : 6,_2 (%087 b.l_2 6.0g!
i

payload Aesembty 17 _ 17.023 17.00/4 17.023 il.OO_ 17 023 _ ].OO_ 1].023 I_.O(_ 17.023 I 17 Op_ E7.O23 17.(_._ 17,023

LES & Q B_IL 6.51_ 6.S20 0.5t6 6.520 6.st6i 6.520 61516 6.520 6.516 6.520 0 0 o

Z2 I.co8 281.75_ I {FLro( Flight Stlge Total L.145.1;fl I.L42.316 l.[31.2g_ 1.128.615 275.910 280._b2 r :

ISe<oad Flight S[I_ Total 1_5.302 1_$.218 1_.5.132 le*5,0g_ 3_,+a:] 1_,?_3 ,_.2,)e 1_087

Notes: i COX vented arc_nced for

No CN 2 _entea fr_ RP._ conca1_r_ (s. I S_age).
Igoil_lon _ight L]l¢iuded ),leket preftll (predicted-Located in containers)

Predicted RP i _ights based on dezl_tty of 800.9 *g/m 3 (5000 Ib/ft;) 8;(11, I _=m _:_hts l,a_ed on NO6 % kf4/m 3 (50 35 Ib/f¢ 3)
Fuel c<'ns_d Includes 21 kg/s (4b Ib/_) lube eP I flo_ per engine

b S-Iv propellant cons_d includes I1 kg (2& Lb) [or helL_ heate_ cons_ption
• PredIcted _ights a_e those reported in R-P&VE-VAU._.-56

-"_^ _- , _,-m_,P_, i-m- l i l
_.4 '_il"_l llbll I Inh
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TABLE 4-1I. SA-6 FLIGHT SEQUENCE MASS SUM-

MARY

NOMINAL ACTUAL

kg (ibm) kg (Ibm)

S-I Stage @ Ground Ignition 452,273 997,093 450,936 994,144

S-I/S-IV Interstage @ Ground Ignition 1,095 2,413 1,101 2,428
S-IV Stage @ Ground Ignition 52,632 116,034 52,669 I16,116
Vehicle Instrument Unit @ Ground Ignition 2,771 6,110 2,769 6,105

Payload _ Ground Ignition 10,669 23,520 10,679 23,543

Ist Flight Stage @ Ground Ignition 519,440 i,i_170 _ _6

Thrust Buildup Propellants -6,316 -13,924 -6,223 -13,721

ist Flight Stage @ First Motion 513,124 1,131,246 511,931 1,128,615

Mainstage Propellants -385,454 -849,783 -382,088 -842,361
Frost -454 -I,000 -454 -I,000
Fuel Additive -251 -553 -250 -552

Lube Oil _Oronite) -15 -32 -15 -32

S-I Stage N2 for S-IV Tail Purge -56 -123 -56 -123

S-I Stage N2 for Camera Purge -17 -37 -17 -37
S-l/S-IV Interstage N 2 -128 -283 -128 -283
Vehicle Instrument Unit N 2 -2 -4 ..2 -4

S-IV Stage Chilldown Propellants -154 -339 _ -166 -367
Inboard Engine Thrust Decay Propellants -944 -2,084 -953 -2,102

ist Flight Stage @ Cutoff Signal 125,649 _ 127,802

S-I Stage N 2 for S-IV Tail Purge -3 -7 .-3 -7
Outboard Engine Thrust Decay Propellants

(To Separation) -486 -1,072 -440 -970
S-IV Stage Chilldown Propellants -5 -I0 ..4 -8

S-IV Stage Ullage Rocket Propellants -4 -9 -3 -7

Ist Plight Stage @ Separation I-'_,151 275,91------O 127,352

S-I Stage @ Separation -58,277 -128,478 -60,504 -133,388

S-I/S-IV Interstage @ Separation -966 -2,130 -973 -2,145
S-IV Stage Chilldown Propellants -17 -37 -15 -32
S-IV Stage Ullage Rocket Propellants -60 -133 -50 -Iii

2nd Flight Stage @ Ignition _ I--_,132 --_,810

Thrust Buildup Propellants -22 -49 -22 -49
Mainstage Propellants -45,723 -I00,800 -45,537 -100,392
Helium Heater Propellants -ii -24 -ii -24

Ullage Rocket Propellants -46 -I01 -57 -125
Ullage Rocket Cases -127 -280 -94 -208
Launch Escape System -'2,956 -6,516 -2,957 -6,520

Vehicle Instrument Unit N 2 -6 -14 -6 -14
Helium, S-lV Pneumatic 0 -i 0 -I

2nd Flight Stage @ Cutoff Signal _ 37,347 17,1--_--

Thrust Decay Propellants -10 -23 -ll -24

Propellant Below Pump Inlets -19 -42 -19 -42

2nd Flight Stage @ End of Thrust Decay 16,911 37,282 17,095 37,687

S-IV Stage @ End of Thrust Decay -6,435 -14,186 -6,612 -14,577

Vehicle Instrument Unit -2,763 -6,092 - 2,761 -6_087

Payload 7,713 17,004 7,721 17,023
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TABLE 4-tlt. MASS CHARACTERISTICS COMPARI-
SON

TI_t_ _ss c.c (x-sial C c. OV IME_:TIA OF [zreletlk

_ec kg _ter_ DCV v 5--

Ib I ncheB

ptpO* H/A /48,6 ?0 9.27 0,0130 ]}].177 ],/9 , 80
lOli300 3?6.9 0 5l

SII Stage, pry -- -- -- _ .........
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SECTION V. TRAJECTORY

5. l SUMMARY ..... (") ........ _'_ ......... f,.)
_o_ 7a0 s t_ o_ i_0

I

The actual trajectory of SA-6 deviated consid- - _2:_, I

crably from nominal, primarily due to the premature _0_ ,,.0 o _i-",:_ _..,_,_ /_tlop....... ..., ......
i_

shutdown of engine 8. Total velocity was 33.2 m/s z¢_ I

lower than nominal at engine 8 cutoff, 99.8 m/s lower _o0 zoo /_ _o

thannominalatOECOand3.1 m/shigherthannomi- // J i
hal at S-W cutoff. At S-W cutoff the actual altitude ._0_ ....... . I

was 2.4 km lower than nominal and the range was 41.6 // f ...f

_!/ c,o.. I

km shorter than nominal. The cross i'ange velocity _ _--_-\ I _o

deviated 3.5 m/s to the right of nominal at S-IV cut-
off. _ '0

A theoretical free flight trajectory of the scpara- 0_,o 20 ,_ ,,o ._ _0 _o ,_°
ted S-I booster indicates that the impact ground range _-,.._ --<_
was 58.5 km shorter than nominal, hnpact, assuming

the tumbling booster remained intact, occurred at FIGURE 5-2. S-IV TRAJECTOI_Y

577.2 see range time. _.,,_ ,_.o__.,_1,_ (.-_

The S-1V payload at orbital insertion /S-IV cutoff s_ o,o.
+ l0 sec) had a space-fixed velocity 6.0 m/s greater ......

than nominal, a perigee altitude of 183.3km andan I!_--_f ] ...... _/} i

apogee altitude of 239.7 kin,, giving a predicted life- _ i ..... _:
time of 3.3 days, l. 5 days shorter than nominal. The _0_ i /
extrapolated orbit, based on data for an epoch of 1500 i
Z May 31, reached the estimated breakup altitude of _20_

86 km at approximately 00:27Z June 1 at coordinates |
of 19.9 deg N latitude and 167.2 dcg E longitude. The _o0 ......

theoretical ballistic impact time is approximately !_
00:39Z June 1 at coordinates of 13.6 deg N latitude noo __ , i {

and 179.0 deg E longitude. _ i i_200 i

5.2 TI_t JECTORY COM PARISON WITH NOMINA L ,,,o 22o _oo _ . ,,_'_°..<_° ,_ ,so

Actual and nominal altitude, range and cross
_.arth VtKed ¥@1oc11), (Bi*)

range (Ze) are compared graphically in Figure 5-1 ...... r ,
for the S-I phase of flight and in Figure 5-2 for the { i Ecol

I + --_ _,_/,co_ ''-
S-W phase. Actual and nominal earth-fixed total ve- 2_00 _ . _
locities are shown graphically in Figure 5-3. Corn- ____ _2,

parisons of actual and nominal parameters at the four {- _I icutoff events are shown in Table 5-I. The nominal '_ i { t] ' I I

trajectory is presented in Referenee t. { { { ! _/1_ !i ! I

" _*_ " FIGURE 5-3. EARTIt-FEXED VELOCITY

<:.._-.. _ .- z , Altitude and range were both less than predicted
during S-I burn. The actual earth-fixed velocity was
33.2 m/s less than nominal at engine 8 shutdown and

>0 "...... 99.8 m/s at OECO. The velocity deficit at engine 8

_J-'_"'_J __'_" shutdown has been attributed to lower than nominalI

_ _._.- ......... performance of the S°I stage (see Section 6.0). This
low performance projected out to OECO would result

FIGURE 5-1. S-I TRAJECTORY in a velocity deficit of 48 m/s. The toss of engine 8

i7



TABLE 5-I. CUTOFF CONDITIONS

_ngine B DO IECO OECO $-1v co

......i'-'.............. .....I........................... i......I....._i_e Tl_ _ie_ LL_$ ! II_B* _ _ _1 _! _40 _ _ z_9q _9_2_ 146_2_ 2 9'_ _4_S6 6_ 93_ i _R O7

::i̧ ......., _J6.98 ].05 9_ 34 j 9069 2 6_ 20_ 74 2_ 8 ; _+ 59

CcOOSRaog¢, Ze (_) -0.113 O. lz*7 -0 260 O • O 3'_8 -0.?]2 O 16g O _39 .O 77l 50 |O
5O 01 0 09

Cross Barite Veloc_(y, C'.;)£, 6 )ll -3 b_) 12.O 1263 _ +O, [7 14.68 le_ t+_; +O 20 2?; 13 22) 6) ) ).52
z, (_..) i

F:lr_h _xe_ VeLocity Vector 33.87 i 3_ 19 -0.3_ 75 _t 2b 8_ .0,_5 24 90 _5,73 i -_ 83 0.08_ 0 1_7

.
"ar b._x_a VelocitY Vector lOS _0 _ t05._ 0 Ib tg5 _ 105 bl

............ ' _ i i k
Spa(e.F_xed v* o¢_ 18_3 03 _ 287_ P_ 31 8k 2769.86 285623 .8_ 31 1921 92 i 3019 3'a 97 _? 780g 82 1805 9_ i 2 8/

Longitudinal _ccekeratLon _8 10 : _9 O1 i .0 97 /_] 27 56 _5 -8 98 28 67 _0 13 ! .l z6 73 2it 112 36 0 N

.....) i i I ; i i
• Baled an Ftr_t Hot,on Tl_ ot Ore _ec

E_rt h. Fixed ge to, i ty ACe_r_¢y AI t 6tude Accu r_c?
_ng 8 CO +- 0.4 ./I _:ng g CO_ 1S

S-lV co t I o _/s s-iv co t ioom

at 117.28 sec caused an additional velocity loss of 40

m/s (direct effect of removing one engine thrust plus
indirect effect of reducing the thrust from decreased ,_._,,_._ *_._o. _)

acceleration head on the remaining engines). The re- _o - l ! Ts-_v Cuto_ f

maining velocity deficit of 1t. 8 m/s can probably be _ _-_.._.... I }

attributed to the increased propellant residuals. The _o _-- + 1 ' "4"_V _ -
variouscontributingfactorstothe S-I velocitydeficit i_ i !

arc summarized below: _ , _ : ,_ I

Contributing Factor Velocity Deficit (m/s_ : ; J0 i i I i
150 230 310 3_0 a?o :)so 630 ;to ;_o

Low S-I Performance 48 _.._T,__.,)

Engine 8 Shutdown 40 Lx_P&;Ltudi_]Accelera¢ion(_/'}')

°° i I l-I

Total 99.8 J

......I
OECOoccurred at 149.23 see, 2.99 see later than iI i

predicted. This was primarily due to the loss of en- ]
gine 8 which caused a lower flow rate. increasing the _o
burning time of the S-I stage, i

20

The longitudinal acceleration was about l. 7 per-

cent lower than nominal until engine 8 shutdown (Fig. /[]5-4). From this time until IECO the acceleration iv- _0 i
eraged t. 9 percent lower than a simulated "engine
out"case. This increased percentage deviationisdue o _o _o _ _o _ ,_o ,_0 ,_o
to the thrust on the remaining seven engines being _,,_, T_. (,._)
lower than nominal because of the decreased acceler-
ation head. FIGURE 5-4. LONGITLrDINAL ACCELERATION

18
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The total earth-fLxed vc: .... j ,,_ _-IV cutoff was measuredmeteorological data to an altitude of 47 kin.
3.1 m/s greater than nominal even though S-l_r cutoff Above this altitude the 1959 ARDC_referenee atmos-
was given 1.07 sec earlier than predicted. Since the phere was used.

S-I stage cutoff 2.99 sec late, the S-IV st,age gained M_¢__,y...l¢_....... _;,,_)
103.5 m/s more velocity than nominal in 4.06 sec less
burning time. This was caused by the failure of the
thrust controller on engine 4 which resulted in the ___ _,,,.,*_'_*' o_:co

thrust being l. 25 to 2.0 percent higher than predicted _o // _,,_X , D,,.._, P...... _. ;_1/I_

-4 0 I !/

( see Section 6.7). f,ongitudinal acceleration during / /'/
S-IV burn averaged 2.8 percent higher than predicted _. _ :
(Fig. 5-4).

_.4 /, I
The actual space-fixed velocity at the S-IV cutoff 6 /f \_\ .... \ _/ i i

signal given by the guidance computer (624.86 sec) // _\ "_ I !/! \\ _ I I

was 7808.82 m/s, compared to a preset value of ..... J _ ; ;
7805.95. The actual velocity is based on the powered // _ t I

# _" ",\ i!
flight trajectory, which is within 0.1 m/s of the re- 2 os /// / "xxXx. ji tt

locity deduced from orbital tracking. The deviation /__-_" "_ ! ]was due principally to errors known prior to flight
(see Section 7.0). The revised predicted velocity was o 20 4_ 6o 80 _oo _o d,_ _6c
made up as follows: ...,¢ T,_ _)

FIGUHE5-5. MACH NUMBER AND,DYNAMIC PRES-

Guidance Computer Setting 7805. 95 m/s SURE

Y - Acceleromcter Misalignment 2.76 A comparison of actual and nominal parameters
at significant event times are given in Table 5-II. Apex

Guidance Computer Programming is given for both the s-rv stage and the discarded S-I
Error 0.39 stage. It should be noted that loss of telemetry signal

Expected 7809.10 m/s and impact apply only to the discarded S-I stage.

The actual altitude and range were both less than TABLE 5-II. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
nominal during the entire flight. The actual apex at-

I ' !titude reached during S-IV burn was 8.4 km lower ...... i ............ ! ....... _°!'_2_ .....
than predicted. However, by S-IVeutoff this deviation ]_............ II ............. ' _ :_ : ....................................... ,! .... i .... ! .....
was reduced to 2.4 kin. The altitude deviation at S-IV _t_.......... _ ......... ,_,,) _, ,: :! _,__' :;.
cutoff was primarily due to a misalignment of the ST- :- ! ......._' '_'_ ; ! _,.
124 guidance Y-accelerometer which was known prior __......... } .............. _"_

to flight. The predicted altitude deviation due to this ......_........ _ : ,_,_.,........... ,._)'"') :,_:_......_: _.,,,: . -
error was a reduction of 2.2 km at insertion. The _,-,, .*,_ '_' :, _. ', "

lower apex altitude was primarily due to the velocity ' _o,, _....... _ _,,_..... .......
deficit at S-IV ignition. Also shown on Figure 5-2 is _^_,..(......... ) ........ (_ ............ :':
an altitude profile of an optimized calculus of varia- L I ....................... ('"_
tions trajectory run from the actual S-IV ignition con- , ......... , .... ....... _ . ,_, _. ..

ditions. This trajectory reaches a peak altitude only i _:................ _............. _ _ ...... i,
about 3. 5 km higher than the actual trajectory, ne ...., , _.,.,_.........._o_ ) :o_:'"'o o:_'"_,, .:: :_
glecting a known guidance accelerometer misalign- i ........................
ment, which indicates excellent performance of the i ................._ ...........
adaptive guidance steering. A theoretical free flight trajectory was computed

for the separated first stage using initial conditions

If a precut cam had been used to generate the tilt from a Cape Kennedy (0.18) radar at 175 see range
program during S-IV burn rather thanusing the adap- time. The impact location relative to the launch site
tire guidance, insertion altitude would have been about is shown in Figure 5-6. A comparison of calculated
18.5 km lower. Orbit would have been achieved; how- and nominal impact parameters are shown in Table
ever, the lifetime would only have been several revo- 5-II. The preliminary IP report from the Cape indi-
lutions, cated an impact time of 586.6 sec and a range of

767.52 kin. All eight camera capsules were reeov-

Mach number anddynamie pressure are shown in ered on SA-6. The camera capsule impact location
Figure 5-5. These parameters were calculated using is shown in Figure 5-6.
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24
8_ 76 ° 3"2°

Longitude

FIGURE 5-6. BOOSTER TRAJECTORY GROUND TRACK

5.3 INSERTION CONDITIONS (S-IV CUTOFF + i0 TABLE 5-III. ORBITAL INSERTION ELEMENTS
SEC)

Actual Nominal Act-Nom

The orbitalinsertionconditionsfor SA-6 were Tt,,_of Orbital Insertion 634.86 636.i6 -I.30

determined by a differential correction procedure. (Range Time sec)

Spaced-Fixed Velocity (m/s) 781L.87 7805,80 6.07

Table 5-IiI shows a comparison between the actual
and nominal orbital insertion elements. Pitch Angle (deg) 89,95 89.87 0.08

Altitude (km) 182. 76 [85.26 -2. 50

5. 4 ORBITAL DECAY AND REENTRY Ground Ran8 e (km) 2126,24 2168.[8 ~41,94

The SA-6 apogee and perigee altitudes from Cross Range (km) 52.17 52.20 -0.03

orbital insertion to reentry are shown in Figure 5-7. Apogee Altitude (kin)* 239.7 229.9 9,8

Theorbital decay history was established by GSFC on
t . . . Perigee Altitude (km)* 183.3 183.15 0.14

a real time basis for the lifetune of the vehmle. The
initial apogee and perigee decay rates respectively period (sin) 88.62 88.52 0.10
were 11 kin/day and 7 km/day. Inclination (deg) 31.78 31.77 0.0[

Excess Circular Velocity (m/s) 15.7 I[,i _.6
The orbitaltrackingdata which were used at

MSFC for determination of the terminal decay of the Lifetime (days) 3.3 4.8 -1.5

*The Apogee and Perigee al_i_ude is referenced £o a spherlcal
earth of radiu6 6373 ban.



A.L,._.<*._ orbit to impact. This extrapolated orbit yields a
24o Santiago meridian crossing time of 23:28:tt. 5Z, which

"""_ - i is in reasonable agreement with the Santiago obser-
I vation. The orbit would reach the estimated breakup

.0 "_ - altitude of 86 kin at approximately 00:23Z June f. at
_. coordinates of 26. i (leg N latitude and 151.8 (leg E

220.... _ ...... longitude (see Fig. 5-8). The theoretical ballistic

time is 00:35Z June i at
impact approximately CO-

.0 -- -- ordinates of 21.1 deg N latitude and 167.7 deg E long-
x, itude. This reentry location is consistent with theI

zoo....... I \ fact that no signal was received from the Minitrack
,_o,,. j \ beacon after the Santiago crossing. The Canton Island

_9o...... _""°_- _____ station would have been expected to receive the signalhad the vehicle not broken up or impacted prior to
, reaching the visibility limits of the station. The ele-

vation limit fer the Canton "Island station (shown in
_, Fig. 5-8 for a i00 km vehicle altitude) is -2 deg, ac-

_70---- i"-_ " _c- cording to GSFC. Since the reentry occurred near
noon local time in an ocean area, the probability of

_ __ __ any sightings of the reentering object is very small........... Z',::L

++0 -- --_ .... \+ ] The extrapolation of the orbit for over seven hLours
• (five revolutions) from the last appreciable tracking

,_0 ..... _-_ ..... _ \ involves several assunlptions and permits significant
I " error in the estimated reentry point, ttowevcr, the

_+o- -+ ,-- good correlation of the extrapolation with the single-

i point Santiago observation and with the absence of
t2o i , , signalatCanton Island confirms that the extrapolation

m _o 30 4o _o _o ,o 8o is essentially valid•¢_ ._fte r lolertio_ _hr*)

An error analysis for the t500Z epoch orbit de-
FIGURE 5-7. SA-6 APOGEE AND PEHIGEE ALTI- termination shows the 2(y error limits indicated by the

TUDES consistency of fit of the tracking data to be about +25
minaltitude, +0.02 m/sin velocity, and +1 percent in

SA-6 orbit is as follows: the apparent drag solution. These errors are highly

correlated. Propagating these errors through the
orbit extrapolation leads to 2_ error limits for the

,eaatlon At_Jutati_nTim_ Tn*+ofmta time of 86 km breakup altitude of about *l rain, or
White Sands, New M_:×ieo 15:32Z May 31 Radar Skin +rt_ck

]*atrickAFll,F'lorida 15:372May3t RadarKkinTraek approximately -E350 km ground range. These limits
Antigua 15_4aZMaynl RadarSkin'rtack are indicated in the Figure 5-8. However, the true
White" Sands, New Mexico |7:04Z May 31 Radar _kin Traelt

l_atriekArE, Florida I1:IIZMay31 Radar8kinTrack error limits are somewhat larger, due to systematic
,qantlago, Chile Za:ZS:lSZ May ,21 Minitrack Meridian orbit determination error not properly accounted for

Ctxmaing

(I._at.qlgrm]O_elvtMfro*nVehicle) anddue topossible variation in the assumed drag over
the Last five revolutions.

Additional radar data later than the above have

been received, but the data were either invalid or in- A theoretical ballistic impact time of 00:3IZ
consistent with the data above. A report of some June 1has been reported by GSFC, based on the same
NORAD data during theabovetimeporiodwas also re- data described above. The reasons for the difference
ceived, but the data themselves were not received, in solutions is not known at this time, but may easily

bedue to slightly different assumptions or refinement
An orbit determination was made for the position of data. The coordinates of this theoretical ballistic

vector, velocity vector, and apparent drag effect uti- impact are 2t. t deg N latitude and 162. 3 deg E long-
lizing the radar data listed aboveforan epoch of i500Z itude. This impact location differs by 250 km from
May 31. The orbital parameters determined were thai obtained with the 1500Z solution, approximately
then used as initial conditions for an integration of the the 2(r uncertainty in the solution.
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FIGURE 5-8. SA-6 FINAL ORBIT AND REENTRY
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SECTION VI. PROPULSION

,,¢.,_,, (wi_) r,,,..,, cp.,)

SA-6 was the second Saturn vehicle to employ [ t \__
H-I engines at a thrust level of 836,000 N (i88,000 ,_ -- _ -// ! '_ _"

lbf) to provide thrust for the S-I stage. The second j
stage (S-IV) utilized the RL10A-3 engine. This en- \j._ _/_/
gine was tested on the Saturn vehicle for the second ,_
time. ' ' ,_

i

The S-I propulsion system performed satisfac- _] _ t

tory and approximately as predicted until il6.88 see ,0_ i
of flight. At this time engine position 8 unexpectedly i
cut off. Vehicle longitudinal thrust during S-I burn I

averaged approximately I. 22 percent lower than pre- _ - t
dieted after engine 8 cutoff. The specific impulse was
very closeto predicted, averaging only approximately _ !

0.42 percent lower than predicted, i J0

The performance of the S-IV propulsion system
was within design limits throughout the SA-6 flight. FIGURE 6-1. CHAMBER PRESSURE BUILDUP
The S-IV thrust from flight simulation averaged t. 25

percent higher than predicted due primarily to the *_ .... _ _--]- " _ -] --T_
failure of the engine 4 thrust controller. The specific _'_'d'°_'_-- i ! ....
impulse was 0.75 percent lower than predicted. The ,5_ -- i_Ij_T4-_
thrust on engine 4 averaged approximately 8.0 percent _I_._-_: _._, i .,._oI
higher than predicted. _oo __ _ _.o_

6.2 S-I STAGE PROPULSION SYSTEM _ _ ' i,_¢¢t

I
6.2.1 OVERALL'VEHICLE PROPULSION PER- _0o j . - _ _,_0

FORMANCE |
I z I3¢00 ao0

0 _ _0 6O 80 Jo0 I_0 ]40 Ib0

The propulsion system of the S-I stage per- _...... _,.._
formed satisfactory and approximately as predicted
until t16.88 seo of flight. At this time engine position s_..,.. _.,_,.. (..o

8 unexpectedly cut off. The performance of the other [ [.... J L__ _[ .... _ --]

engines was satisfactory throughout the entire booster ...... _ _ __

Ignition command was initiated 3.35 see before -- !
liftoff signal. Engine buildup was satisfactory, with _,0 I I
the engines starting within their prescribed sequence _o ,0 6o _ _ ,2o ,,o ,_Kaa_ TL_ (,.¢1

and maintaining the programmed 100 milliseconds be-
tweenstarting pairs. Figure6-1iilustrates the chain- FIGURE 6-2. VEHICLE LONGITUDINAL THRUST
her pressure buildup of each engine. The largest de- AND SPECIFIC IMPULSE
viation in the thrust buildup times of the engines that
received ignition signal at the same time was 80 ms 13.80 percent lower than predicted. The 13.80 per-
(engines 5 and 7). This is well within the tolerance cent represents both the loss of the failed engine as
of expected buildup times, well as a slight drop (about t%) in the thrust level of

the other engines due to the drop in pump inlet pres-
sure caused by reduced acceleration after engine 8

6.2.2 CLUSTER PERFORMANCE
cutoff.

Vehicle longitudinal thrust (upper portion of The lower portion of Figure 6-2 presents the ve-

Fig. 6-2) averaged approximately 1.22 percent lower hicle specific impulse. The specific impulse was very
than predicted prior to the premature cutoff of engine close to predicted, averaging only approximately 0.42
8. After the lous of engine 8, the average thrust was percent lower than predicted.

pl_tLiIPIl_lPLl"l'l • I
v w • _1 i_rl_l • • i# lu 23



Vehicle total propellant flow rate and mixture
ratio are shown in Figure 6-3. Flight mixture ratio ......... '........

averaged approximately 1.54 percent lower than pre- .,. [ t -

dieted. A portion of this deviation, 0.92 percent is "_-_1 " I ] I I - _
attributed to a 0.7 percent higher than predicted fuel _[ _[ £, i i [ ! - - "
density (See. 3.0), and the remainder is due to a pre- . -'"_ ] _' i [ j _

, . FIGURE6-4. ENGINE CIIAMBER PRESSURE DECAY

....... _', .... , ............ ) level value 836,000 N (i88,000 lb). Engine 8 exhibi-

:!_ I _ -_*._ ted a sea level engine thrust of 866,696N(194,84tlb), which is 3. 64 percent above the rated sea level

_ i !--- . i--F ! t_ I'_ L,_ value. The higher thrust level for this engine was

t _ _ _ consistent with MSFC static test l:esults, and was not

_ -- _ of sufficient magnitude to adversely affect vehicle per-

[ __ i formance. A high performance lewd was predicted0_---_ . _ , ,0 0 ,_ for engine 8.

FIGURE 6-3. VEHICLE MIXTURE RATIO AND TO- Engine mixture ratioof all engines was within the
TAL FLOW RATE required plus or minus two percent of the rated sea

level value I2.26:1). The average engine mixture
Average propulsion parameters forthetime up to ratio was 0.84 percent lower than predicted which

engine 8 shutdown are summarized below: agrees with the higher than predicted vehidle fuel
flow rate noted in the vehicle performance section.

Propulsion %Deviation Average engine specific impulse was 0.19 percent
Evaltmtion From Predicted lower than predicted.

Longitudinal Vehicle 6,794,7t6 N -1.22% The average deviations from predicted for indi-
Thrust i, 527,513 lbf vidual engine sea level thrust and specific impulse are

shown in Figure 6-5. These parameters were deter-
Vehicle Mass Loss 2,684. 5 kg/s -0. 80°70 mined by utilizing the Saturn Mark IV reconstruction

Rate 5,918.4 lbm/s procedure. Input for the reconstruction was obtained
from flight data and consisted of propellant and vehicle

Longitudinal Vehicle 258. 30 sec -0.42% weights, pump inlet conditions, propellant densities
Specific Impulse and flight measured pump speed. The maximum de-

viations observed in thrust and specific impulse for
Engine cutoff sequence for the engines in positions the individtlal engines were 2.7 percent and 0.5 per-

1 through 7 was normal. The cutoff sequence wasini- cent respectively.

tiated at 14t. 21 sec by the liquid level sensor located
in fuel tank F-2, Inboard engine cutoff(IECO) for Engine 5 showed the greatestdeviationfrom the

positions5 through 7occurred at143.23sec, and out- predicted thrust. Part of the engine 5 deviationwas

board engine cutoff(OECO) occurred 6 sec laterat due to the high fueldensity;however, a greater por-

t49.23 seconds. A typical chamber pressure decay lion is attributed to a prediction error. The predic-
of the outboard engines is presented in Figure 6-4. lion for this engine was based on the results of static

tests SA-i4 and SA-15. The engine exhibited essen-
6.2. 3 INDIVIDUAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE tially the same thrust on both static tests, even though

the gas generator LOX orifice was changed after test

All individual engine performance parameters SA-i4 in order to reduce the thrust approximately
were reduced to sea level conditions for comparison. 22,240 N (5000 lb). The results of static test SA-15
The overall performance was satisfactory. Engine indicated no significant change in thrust level. On
thrust of all engines except engine 8 was within the bothtests the thrust level was substantiated by turbo-
specified plus or minusthrec percent of the rated sea pump speed. Data from static test SA-15 were used
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signal from the engibe was received at 117.28 seconds.
The failure occurred within the Mark III turbopump

.................... (....... _ assembly (Fig. 6-6) and data indicate two possible

'i11 _ _ ] _ failure modes. The failure mode that is more likely

to have occurred is substantiated by past performance

,0 "i,0 of the Mark IX[ turbopump assembly. This type of
failure is caused by stripping of the teeth from the "A"

i high speed pinion gear by the "B" reduction gear. The• other possible failure mode, which is less likely to
have occurred, is a seizing of the high speed pinion

.... _ bearing (bearing number five) and a subsequent tor-

sional failure of the quill shaft that is splined to the
0" turbine shaft. Past tests have proven the quill shaft

to be reliable even under conditions of overload, cn-

o_ gine performance of 890,000 to i, 023,000 N ( 200,000
to 230,000 lb) thrust, and the probability that it failed

a
....... is extremely low. Gear box flooding was not indicated

to be the cause of failure because any increase in

.................... , ....... ,....... _ pressure in the gear case indicates a rise in the level

.... H-- of the lubricants within the gear box. Such a rise in

the level of the gear box lubricants was not evident on

|mm ......... [_ _ the flight.

°' Indications of lubrication blockage of both gear

.0_ andbearing jets were not seen. The "Gear Case Lube
Low" pressure measurement indicates the pressure

just upstream of bearing and gear jets. No pressure

i fluctuations were seen in this measurement, indicat-ing that there was no lubrication jet blockage.

o The first indication of failure was a decrease in

both the engine combustion chamber pressure and the
turbopump speed. The turbopump speed dropped from
6590 to 6520 revolutions per minute, while the corn-

FIGURE 6-5. DEVIATIONS IN INDIVIDUAL ENGINE bustionchamber pressure showed an approxhnate de-
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS (S-It crease of 6.89 N/cm 2 ( i0 psi) from the normal oper-

ating pressure of 465 N/cm 2 (6_5 psi). The first
to determine the predicted sea level performance, noticeable change in engine performance was at 114

Flight data indicate a reduction in sea level thrust of see with a gradual decay until 117.24 seconds. At
i7,553 N ( 3946 lb) from predicted. At present, there if7.28 sec both parameters abruptly dropped initiat-
is no explanation for the apparent random performance ing the cutoff sequence. This abrupt change in pump
of engIne 5. speed and combustion chamber pressure is presented

in Figure 6-7.

After li7.28 sec range time, when engine 8 cut
off, the actual local thrust levels of the other seven with the cutoff of the engine system, the framed-
engines dropped approximately 1.0 percent due to the late termination of the pump operation caused a surge
effect of the lower vehicle acceleration on the pump of propellant inlet pressure of 68 N/cm 2 gauge (99

inlet pressures. This was expected for the loss of psig) for fuel and 139 N/cm 2 (202 psi) for LOX (Fig.
one engine. 6-87. Subsequent to cutoff an immediate rise of the

gas generator conispheretemperature occurred. This
Tbomaximumdeviationofindividtml engines from value exceeded the upper limit 1255"K of the trans-

predicted specific impulse was 0.5 percent on engine ducer range, witha cutoff of this type, shifts in per-
5. The effect of the failed engine on actual local spe- formance as were found are expected. Rapid increase
cific impulse was not as pronounced as the thrust ef- of the static pressures at the pump inlets was caused
feet and resulted in a slight increase in individual en- by the immediate stagnation of the fluids when the
specific impulse, pumps became inoperative. The excessive tempera-

ture within the conisphere was caused by the shift in

Engine 8 cut off earlier than predicted. This en- the gas generator mixture ratio caused by the abaorm-
gine failed in flight at 117.24sec range time and cutoff al engine cutoff.
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FIGURE 6-7. ENGINE 8 DECAY "_ _,-, i ,_
=

Under normal operating conditions, the main fuel 1 i i "°
valve will begin closing 230 milliseconds after the
main LOX valve starts to close. During the cutoff of .....................

the engine in position 8, the main fuel valve elosmg ............ , ............. ,

followed that of the main LOX valve by only fifty mil- ____"__]._ _°liseconds, indicating a very rapid decay in fuel pump %............. , .... '°
discharge pressure. This cutoff characteristic causes
a LOX-rich mixture ratio in the ffas generator and FIGURE 6-8. FIfE, LAND LOX PUMP INLET PRES-

would result in the high temperature that was recorded. SURES
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Other indications of the premature shutdown are pump inlet pressure. The system operated satisfac-
seeninthe increase in temperatures of the high speed torily with no malfunctions or major deviations from

pinion bearings numbers 5 and 6 and of turbine shaft the predicted performance.
bearing number 8 (Fig. 6-9). The rise in tempera-
ture of the pinion bearings is attributed to a radial The system is designed to maintain a constant ul-
loading of the bearings experienced with this failure, lage pressure of approximately 11 N/cm 2 gauge (16
However, the temperature rise associated with the psig) for the first 70 see of flight. At 70 sec, the flow
number 8 bearing is presumed to have been caused by of pressurant to the fuel tanks is terminated for the
hot gases entering the bearing cage from the gas tur- remainderofflight. The GN2remaining in the spheres
bine assembly. Cracking of the carbon seal separat- (see Fig. 6-10) after termination of fuel tank pres-
ing the gas turbine assembly and the gear case would surization is joined as one system and allowed to
have allowed the hot gas to enter the gear case at this equalize with the GN 2 in the LOX-SOX spheres.

......... <%) 2_ 1 1 l T- ] ]

68O

....... Zr

4_3 _redlct

#[ i °
5 .......

_'0 ----

O 0

170 _reJ,ur_ I_,'_ 7) P_eJlure (pit)

X&OII _ 116 It8 12e 122 i_ i_6 12B 130

FIGURE 6-9. ENGINE 8 HIGH SPEED PINION

BEARING TEMPERATURE :,o ,0 _.o,,,_o ,,- (,.,) :

This was the last Mark Ill turbepump scheduled FIGURE 6-10. GAS PRESSURE IN FUEL TANK F3
to be flown in for the Saturn I or IB program, Their AND HIGH PRESSURE SPHERES

replacement, the Mark III H turbopump, has been de-
signed with a 20 percent increase in gear face width The pressure in the fuel tanks was close to that
of the "A" and "B" gears. The widths of gears "C" predicted and was satisfactory throughout the flight
and "D" have been increased to the dimensional limit (Fig. 6-i0) although pressure oscillations occurred

of the gear case. during the first 30 see of flight. The pressure oscil-
lations were caused by intermittent opening and elos-

The premature shutdown of the engine in position ing of the fuel tank pressurization valves upon signal
8 caused no damage to the remaining seven engines, of the pressure switch in fuel tank F3.
but resulted in their burning approximately three sec-

onds longer than predicted. The fuel tank ullage pressure oscillations were
transmitted to the fuel pump inlets, and are reflected

6.3 S-I PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS in their pressure measurements. The maximum
change infuel pump inlet pressure due to ullage pres-

6.3.1 FLrELTANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM sure oscillations was approximately 1.4 N/cm 2 (2
psi). This change in pump inlet pressure amounts to

Fuel tank pressurization provides increased a negligible 0.28 N/cm _ (0.4 psi) change in engine
tank structural rigidity as well as adequate engine fuel combustion chamber pressure.
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The ullage gas temperature was 294°K at ignition the valve was approximately 39. 3 N/era 2 gauge (57
and decayed to aminimum of 268*K at 92 sec of flight, psig) which caused the relief valve h) open. To pre-
The temperature then increased because of aerody- vent COx venting on SA-6 the mechanical relief set-

namic heating effects and reached a value of 278* K at tingonthevalves was increased by applying additional
the end of S-I stage flight. The SA-6 fuel tank tern- preloading on the valve spring. Test of the valves on
perature was in goc(l agreement with that recorded for SA-6 after resetting indicated cracking pressures
SA-5. were 43. 8 and 43. 5 N/cm 2 gauge (63, 7 and 63.2 psig)

at 116° K. The maximum ullage pressure in the center
6. 3.2 LOX TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM LOX tank during SA-6 flight was 40. 3 N/cm 2 gauge

(58.5 psig). LOX temperatures measured upstream
Pressurization of the LOX tanks provides in- Of the pressure relief valve indicate that no COX vent-

creased tank structural rigidity and adequate LOX ing occurred during SA-6 flight,
pump inlet pressures. Prelaunch pressurization is
achieved With heiittrn from a ground source. From 6, 3. 3 CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM
vehicle ignition command to liftoff, an increased he-

titre1 flow is used tomaintain adequate LOX tank pres- The pneumatic control pressure system sup-
sure during engine start. Operation of the LOX tank plies GN_ at a regulated pressure of 516 ± 10.3 N/cm _
pressurization system during prelaunch and flight was gauge (750 • i5 psig) for operation of LOX system
satisfactory, pressure relief valves I and 2, the LOX vent valve,

the LOX replenish control valve, and the suction line

Predicted and measured LOX tank pressure dur- prevalve control valve; and for engine turbopump
ing flight are shown in Fignre_6-ll. The pressure in gearbox pressurization, calorimeter and LOX pump

both the center and outer LOX tank averaged 1.7 N/era z seal purging, and purging of the engine compartment
(2. 5 psi) lower than predicted throughout flight. TV camera. The control pressure system operated

successfully throughout the flight.

l i _'_ _ --_ :o basically the same as
I ] The SA-6 system was

......... _ _i SA-5, with the exception of the addition of an engine

_-- !i.i,,,:,-_ \__t" compartment TV camera purge. N/era2----._ _ The supply sphere pressure was 1980
,, -..o,._o,-_ / t_-t"'_'_( / I (2835 psi) on the SA-5 flight. At 150 sec range time

_" i i........ J ! the supply sphere pressure had decayed to i085 N/cm 2

' _ i i _ (1575psi)" Supplyspherepressure°ntheSA-5flight

t . _( .... was l180N/cm 2 ( i715 psi) at 150 seconds. The loweroo pressure at the end of flight was the result of addi-
I 1 [ tioeal flew required for the engine compartment TV
! I - L
' ,._. ,_,....... '....... camera purge.

FIGURE 6-11. LOX TANK ULLAGE PRESSURE The regulated supply pressure was 527 N/cm 2
(765 psi) throughout S-I stage powered flight.

The operation of the GOX flow control was satis-
factory. The effect of the shutdown of engine 8 was 6.3.4 LOX-SOX DISPOSAL SYSTEM
reflected in the GOX flow control valve effective flow

area. The measured COX temperatures upstream The function of the LOX-SOX disposal system
from the flow control valve indicates that the SA-6 is toprevent premature S-IV engine combustion cham-
heat exchanger performance was approximately 311°K her ignition possibly leading to an explosion. LOX or
higher than that on the SA-5 flight. Static test data SOX, which could collect inside the chamber, is va-
for both stages shows SA-6 heat exchanger perform- porized and purged leaving an inert atmosphere of
ante to be 285" K higher than that on SA-5. This var- concentrated nitrogen at the time of propellant injec-
iatinn of heat exchanger performance from stage to tion during the ignition cycle. The system used to
stage is characteristic of the system, accomplish this function is illustrated in Reference 3.

On the SA-5 flight, leakage of COX past one of Successful operation of the LOX/SOX disposal
the four-inch pressure relief valves was indicated by system was indicated by the flight data. Initial tem-
a rise in the measured gas temperature at approxi- perature in the triplex spheres was 8. 3*K higher than
mately 69 seconds. At that time the gas pressure at on the SA-5 flight and the initial temperature in the
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S-US-IV interstage was 11.1" K higher than during the This decrease inpropellant utilization can be pri-
SA-5 flight. This increase in temperature was prob- marily attributed to the actual fuel loaded being i044
ably due to an increase in ambient temperatures. (2303 Ibm) less than the corresponding value tabu-

lated for that specific weight from the propellant load-
Pressure eqoalization between the fuel tank pres- ing tables and to the premature cutoff of the engine 8.

suriT.atinn high-pressure spheres and the LOX/SOX The fuel specific weight at lfftoff was 79i0.48 N/m 3
disposal triplex spheres at 70 sec range time was in- ( 50. 3572 lb/ft 3) which was 56.i i N/m 3 ( 0.3572 [b/ft 3 )
dicated by a sudden drop in the triplex sphere GN 2 higher than predicted. Becauseofthe higher fuel spe-
temperature. The initiation of S-IV LOX ehilldown at cific weight, fuel flow rate was greater than predicted
142 sec range time was indicated by a sudden drop in and LOX flow rate was less.
the S-I/S-IV interstage ambient temperature. A build
up of pressure in the plenum chamber at approximately Cutoff probes in both the LOX and fuel tanks were
the same time indicated the admission of GN 2 into the preset for tank-bottom LOX depiction. ]tad the en-
S-I/S-IV interstage, gines operated as predicted with the loads specified

by the propellant loading tables, the engine cutoff se-
6.3.5 IIYDROGEN VENT DUCT PURGE quencc would have been initiated by a LOX cutoff

probe, and the fuel bias of 807 kg (1780 Ibm) would

The hydrogen vent duct purge system removes have been unused. Because of the short fuel load,
the chilldown hydrogen flowing through the S-IV stage cutoff was initiated by the fuel level cutoff probe in
plumbing at approximately 35 sec prior to S-I/S-IV fuel tank F-2 at 141.21 sec range time.

stage separation. The hydrogen exits the S-IV stage
through three 30.48 cm (12 in. ) diameter ducts that The fuel cutoff probe signal initiated a preset time
lead down the sides of the S-I/S-IV interstage and the sequence (2-see delay to inboard engine cutoff followed

S-I stage in line with stub fins I], IH, and IV. Prior by 6-sec delay to outboard engine cutoff). The se-
to launch, low-pressure helium from a ground source quence was predicted on having all engines operating.
purges the three ducts. A helium triplex sphere as- With the engine in position 8 out, the propellant that

sembly onboard the S-I stage supplies GH e for the would have been used during the two seconds between
purge after liftoff. This continues throughout the thecutoffprobesignal and inboard engine cutoff, along
chilldown operation and S-I stage powered flight, with the propellant used during thrust decay, remained

as part of the propellant residuals.

The hydrogen vent duct purge system operated

satisfactorily. The sphere conditions at liftoff were The propellant left onboard at engine cutoffs were
2070 N/cm 2 (3000 psi) and 2920K for SA-6 as corn- as follows:
pared to 2085 N/cm z (3025 psi) and 283°K for SA-5.
Thepressure at outboard engine cutoff was 379 N/era 2 End of
(550 psi) for SA-6. The temperature of the sphere IECO OECO Thrust Decay
exceeded the lower limit of the transducer 288°K at

approximately 78 seconds. LOX 12,262 kg 6557 kg 6225 kg
(27,0321bm) (14,457 Ibm) (13,723 Ibm)

6.4 S-I PROPELLANT UTILIZATION
Fuel 5961 kg 3058 kg 2448 kg

Propellant utilization (the ratio of propellant (13,142 Ibm) 6742 lbm) (5397 Ibm)
used to propellant loaded) is an indication of the ef-
ficiency of a vehicle propulsion system in consuming 6.5 S-I ttYDRAULIC SYSTEM
loaded propellant. Propellant utilization on the SA-6
flight was lessthan both the predicted values and pro- Four independent, closed-loop hydraulic sys-
pellant utilization on the SA-5 flight. The predicted terns provide outboard engine gimbal motion during
and actual percent of loaded propellant utilized on the engine firing and non-firing operations without the use
flight were calculated from the vehicle weight data ofanexternalpressurizing source. The gimbal forces
and are as follows: a re provided by two eleetrohydraulic actuators m ounted

in perpendicular planes of motion on each outboard
Predicted (%) Actual (%) engine. These gimbal forces are proportional to the

magnitude of an electrical input signal to a se rvo valve
Total 98.39 97. 84 located on each of the actuators. Each outboard H-i
Fuel 97.62 97.77 engine is capable of plus or minus eight degrees of

LOX 98. 73 98.00 motion in a square pattern.
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Performance of the hydraulic systems during S- Atypical chamber pressure for the retro rockets

I-6 stage flight was satisfactory. No excessive de- is shown in Figure 6-12. Thechamber pressure meas-
mands were placed on the systems, indicating mini- urements were recordedon the S-I stage tape record-

mum gimbaling requirements. The hydraulic oil er and played back after the RF blackout caused by
temperatures and source pressures were higher than retro rocket exhausts.
predicted, but remained within the specified limits.

The hydraulic source pressure of engine 1 dropped

68.9 N/cm _ (100 psi) when the inboard engine 8 fail- ,.......... '_' b...........
urc occurred. This pressure decay continued for fff- y "_
teen sec after the inboard engine failure, and then ............ '_ ;_ , ><'! "

began to rise. This rise continued through the re- "_ : l ___" ............. '"
mainder of S-I-6 stage operation. Since the engines ,_ ,
did not undergo any large gimbaling movements during - [
this time, there appeared to be no cause for large flow _ i i . L_ . "_

demands corresponding to this reduced pressure. The .... i .
slow reaction of the system to correct for the pres- i _
sure drop could have resulted from an attenuation of -_ ] , _ i

the compensator sensing. However, this slight drop l / _'_in pressure was not serious and the performance of [ i _the hydraulic systems was considered satisfactory. _ i j

6.6 RETRO ROCKET PERFORMANCE

FIGURE 6-12. TYPICAL RETRO ROCKET COM-
Four 151,240 N (34,000 lbf) thrust, solid pro- BUSTION CHAMBER PRESSURE

pellant retro rockets provided the necessary retarding

force on the S-I stage to prevent S-US-IV stage col- The combustion chamber pressure for retro
lision after separation. These retro rockets were rocket No. 1 peaked at a lower pressure than rctro
mountedtothe spider beam at the top of the S-I stage, rockets 2, 3, and 4. Also, during retro rocket main-

90 deg apart and midway between the main fin posi- stage burning the chamber pressure of retro rocket
tions. The nozzles were canted 12 dog from the re- No. i remained more constant than the pressures of
hiele longitudinal axis to direct the thrust vectors the other three. The chamber pressure for retro

through the S-I stage center of percussion, rocket No. 4 indicated higher values during decay and
a longer burning time.

Operation of the retro rockets was satisfactory

with ignition occurring after outboard engines thrust Measured, calculated, and predicted performance
was iess than ten percent of maximum. "["he pro- levels are shown in Table 6-I. As indicated, lower
grammed tape signal for ignition of the retro rockets thrust and longer burning times were experienced.
and actuation of the explosive nuts was at 149.62 see- Total impulse was below predicted for retro rockets
onds. Due to a timed delay, retro rocket ignition was 1, 2, and 3, but was above predicted for retro rocket
0. 06 sec later to allow for separation bolt retraction. 4.

TABLE 6-I. RETRO ROCKET PARAM:ETERS

pARAMETER RETRO -ROCKETS pREDI CTE D

INDIVIDUAL

I 2 3 4 Total PERFORMANCE

Burning Time (see) 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.35 --- 2.15

Total Impulse (N-s) 325,387 325,832 320,272 338,732 1,310,223 331,393

Average Thrust (N) 144,616 144,812 142,343 144,140 575,911 154,131

Average Pressure (N/em 2) 864 876 855 860 ......

Firing Command 149.68 149.68 149.68 149.68 --- 146.71

(see range time)

Average Pressure - Area under pressure versus time curve divided by burning time.
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Retro rocket performance was exceptionally good. 488 sec burn time. The actual depletion lime extra-
InteractinnofS-I and S-IVstage was prevented through polating the propellant residuals remaining at corn-
proper operation of all four retro rockets, mand cutoff would have been 475 sec or t3 sec short

of predicted. Nine seconds of this is attributed to the
6.7 S-IV STAGE PROPULSION SYSTEM engine 4 high operating performance level. The bal-

ance of four seconds is primarily duc to differences
6.7. i OVERALL S-IV STAGE PROPUI.SION PER- betweentheactual and predicted propellant loads. The

FOR MANCE average stage thrust was high by approximately 2 per-
cent; 1.5 percent of this is attributed to high per-

The performance of the S-IV propulsion system formance of engine 4 and 0.5 percent is due to greater
was within design limits throughout the flight test of EMR caused by the PU system excursions during the

S-IV-6. Performance of individual engines were close first 150 see of S-IV flight. The performance ex_zur-
to expected except for an apparent maffunetion of the sions were within the predicted bands and shapes.
thrust controller on engine 4. The performance of
tank pressurization systems, helium heater, hydrau- The resulting thrust, specific impulse, total pro-
lic systems and PU system were very close to pre- pellant weight flow rate and engine mixture ratio arc
dinted values, presented in Figure 6-13.

"raru, t (tooo _) 7hrul_ O0CO tb)

6.7.2 CLUSTER PERFORMANCE

Two independent analyses were used to retort- _c
struct the S-IV stage six engine performance. ,_,

o 10o _o0 ioo _oo ,oo

The first method is an engine _, which _ ...... _,/,1 _,..... _,....

uses the telemetered engine parameters to compute _.0 - ---_ ---_:'_:,.',..1---- _ "_- _ -- predx_te_

clustered thrust, specific impulse, and weight flow. I I I

A correction factor is used to account for the 6 deg of ,_.5 ___ _ _.engine cant angle to the vehicle center line, helium _,_

heater flow rates, helium heater thrust and chilldown .... . .............. .__ --__J__--_7__._*'-'-,'_ I__ -_-_
vent thrust. """'" _o_

q2 _ o leo s°_Iv B_ zt,_ (st,)

The second method is a _ simulation s.... _..._.. _.._)
which uses the thrust and weight flow shapes obtained -- -- ! ......

from the engine analysis and adjusts the levels to sim- ,_0 "_".
ulate the actual trajectory as closely as possible. -- , -- ,_.

Thetworesults are consideredtobe in agreement _ ,__-_.,,_ ,,.,)
if the flight simulation and engine analysis do not dff- . ...... _..o _:,.,_)

fer by more than 1 percent. '_ r.J N_ ----_"_

/6.7.2. 1 E NGINE A NA LYSL_ '^'

Flight dataanalysis performed on the S-IV- / "-_--*"- ........... "
6 stage based on the overall evaluation of burn'time .._ _^J

and the propellants loaded, and the possible error as- i f
sociated withthese quantities, indicated that the thrust __ "

and specific impulse deviated from predicted by 2.08
percent and -0. 42 percent respectively. FIGURE 6-13. TOTAL S-IV STAGE PERFORMANCE

(ENGINE ANALYSIS)
The engine analysis performance characteristics

were reconstructed starting from LH2cooldown to en- 6.7.2.2 FLIGHT SIMULATION
gine cutoff. Three independent computer programs
were used to gain statistical confidence in the recon- Both a three-degree-of-freedom and a six-
structed values and profiles, degree-of-freedom flight simulation computer pro-

gram, incorporating a differential correction proce-

Based ontheaceeptance firing oftheS-IV-6 stage, dure were employed to adjust the propulsion parame-
the propellant depletion time had been predicted as ter histories obtained by the engine analysis. These
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programs determined adjustmentstotheassumed lev- The mass flow determined by flight simulation,

els of stage longitudinal thrust and weight flow that combined with vehicle mass at S-IV cutoff, allow the

yieldedanearly exact fit of the actual trajectory. Tbe making of an accurate determination of vehicle mass

observed trajectory was matched by these simulations during S-IV burning. Using this method the S-IV ve-

with the following average deviations, hicle mass at ignitionis determined to be 65,627 • t8f

kg (144,680 ± 400 Ibm). This figure compares with

Average Deviation the actual vehicle mass at ignition of 65,810kg
(145,086 Ibm) obtained from a combination of engine

Velocity 0.5 m/s analysis, capacitance probe, and point level sensor
data.

Altitude 122 m

The fact that the simulation results do not agree

Slant Range 15 m exactly with theengine analysis results can be caused

by a number of factors. Most obvious of these are

Since the trajeetory was matched this closely, the telemetry data inaccuracies which affect the engine

only significant uncertainties in the results are those analysis to a greater degree than the flight simulation

due to possible errors in postflight estimation of ve- analysis. Other factors in the difference could be ac-

hicle weight at cutoff, errors in the observed trajec- counted for by uncertainties in engine analysis values

tory and in the thrust and weight flow shape from the for thrust and weight flow caused by leakage through

engine analysis. These uncertainties could cause es- the LH 2 chilldown valves, helium heater thrust and

timated errors in each of the parameters of 0.3 per- weight flow and base pressure thrust.
cent.

6.7.3 INDIVIDUAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE

Table 6-If presents the simulation results. Itean

beseen thatthc thrust and weight flow are higher than The six Pratt & Whitney RLi0A-3 engines,

predicted, which is compatible with the malfunction which powered the S-IV stage, operated satisfactorily

of the thrust control valve on engine 4 (see Para. throughout the full duration of the flight, except for

6.7.3). Using the value of average stage longitudinal engine 4. After the start transient, the thrust con-

thrust, the total impulse impacted to the vehicle from troller of engine 4 malfunctioned, causing the engine

90 percent thrust to S-IV cutoff is about 189.7 x 10 s to operate at a higher thrust level and lower engine

N-s (42.55 x i06 lbf-s), mixture ration (fuel rich). The deviations from

"FABLE 6-H. S-IV-6 PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANOE (FLIGHT SIMULATION)

Average Values % Deviation From % Deviation From

Parameter Flight Simulation* Engine Analysis Predicted

Longitudinal Vehicle 402170.3 + 1206 N -0.83 _ 0.3% +1.25 _ 0.3%
Thrust 90416.0 T 271 lhf

Vehicle Mass Loss 96.14 _ 0.29 _ -0.49 _ 0.3% +2.00 @ 0.3%
Rate 211.96 _ 0.63 __

lbm
sec

Longitudinal Vehicle 426.6 + 1.28 sec -0.33 _ 0.3% -0.75 _ 0.3%
Specific Impulse

Definition of Propulsion Parameters

Lon$itudinal Vehicle Thrust accounts for engine cant angle and includes helium heater

thrust, and thrust originating at the coeldown vents due to leakage of LH 2 through the
engine cooldown valves during engine operation. Ullage rocket thrust is not included.

Vehicle Mass Loss Rate includes all stage weight flowrates, such as the sum of individual

engine propellant weight flowrates, leakage of LH2 through the cooldown valves, and

helium heater propellant weight flow. Ullage rocket flowrate is not included.
tudinal Vehicle Specific Impulse is vehicle longitudinal thrust divided by vehicle mass
loss rate.

*Average values between 90% S-IV thrust and S-IV cutoff.
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predicted for the individual engine thrust and specific 6.7.3.2 START TRANSIENTS

impulse are shown inFigure 6-14.
Normal start transientswere noted for all

engines. The engine thrustbuildupat the 90 percent

Z Dev£atioaFr_ PredictedThrust level was achieved by all engincs between I. 74 and
10 __ 2. 02 sec after start command. For comparison, the

chamber pressure transients at start are shown in
Figure 6-15. The initial individual engine chamber

8

pressure overshoot at engine start was a maximum of
approximately 6.9 N/ore 2 ( i0 psi) which corresponds

6 to approximately 2224 N (500 thf) or 3. 3 percent
th rust.

4

l_at Cheer preagure (N/_ 2) T1_ru=[ _t_r p_ealu,e (pIO

-2

1 2 3 Eng [nen4 5 6 150

Deviation Fvo_ Predicted Specific I=_pulse lO0

2

5o

-2
I 2 3 4 5 _ 0 o

Engtnes 1 I
Tile After S=IV Rnglne S_brC (leo)

FIGURE 6-t4. DEVIATIONS IN INDIVIDUAL EN- FIGURE 6-t5. INDIVIDUAL ENGINE START
GINE PERFORMANCE PARAME- TRANSIENTS

TERS (S-IV)
The engine 4 thrust controller appeared to main-

The largest deviation noted in thrust was, of tain control up to and including the initial overshoot,
course, engine 4whichexperienced a thrust controller but abruptly shifted up to near maximum pressure of
malfunction. Engine 4 thrust was 9.5 percent higher 25i N/era 2 (365 psi) or approximately 80,068 N

than predicted. (18,000 lbf) thrust at 2, 5 scc after S-IV ignition. Af-
ter the overshoot period the pressure stabilized to

The largest deviation in specific impulse was en- 227 N/cm 2 (330 psi) or 73,396 N ( 16,500 lhf) thrust

gine 3 which was t percent lower than predicted, at approximately 4 seconds. The maximum engine 4
thrust overshoot was 6672 N (1500 lbf) or 10 percent

6.7.3. I ENGINE COOLDOWN above its steady state value.

The engine cooldown period for LH 2 was 6.7.3.3 STEADY STATE OPERATION
44- 3 see and for LOX was 10 seconds. The LH 2 chill-

down period was longer than the planned 4i. 5 sec be- Satisfactory performance of the engines was
cause of the longer S-I stage burn time. The LOX demonstrated throughout the flight with only engine 4
consumption for eooldown was approximately 68, 04 deviating from the expected band. Engine 4thrust was

kg (150 Ibm), or an average flow rate of t. 13 kg/s 9.5pereenthigher and mixture ratio 2.0percent lower
(2.5 Ibm/s) per engine. The LH2 consumption for than predicted duetothethrustcontroller malfunction.
ehilldown was approximately i36 kg (300 Ibm) , or an The response of the engine was different from the
average LH 2 flow rate of 0.508 kg./s ( i. i2 Ibm/s) per other engines in that is was more sensitive to the PU
engine, valve variations.
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As discussed in paragraph 6.7. 3.2. the engine 4

thrust controller appeared to have operated during the c_._., ........ _./_b _-_r _....... _.,_
_0o ....

start transient. However, 2. 06 sec after start corn- _ I s_.,._.d _._.¢,oo ° _.
mand the chamber pressure started increasing and I [ _-o, .... o._,_. _.- [
reached a peak level of about 251 N/cm 2 ( 365 psi) by _" _ I - _ /1_._

2. 5 seconds. The effect of mixture ratio changes on - _..L_ 7.._ _ _ _
the engine chamber pressure during steady state op- _0 t _=
eration indicated a typical turbine bypass valve closed _ .._...... • ,

23S _ - !

All of the evidence indicates that the engine thrust _ °° ,.'_.... _oo
control turbine bypass wklve went fully closed and re- _c_ ; .o.: _._. ....... _
mained fully closed throughout the flight. _ _ ' ....... ._.._ °'

-o? 0 0z o_ 0_ o0 ko

In an effortto establishthe cause ofthe thrust _. _._......d_o_..__._,_..........>

controlmalfunctionon engine_i,_nglneassembly rec- _'_-..... _ ......_.., _,,oV I---_ _0_

ords and acceptancetestdata were reviewed. No ev- _0 .........._...... [
idence was found of any thrust control abnormalities _ _ _e.-__!-- --= ,_ , -

which might have contributed to the malfunction. De- ___-_---_T|/_ '_velopment engine malfunction records were reviewed _ _ --
but no otherthrustcontrolmalfunctionswith similar ; .........

possible failure modes were Simulated on an analog

computer. In addition, some of the more probable -_0_ _ "_
failure modes were simulated on a development en- _ _"...... _ '° _"_ c_-_, _....... _.,_)
glne. These testsindicatedthat the xnost probable _'_........._"_>

failuremodes were (I) restrictedthrustcontrolbody _-_;:_;:.........
vent lineand/or vent orifice.(2)failedthrustcontrol i_ ._.___ _ _
motor bellows, or (3) loss ofchamber pressure sig- _

nal to the thrust control due to a leaking or damaged _ _._ / t_

sense line. Comparisons ofthe flightchamber pres- 1 f_"_/_"-_ i / _ ......_'
sure data with the analog and enginetestresultsfor _00 _" _.... o0

each of these simulated failure modes are shown in I [//] _ .... _. ' [
Figure 6-16. _,_o_ItlJ _ o_s_to.d_._t_ j

A failureofthe motor bellowsor chamber pres-

sure sensellnewould have bad tooccur atthe precise FIGURE 6-16. SIIVIULATED S-IV ENGII_ 4 THRUST

time ofthe abrupt rise inchamber pressure inorder CONTROL MALFUNCTION

for such a startcharacteristictohave been present,

However, a restrictionofthe vent orificeor vent line to an unknown condition.As partofthe evaluationef-
could baveoccurred any time priortoengine startand fort to establisha possiblecause for the thrustcon-

would have resultedintheaccelerationcharacteristics trolmalfunction,preflightcheckoffrecords were ex-

noted inflight, tensivelyexamined and more than I00 engine photo-
graphs of S-IV-6 were reviewed but no indications

Presently.the flightconfigurationthrustcontrol were found ofany abnormalities inthe thrustcontrol
vent linesare removed duringallstaticfiringsofthe plumbing.

engines and the vents are plumbed toa low pressure

source on the teststand. Purpose ofthisisto allow As a precaution to preclude the possibilityof a

a demonstration of infllghtovershoot characteristics recurrence ofa similar malfunctionon the remaining
as the thrustcontrol body must be vented to a low S-IV vehicles the followingprocedures have been in-
pressure source inorder topreventexcessive over- stltuted:

shoot. Prior to flightthe flightconfigurationlines

which vent the thrustcontrolstothe engine vent col- (i) On S-IV-7 all thrustcontrolbody pressure
lectors are reinstalled. As a result, no static firings vent lines are being removed and the vent lines and
oftheengines are accomplished with the thrust control vent orifices checked for restrictions to normal flow.
vent lines in the flight configuration. While the sub- On subsequent vehicles it has been recommebded that

ject vent lines are X-rayed and flow checked prior to the vehicle acceptance testa beaecomp[ished with the

being installed on an engine being prepared for deliv- thrust control vent lines installed in the flight configu-
cry, subsequent removal andreinstallationcontributes ration. This is being considered.
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(2) A thrust control motor bellows high pressure 5, 8.1 LH 2 TANK PRESSURIZATION
leak check will be performed during the last engine

leakage check prior to flight. Thishigh pressure leak During the S-IV-6 flight the LH 2 tank pressur-
check will supersede the low pressure bellows check ization system demonstrated satisfactory perform-
which was utilized for S-IV-6. ance. The LIt 2 pump inlet conditions were maintained

withintheengine specification range except for a per-
(3) Preflight inspection procedures have been iod of approximately 33 see when the NPSH dropped

reviewed and they are being amended as necessary to below the minimum value of 5. 5 N/cm 2 { 8 psi). This
provide special emphasis on engine thrust control vent period began approximately 23 sec prior to step pres-
lines and chamber pressure sense line systems, surization. It should be noted, however, that the over-

all engines system performance was not affected dur-
6.7.3.4 CUTOFF TRANSIENTS ing this time. The LH 2 tank was prepressurized on

the ground from 10.96 to 26.1 N/cm 2 (i5.9 to 37.3
Engine cutoff was initiated by a guidance psi) with helium (see Fig. 6-i7). Final LH 2 replen-

signal at 624.86 sec range time. The solenoids on the ishing increased the ullage pressure to 27.2 N/cm 2
propellant valves received the signal to close 22 ms (39, 5 psi). The ullage pressure decayed normally to
later. The six engine cluster experienced a smooth 25.23 N/cm 2 (36.6 psi) by the initiation of LH 2 pre-
thrust decay and reached 5 percent within 0. 124 to start. During cooldownthe ullage pressure decreased
0. 156 seconds. The cutoff impulse of the individtml to approximately 20.7 N/em 2 (30.0 psi) at i43.4 sec
engines, based on 624.88 sec when the engine sole- at which time the ambient helimn makeup was initiated
holds received the cutoff signal, ranged from 6450 N-s by the LH 2 tank ullage pressure switch. Makeup lasted
to 8007 N-s ( 1450 to 1800 lbf-s). The total cutoff in)- approximately 5. 6 sec and used 0. 307 kg (0.677 Ibm)
pulse, from engine measurements, was 42,392 N-s of ambient helium.
(9530 lbf-s) compared to a predicted impulse of
31,805 :_ 3114 N-s (7t50 lbf-s). Analysis of velocity The LH 2 tank ullage pressure cycled between ap-
gains determined from guidance indicates a cutoff ira- proximately 21.3 and 22.5 N/cm 2 ( 30.4 and 32.3 psi)
pulse of 40,243 N-s (9047 lbf-s), prior to initiation of step pressurization (48.16 sec).

The ullage pressure increased from 21.6 N/cm 2 ( 3t. 4
psi) at initiation of step-pressurization to 28.7 N/cm 2

6.8 S-IV PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM (4t psi) at S-IV cutoff.

P.,.,,_ (I/,_ _') e'_,.,.,-.'-(p,,l)

26

22

]2 18

500 5
_.nge 'r:L,ae (,e,:)

FIGURE 6-17. FUEL TANK ULLAGE PRESSURE DURING PREPRESSURIZATION S-I BOOST
AND S-IV FLIGHT
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Theaveragepreasurant temperature was approx- testing has shown the engines to be capable of _ati_-
imately 173°K. The average pressurant flow rates factory mechanical operation at this level. However,

obtained during normal, control and step were 0. 053 the engine manufacturer does not guarantee specifl-
kg/s (0. 116 Ibm/s), 0. 083 kg/s (0. t83 Ibm/s), and cation performance below a NPSH value of 5.5 N/cm 2
0.134 kg/s (0.296 lbm/s) respectively and are in close (8 psi). It is also noted that the LHz data during S-
agreement with the predicted design flow rate. IV-6 flight was questionable. As a resnlt the temper-

ature profile and NPSH levels shown in Figure 6-18
6, 6.1. I LH2 PUMP INLET CONDITIONS are somewhat dubious.

As noted previnunly, the LH 2 pump inlet 6.8.2 LOX TANK PRESSURIZATION
conditions were within the engine specification range
except for approximately 30 sec when NPSH dropped During the S-IV-6 stage flight the LOX tank

below the minimum (see Fig. 6-18). However, the pressurization system operation was satisfactory.
The engine total pump inlet pressures were maintained

above 31 N/cm2(45 psi) and the NPSH was above i0.3
...................... N/cm 2 ( 15 psi) throughout flight.

g_

L Attheinit tionoftheautomaticfml sequence

i:_-i: _ !--_ _ _ i_-t:! (153 sec prinr tollftoff) the LOX tank was prepres-

surized to approximately 32.6 N/era 2 (47.3 psi) with

i_i_ , ,i___ ! i i{ _:yl { __ [ _:! about 3. lkg(6.9lbm) ofground supplied helium. Be-

tween 120 sec and 100 sec before liftoff the LOX tank

.... vented fourtimes. The LOX tank ullage pressure then

!_ __ __ti_ _ decayed to the lower pressure switch setting at 16,

94, and i36.4 sec of flight, requiring a 0.15 kg ( 0. 34

lbm), 0.17 kg (0.37 Ibm), and 0.14 kg (0.3t Ibm) of
cold helium respectively from the stage storage
spheres to replenish the pressure.

........................ During the S-IV powered flight the LOX tank ul-

/ lage pressure was maintained between 30. 3 and 32. 72_ V

...... ______ _ _ N/era _ (43 and 47.4 psi). The helium heater second-

.... ...i ary coil control valve cycled one and one half times
_,, _-_--" _-_ _ i and then remained open for the remainder of the S-IV

powered flight. The periods of one and two coil op-
..... _ d_Y,,. _,_ *..... eratlon are shown in Figure 6-19. As indicated in

........................ Figure 6-19, the helium inlet pressurant flow rate

[ I l i • • i _'" decreases when the secondary coil control valvet ! • -- closes. This is due to the higher pressure drop en-

_-! l !' [ _ I_: counte red when the total helium flow passes through asingle coil. The coil helium regulator operation was

• i r _ / " L _ I" The lack of vent cycles during boost and the rel-

_ "_-_-'-_-'--'-'_-'_i atively constant LOX tank ullage pressure appears to
|_ _-i [ i [ [ be due to leakage through the pilot valve in the LOX

[ ! _ _ ||_ [ _ _ tank vent valve. The pilot valve begins to opea at a[ _ 1 _ 1 _ ' slightly lower pressure than the main poppet. The
vent valve purge used on S-IV-6 to assure proper
valve operation can contribute in causing the pilot

FIGURE 6-18. LH z PUMP INLET PARAMETERS valve to partially open. The gas passing the pilot
valve can escape through the labyrinth seal and thus,

pump inlet conditions appeared to be adequate as no fftherateofpressure rise were low enough, the valve
detrimental affects in engine performance were noted leakage might compensate for flow into the tank to the

during this time. It should be noted that the NPSH extent that the vent valve main poppet would never
limits for ground test have been changed to permit open. In addition, a comparison of the mass in the
operation at levels as low as 3. 45 N/cm 2 ( 5 psi) since LOX tank ullage indicated by the ullage pressure and
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FIGURE 6-19. LOX TANK ULLAGE PRESSURE DURING PREPRESSURIZATION
S-I BOOST AND S-IV FLIGHT

temperature with the mass flow into the ullage shows Theheateroperated in two coil mode of operation
a helium loss of about 2. 3 kg (5. 0 Ibm). Further in- throughout most of the S-IV-6 powered flight. The
vesti_ations are underway at DAC to define the extent only periods of single coil operation occurred within
of the problem and to obtain the best solution, the fi_'st 25 sec of helium heater operation. The heat

inputto the helium during the period of combined pri-
The S-IV-6 flight demonstrated the successful op- mary and secondary coil operation averaged 61.5 kil-

erationalcapability of the helium heater as an integral owatts (210,000 Btu/hr). The helium heater operat-
component of the stage LOX tank pressurization sys- ing parameters are presented in Figure 6-20. The
tern. The helium heater ignition was normal at the helium heater propellant mixture ratio averaged I. 0:l
S-IV stage engine start command, with combustion before LH2 step pressurization, decreasing during
chamber temperature stabilizing at approximately step to a minimum of 0.75:i. Combustion chamber
llii°K shortly thereafter. This temperature was pressure was maintained at approximately 4.3 N/cm 2
maintained withinanapproximateplus and minus 83°K (6.2 psi) prior to step and increased to a maximum

band reflecting the change in propellant mixture ratio of 6. i N/cm 2 ( 8.8 psi) at S-IV cutoff.
caused by the varying LH2 and LOX tank ullage pres-
sures. The maximum operating combustion tempera- 6.8.2. i LOX PUMP INLET CONDITIONS
ture of 121t°K was achieved after 260 sec of S-IV

flight and prior tothe initiation of LH 2 tank step pres- The LOX supply system delivered the nee-
aurization. At this time the increasing acceleration essary quantity of LOXtothe engine pump in[ete while
of the stage, and its effect on the LOX and LH_ hydro- maintaining the required conditions of pressure and
static head, adds to increasing the mixture ratio of temperature. This entailed maintaining a minimtun_
the propellants and consequently the combustion tern- Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) of t0. 3 N/cm 2 ( |5
perature. The temperature decayed normally during psi). Thiswas successfully achieved with a minimum
the step pressurization phase of the flight and was NPSH of 2i. 2 N/em _ (30. 8 psi) which occurred at S-
978 °K at cutoff command. IV stage cutoff. LOX pump inlet temperature stabilized
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FIGURE 6-20. S-IV HELIUM HEATER PERFORMANCE

atthebulk temperatureof90°K within5 seeafteren- ' •
gtne start. The temperature then slowly increased " -

and reached an average of 9t. 0°K. At the same time ,,L_ I iF j,z _ j.... _ _.:,, , o _®',
the bulk temperature probes located at the bottom of ................
the tank indicated 91. t°K which is in close agreement

with the pump inlet temperature. The inlet conditions ....../T_- l......(Fig.6-2t)are withinthespecifiedlimitsoftemper- F ] _-_V _ ! ] _j_
ature and pressure throughout S-IVoperation.Cold .......
helium bubbling was initiated at 485 sec prior to lfftoff

and proceeded satisfactorily until terminated at 185 : __--_ L [--_: q
sec prior to liftofI. The LOX pump inlet temperatures

decreased in a normal manner, and at the termination 'o _ ,oo _ ,_ _o _oo , _ o

of cold helithm bubbling, were within the range of

78. 3° K to 80. 6" K which compared favorably with the ......... .... ,) .......................

expected values. By prestart the temperatures had __.._ [ _............increased to between 90.6 ° K and 93. I*K which were , _

within the required limits of 90.3°Kto 97.2 °K. At '___._"_ _ ,,

engine start, the inlet temperatures were between " _|1 l__ _ "
89. 6* K and 90. 8 ° K. A time history of the LOX pump

inlet temperatures during theeoldheiium bubbling op- " 0 ...... ,_, _, , _ .....
eration and the LOX pump cooldown period is pre-

seated in Figure 6-22. FIGURE 6-21. LOX PUMP INLET CONDITIONS
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controls, was installed in the forward interstage. AI-

w, _.,,_ T.,.r,,o,,. _o,,., _o_s.., though they were on active standby condition fur the

-- entire S-IV flight, the LOX tank pressure demands

and the normal tank pressurization system operation
were such that this system was not utilized. The

_bb_L.* _ __ backup system will be removed for the S-IV-7 and

- P_'"'_' subsequent flights.c_n_

i
i

6. 8.5 CONTROL HEIJUM SYSTEM
i I

I i I The S-IV-6 pneumatic control system opera-
-ooo .500 _oo _oo -?o_ .io_ 0 i¢.o 2o0

_..*. _,_ (..,_ ,._.o. tion was satisfactory during preflight checkout and

flight. The control helium sphere was pressurized to

approximately 2072 N/cm z (3005 psi) at lfftoff, de-

creased during S-I powered flight to about 2020 N./cm 2

w* _-p .°L._ T.-_ ...... _"°* _ P....... ( 2930 psi) , and was approximately 1851 N/era 2 (2685
T_p_, rat u¢¢ _°K)

9_ --_ _---- _-_ psi) at S-IV engine cutoff. The sphere tempeFaturc

__ _ i ranged fr°m 287°K at lift°ff t°aminimum °f 267°E

1 ....

'_ - _ i-- , about 250 see after S-IV engine start and increased to
.4_./_ _: ._., 268°K at S-IV engine cutoff.

.,o ___ The control helium regulator outlet pressure_a ranged between aminimum of 338 N/cm2t 490 psi) and
io -8 _ -2 0 ? _ 6

• ,.^.,,s_..s_..¢_.._(.,o a maximum of 356 N/cm 2 (517 psi). The regulator

outlet pressure drifted from 358 N/cm 2 I520 psi) to

FIGURE 6-22. COLD HELIUM BUBBLING PFR- 344 N/era 2(499 psi) from lfftoff to S-W engine cutoff.

FORMANCE reflecting the change in the ambient reference pres-

sure.

6.8.3 COLD HELIUM SUPPLY

6.9 S-IV PROPE LEANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM

During S-IVstageflight the cold helium supply

was more than adequate. The pressure and tempera- "['he propellant utilization (PU) system per-

lure in the cold helium spheres at S-IV ignition were formed satisfactorily. Theusable residuals above the

2072 N/era 2 (3005 psi) and 22.8°K respectively which pump inlets at command cutoff were i09 kg (2,10 ibm)

indicated a helium mass of 55.8 kg (123.51bm). At of LOXand 45 kg (i00 Ibm) of LH_.

S-IV stage cutoff the recorded sphere pressure and

temperature were 352 N/cm _ (510 psi) and 31.9 °K. 6.9.1 PROPEI,IANT MASS HISTORY
These conditions indicate that the final helium mass

at this time was 12.2 kg (27 ibm). Thus, the helium The propellant mass history at various event

usage during burn was 43.5 kg (96.0 Ibm) which times is presented in the following table. The values

agrees well withthe integrated helium fh)w rate based are for total mass above the pump inlets.

on orifice conditions. Conservatively speaking, had

a two coil helium heater operation been maintained at TABLE 6-III. S-IV STAGE FLIGHT PROPELLANT

the end of flight with maximum helium flow prevailing, MASS HISTORY

there would have beenan additional 30 sec of potential

pressurant available. Event LOX LH2
kg ibm kg Ibm

The cold helium regmlator performed very closely Liftoff 38,283 84,400 7,756 17,100
to the specified range of 172 N/era 2 ± t7.2 N/era _ LH2 Prestart 38,275 84,38l 7,755 17,096
gauge (250 ± 25 psig) the minimum and maximum Lox Prestart 38,271 84,375 7,649 i6,864

valves being 159 and 172 N/cm 2 gauge (230 and 250 Ignition 38,204 84,225 7,619 16,796
PU Activate 37,919 83,598 7,564 16,675

psig) respectively, Residual (CO) 109 240 45 I00

6.8.4 LOX TANK PRESSURIZATION BACKUP SYS-
The valves inthe table are based on independent stud-

TEM ies of telemetered subsystem and engine propellant

flow data. The value at LOX and LH 2 prestart are

The LOX tank pressurization backup system, based primarily on computations of boiloff using pro-

consistingof 10ambient helium spheres andassociated pellant tank ullage pressure and temperature data.

' C.3;:7:DC:'-Tt-At 3.



6.9.2 SYSTEM RESPONSE decreased to 843.7 kg (1860 Ibm). This command
was generated earlier by the IU at 596.3 see (445 sec

The PU system responded properly during S- after S-IV start command) when the LOX mass was

IV-6flight and provided the necessary PU valve move- 2354 kg (5i90 Ibm). Actual generation of the signal
ment to correct for the mass errors sensed by the by the PU system was overridden and was unobserva-

system. At the time of PU system activation the sys- hie. ltowever, the PU system did generate the sign,at
tern sensed a positive equivalent IX)X mass error at some time following 596.3 sec range time. This

(excess LOX) and positioned the PU valves, causing was evidencedhy a eontinuationof the observed sis,real
the engines to assume a higher mixture ratio. The after a signal solely from the IU would have dropped
factors primarily responsible for this error included: out.

1. A longer than nominal LH 2 cooldown period 6.10 S-IV flYI)t_IAUI,IC SYSTEMS
(44 sec instead of 4i.5 see).

The hydraulic systems' installation, P/N
2. Aiower operating EMR for the engines due to 1A3840i-1, was installed on the S-IV 6 stage, the

number 4 performance deviations, first S-IV stage to utilize this installation. This sys-
tem was incorporated after the stage acceptance fir-

3. The non-linearities in the system, ing, A similar installation, however, was demon-
strated under operational conditions during the S-IV-7

The PUvalves returned to normal by 170 sec, and fol- stage acceptance firing, prior to the S-IV-6 stage
lowed the correction necessary to compensate for open flight.
loop errors and the non-tinearities present in the sys-

tem. The average engine mixture ratio excursions The S-IV hydraulic systems' performance was
during flight varied between 4.97 and 5.40 which is satisfactory throughout the SA-6 flight. The sequence
well within engine operational capabilities, valves opened upon command, and the accumulators

provided an adequate supply of high pressure oil to
6.9.3 PU SYSTEM COMMANDS pre-position the engines prior to engine start. When

the engine-driven pumps achieved a sl,abilized output,
The PU system is designed to originate three the accumulators bottomed in an oil-filled position.

commands: This reaction was as expected. The accumulators are
not required to absorb pump pulsations or pressure

i. The PU System Gain Change Command surges; system compliance provides the necessary
damping. The minimum inlet pressure, at the engine

2. The Ltl 2 Tank Step Pressure Command driven pun_p start, was 0.69 to 2.1 N/cm 2 (t to 3 psi)
lower than the expected pressureof 10.3 N/era 2 (15

3. The Arm All Engine Cutoff Command psi). It is suspected that the temperature of the oil
in the tubing between the reservoir and the inlet was

The first two commands were observed at the lower than that recorded at the pump manifold. The
proper times; the third was overridden by a signal combinationofthiscold fluid and the initial pump suc-
from the IU. tion would account for the decreased pressure tlult

resulted. Pump operation was not affected by this
The PUSystem Gain Change was scheduled to oc- pressure decrease.

cur when the PU system indicated that the LOX mass

decreased to 33,425 kg (73,690 Ibm). The command During steady state operation, the only variations
was observed to occur at 211.4 see (S-IV-6 stage en- in the pressure parameters were due to temperature
ginc start command +60.1 see). The LOX mass at variations. All oil temperatures were at levels suf-
the time was 33,.330 kg (73,480 Ibm) which was with- ficient for system operation during start and cutoff.

in the expected tolerance° After engine cutoff, the accumulator GN 2 pressures
were corrected to preflight conditions, resulting in

The LH2Tank Step Pressure ComCnand was schc- pressures similar to the precharge values. This sim-
duled to occur when the PU system indicated that the ilarity inpressures indicates that no CN2 leakage was
LOX mass had reached i 1,444 kg ( 25,230 Ibm). This cxperience(t during flight.
command was observed to occur at 481.7 sec, at
whichtinle the LOX mass was 11,476 kg (25,300 ibm). 6. li ULLAGE ROCKET PERFORMANCE
This value of mass was within tolerance.

Ullage rocket performance was satisfactory.
The Arm All Engine Cutoff Command was sche- The ignition command for theullage rockets was given

duled to be generated by the PU system when the LOX atapproxtmately 149.5 sec, with a nearly simultaneous
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chamber pressure buildup occurring in all four rock- vehicle aqd causes the ullage rocket case to move a-
ets (Fig. 6-23). The burn time (above 90%thrust) way from the vehicle when the nuts are fractured.
was 3.7 seconds. The total impulse (longitudinal} was There are several possibilities that could cause the
200,170 N-s {45,000 lb-s), which is within 1 percent rocket to remain on the vehicle.

of the predicted,
The mostlikely reason for this failure is that the

Rockets 1, 2 and 3 indicated jettison 12.0 sec af- frangible nut in the forward mounting bracket may not

ter separation command. • There was no indication of have been fractured. There are two CDF trains era-
jettisoning of number 4 rocket. The failure was re- inating from the detonator block and proceed to the
vealed in the jettison talk-back which is obtained from frangible nuts (first to the aft mounting bracket and
the ullage rocket chamber pressure measurement that then to the forward mounting bracket). The CDF's
is electrically shorted when the rocket is jettisoned, are ignited withinthedetonatorblock byEBW's. There

is an inherent time lag within the detonator block,

The ullage rocket assembly is mounted to the S- such that one of the redundant CDF's is ignited first
IV stage at two locations. Each mounting bracket con- and reaches the frangible nut in the aft mounting
tains a bolt and a frangible nut, which is fractured by bracket prior to theother. In this situation, when one
a Confined Detonating Fuse (CDF) and a charge. The of the two charges on the nut explodes, the second
bolt has a spring washer which causes the bolt to clear charge also explodes and severes the redundant CDF.
the mounting bracket when the nut is fractured. There The originating CDF will then procede normally to the
isalsoa jettisoning spring which exerts a force on the forward nut without the redundant CDF following. At

Preisure (l_/cm 2) Pressure (psi)
80O

_ Nominal7O0 # "_

2:::,,

N
8O0

500

400 600

300

400

200 _ __:_:_;:::_!:_ 200

0 o

149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156

Range Time (see)

FIGURE 6-23. ULLAGE ROCKET CHAMBER PRESSURE
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the forward nut, a failure could have occurred atthe will be replaced with a Tee fitting similar to the con-

elbow fitting preventing the initiation of the charge that figuration at the aft frangible nut. A 7.62 cm (3 in.)
fractures the nut. The bolt then would not be released extension to the CDF will be used at the Tee fitting.
from the forward mounting bracket. This mode of No failures have been experienced with the Tee type
failure is suspected as being the most probable cause configuration. In addition, the non-simultaneous ini-
of ullage rocket n_nber 4 not jettisoning on S-IV-6. tiation of the CDF's In the detonator block has been

corrected. A crossover of detonator charges has been
installed withIn the detonator block which will initiate

There have been past failures exhibited by the el- both redundant CDF trains simultaneously when either
bow fitting such that on SA-7 and subs the elbow fitting of the E BW initiators arc fired.
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SECTION VII. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

7.1 SUMMARY between the ST-124 range aceelerometer data and the
corresponding guidance computer values is within 0.4

The overall performance of the SA-6 guidance m/s. In the yaw plane the agreement between the ST-

and control system was satisfactory. The ST-90S 124 guidance system values {both velocity and dis-
system, along with the control accelerometers, gen- placement) and the tracking trajectory values is rather
crated a partial load relief program which was then poor. The aecelerometer values in altitude and cross
biased by the special angle-of-attack pitch program, rangedifferfrom the guidance computer values by 0. I
The vehicle responded properly to these signals and m/s throughout flight.
to the roll maneuver p_'ogram executed shortly after
liftoff. Electrical differentiation of the ST-90S atti- Guidance and control system hardware environ-

tude error signals was used by the control computer ments were within the specified limits.

and filter networks to provide a necessary angular
rateinformationtothecontrol system during S-I burn. 7.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The counterclockwise roll moment, due to the unbal-

anced aerodynamic forces caused by the S-I turbine SA-6 was the second Saturn I vehicle to beL

exhaust ducts, res.ulted in a roll attitude error of 3.5 launched carrying both an ST-90S stabilized platform
dog at approximately 60 sec of flight. The premature system and an ST-124 guidance system in the Instru-

shutdown of engine number eight had virtually no el- ment Unit.
feet on the vehicle control system. Minor changes in
roll and yaw attitude and angular velocity were noted Figure 7-1 shows the interrelationship between
at 110 sec due to change in control system gain co- the components of these two systems, their integration
efficients, and atIECO beeauseof the change in thrust with the other elements in the control system and the
vector alignment. A roll torque due to thrust vector active periods of operation of all these major eompo-
misalignment, caused a +1 degroll angle shortly after nents in the guidance and control system.
liftoff; at OECO this had inereasedto +3deg primarily
because of a reduction in the roll gain of 50 percent at 7.3 CONTROl, ANALYSIS
it0 seconds.

7.3. t S-I STAGE

Separation was executed smoothly; the resulting
control deviations were small and easily controlled 7.3.1.1 PITCH PLANE
out.

The maximum pitch plane control parame-
Platform switchover (from the ST-90S to the ST- ters for the S-I stage powered flight were:

t24) at separation plus 14 sec was very smooth, in-

dicating good agreement between the attitude error Range Time
signals of the two systems. The ejection of the corn- Parameter Ma_tude (see)
mand module launch escape system tower at separa-
tion plus 12 sec had virtually no effect on the vehicle Attitude Error {deg) -2. 1 75.6
control.

Angle-of-Attack (free-
Path guidance was initiated at t8.7 sec after sep- stream) (deg) 5.5 71.1

aratinn by the ST-t24 guidance system. The steering
command generated inthe yaw plane was smaller than Angular Velocity (deg/s) -1.8 74.0
expected due to the deviations of only -765 m and -8.3
m/s, The premature shutdown of engine eight caused Normal Acceleration
the steering angle in the pitch plane to be much larger ( m/s 2) 2.7 69.3
than predicted. The performance of the pitch plane
path adaptive guidance system was excellent. The Actuator Position (deg) 2.9 71.4
total measured ST-f24 guidance system velocity vec-

tor at S-IV cutoff was 7806.3 m/s (7805. 95 m/s pro- Angle-of-Attack Dynamic
grammed cutoff velocity vector). Pressure Product

{deg-N/cm 2) 2t. 8 71.9
The agreement between the tracking trajectory

velocities and the ST-124 and ST-90S aecelerometer Pitch attitude deviations were small throughout
values in the pitch plane is quite good. The agreement S-I stage flight and increased to maximum values
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_: ST-90S supplies control signals from |iftoff to sep. + 14 seconds, r ......

ST-124 takes over at sep. + 14 sec for rest of flight. _ Calib. _--_ Progr_ I
I Device I

Amplified L__T_._J

I t ......I 1Sere Mop signals Electronics W----'£-'--7

Mplifler Box Box I Flight [

S-I Tilt sc b dc error signals error ...... I

Program po_ ,etc _'s _'s po_g re.

D,o, lI ST-90S _ ST-124 Sequence
gyros [ gY Signals to

Accel. _ Positior Posltlon i Accel. Velocity

q _ _ , S ..... s _ ..... s I X Y Z ] P.... ttings --,

rLJ-J_

II OSP_Rl er

• t _ t _'s Switched at-- _ Tele.---_'nn_ _ .... 4 I D¢.... te + _elocity

(_as. only)

I<o:<ro, d0oo<.igo:lHo:<rol::t.1Acceler_eters C_puter Processor Gyros

Active from _ Active fr_

35 to [I0 sec Flight _ Separation on

Control
Switch To S-IV Control Actuators'

(energized Se_o Valves

at sep.) _--_ To S-I Control Actuators*

Se_o Valves

EIGUHE 7-i. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

around the max Q region (Fig. 7-2). Vehicle tilting
Veloeltv Vectc,r Angle (Space-_'i_d) Ide_l

was initiatedbythe ST-.90Stiltcam at 15.55 see range

time (Fig. 7-3). Tilting of the vehicle was arrested .,._ ..... c_,o.
at 134.55 sec range time at an angle of 67.1 deg from _o I

the launch vertical. ,//_ I

", I---_<+'" T ...............- 4 I 'l :'",'"il h _'/

<L:'+.r..-,_ '._: _.Yt_k)f' " __:. 11i:: ....."; :'_f'i .........................,
[, iT r T j t _ _ [l

i I

t /............................ ' _ i I [
I,

,,,t _ l,/-r ! r _ ! _ V I lr i !1 _

'/ i , f'lt_'. I i I: _i_ t

: ! ] . _ [ . i I 1 !_ 7"_'"A"]_ ..... T,_,.<,_<l

FIGURE 7-2. PITCH ATTITUDE, ANGULAR VE- FIGURE 7-3. TILT PROGRAM AND PITCH VELOC-
LOCITY AND ACTUATOR POSITION ITY VECTOR ANGLE
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First mode sloshfrequencies are evidenced in the for S-I stage powered flight were:
pitch attitude from 100 sec through IECO. At It0 sec
when the control attitude gain changes from 1.5 to Range Time

t.0, these attitudes show an expected increase in am- Parameter _ (see)
ptitude.

Attitude (deg) -0.8 74.8
The pitch tilt program based on a zero wind pro-

file was programmed to give a maximum 4 deg angle- Angle-of-Attack (free-
of-attack during the max Q region for the purpose of stream) (deg) -1.2 74.3
obtaining improved aerodynamic and structural data
(Fig. 7-3). Maximum winds (20 m/s) occurred as Angular Velocity (deg/s) -t. 3 74.0
head wind during the max Q region, increasing the
maximum angle-of-attack to 5.5 degrees. Normal Acceleration

(m/s 2) 0.9 72. 1
In Figure 7-4, a comparison of the pitch compo-

ndntwinds is made between the rawinsonde and angle- Actuator Position (deg) -t. 6 74. 8
of-attack winds. The angle-of-attack winds were de-
termined from the onboard Q-baH angle-of-attack Angle-of-Attack Dynamic

measuring system. Due to low dynamic pressure the Pressure Product
angle-of-at_tek winds are considered questionable af- (deg-N/em 2) 4. 7 74. 3
ter 100 seconds. Even beginning around 80 sec, the
angle-of-attack winds seem to indicate excessive flue- The yaw attitude, angular velocity, and average

tuations and must be considered questionable. The actuator pesition are shown in Figure 7-5. After li7.3
peak rawinsonde measured wind shown in this figure sec (engine 8 shutdown) the vehicle trims in a negu-
is approximately 8 m/s less than the angle-of-attack tire -0. i dog attitude until [ECO when it returns to a
determined wind component at 71 sec range time. positive 0.3 deg attitude. The maximum angle-of-

attack{-1.2 deg) which occurred at 74.3 sec appears
::...................... to have been caused by a i4 m/s wiqd gust ( Fig. 7-6).

I i _i:i _ _ _.[¢t_:2_!] ]],_ i.-[-_ This also appears to be verified by the engine deflee-

,., ',° " ",' "i (' "? °,V T ' ' Z:..: ......
................ " .......... ,LT:;....... i' l z _ I '

.................................... r] _ i ' , i , i

• .,, i' f!_l ];I_ r ' _-_0 ._._,__:_;_- _-.-L4-_. ,,o_........ _...t._..__._. I _i L
_'_.I°/ _ _ ,.... _:._.

i ........ , ,
,.... .................... ,,.,i I T 1
' I [ T ' : : I ', I I
L J. : --a i _. i ^ A_,J_2_...... L!i ] !I_-

FIGURE 7-4. PITCH PI_NE WIND COMPONENT f .... :" _ :_1 _ _ ,_ '" i,_ .:..,:1
AND FREE-STREAM ANGLE-OF- _ 1 : ! '.-' J : , J I, I, ]

ATTACK

FIGURE 7-5. YAW ATTITUDE, ANGULAR VELOC-

A digital simulation was made using Q-bali angle- ITY AND AVEIL_GE ACTUATOR PO-
of-attack winds, postIlight engine performanor, and SITIONS

postflight aerodynamic coefficients (Fig. 7-2). Dur-
ing themax Q regiontheagreement between simulated A digital simulation using Q-ball angle-of-attack
andtelemetered was within0.25 deg in attitude error, wind, postflight engine performance, and postflight
and 0.3 deg in average actuator deflection, aerodynamic coefficients is shown in Figure 7-6.

There is moderately goodagreement in trends between
7.3. t. 2 YAW PLANE telemetered and simulated values with maximum de-

viations at max Q of 0.,4 deg in yaw attitude, and 0.7
The maximum yaw plane control parameters deg in average actuator position.
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.................................. ".......... However, SA-6 did not have the structural integrity to
,o - i , , f ' !

I ': I 'l _il_ I meet this control design value as evidenced by the 6.2

t _' ^_' "_ "_.x4_'' ....:_...._!_! ' deg structural allowable limit during max Q.
°V 'f 4,¢-.- - _,_o_. ,_.r..rioII...... 7.3. t.4 ROLL .I-_NE

Immediately after launch, the SA-6 vehicle

....... ":'_'i'"": ....... ":r"' : : _ _ ; : rolled clockwise to 1.0 deg (see Fig. 7-8). This in-

• , . _ . i . i . j . _ dicates S-I thrust misaligmnent in roll equivalent to

0.2 deg of equivalent engine deflections. At approxi-

mately 8.4 sec range time, the vehicle began its pro-
grammed roll maneuver, changing from the 90 deg
launch azimuthto the 105 deg flight azhnuth. The pre-

: - 'J flight predicted ST-90S roll program rate was 2.8
deg/s; however, postflight evaluation indicated an av-

FIGURE 7-6. YAW PLANE WIND COMPONENT AND erage rate of 3.5 deg/s which was in excess of the
FREE-STREAM ANGLE-OF-ATTACK specified 3.0 ± 0.25 deg/s. Thc vehicle completed

the roll maneuver by 12.7 sec range time.
7.3.1.3 CONTROL DESIGN PARAMETERS

Acomparisonofto laet tordofl etion, '
angle-of-attack, and dynamic pressure angle-of-attack 0__. ! -,v-/-:u--_ .... *_

! i,ti .... >_ L/ ..... _ !..... :°i i:product between flight and Block II controldesign val- _ __ . _ ,_ • i ......... ,-,*
ues is shown in Figure 7-7. The design value is based I _ _ ' '

'r I-: , _ : ' 1 , " "_

on a 95 percent nondirectional wind velocity with 2 a / i ,' L i _alJll*H.illli,l,iL ...... L ]_._i_ka_
shears and 11percentvariationinaerodynamies. Var- ']_-t _ '_ ':7"",*._lw_,,_" lipv'_-r! .... I ' '

iations in propulsion and mass characteristics are l lt_ , _ T .... i ' _'-'3_'4

also considered in arriving at the design values. The L:iI - ' ' "SA-6 parameters, whichin general are twice as large = ':"'_.'""" i . i i --!
as those of SA-5, are within the" control design values. _ i:l ! i _ i

J

I _- ... u FIGURE 7_8. ROLL ATTITUDE, ANGULAR VELOC-
.... - ITY AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR POSI-

° _._" ' _7--l -:_ _" ,d..... "- TIONS

The maximum roll plane control parameters dur-
......s........................... _, ing S-I flight were:

_ -- Oo_,_..c_,, _A • Par]_eter Ha-->_$rnta_R,an_t, Tire i,[_xlmt_m Ral_gt- Time.

I _ S_ i, Sir jL/l_al .t :_l_a[,i ' Art_ua_. (deg) 3.1 9.7 i : 58,1

i _-- :,,,, t
t I ',, Al_gUlar Velocity (d¢,g./s) -_.;_ IL, 2 I.i lli,t_

_ oo o°

_o o.o .- -i_'" -°_,_ _,,_:.<._o.<.<.o,,_,,H(_o_ ..a _._ -0.,> _,.__L )7" -3
a._, :=, *,,L,

As in the SA-5 flight, a gradual increase in roll
........ _ ............. _ ............ " ......... '_L,"N*''':' attitude error in a CCW direction (viewed from the

/_\ rear) was observed following the roll maneuver, reach-

ing a maximum angle of -3.5 deg at 58. i seconds. An
aerodynamic roll moment coefficient was computed

:°._, :: i\"i_..'°,, through the transonic region, considering the contri-o _ o bution of the engine misalignments in roll. This roll

_-: ._ ,_._._ .... moment coefficient is generally consistent with that° _P_ "" _:,,. ,, o :., ,, determined from SA-5 flight data. A comparison_with
.............. ' .... wind turmelaerodynamic measurements indicates that

FIGURE 7-7. COMPARISON OF TOTAL PARAME- this SA-6momentcoefficientis approximately 75 per-
TERS WITH DESIGN CRITERIA cent of that determined in the wind tu_mel {Fig. 7-9).
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FIGURE 7-9, ROLL ATTITUDE AND ROLL MOMENT FIGURE 7-10, S-IV GUIDANCE INITIATION

COEFFICIENT

up from the 67 deg tiltarrest angle; the pitch attitude

The moment is due to some kind of acrodynamic flow error from the ST-124 was -t. 3deg (Fig. 7-11).

effects associated with the turbine exhaust ducts on Shortly after guidance initiation the pitch steering

the base of the S-I stage, command went from 6 deg to 63.6 deg (noise up ma-
neuver). The vehicle began programming nose down

7, 3,2 S-IV FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM again at approximately 178 seconds.

The S-IV-6 control system performance was _1 _ _':'

excellent throughout flight. Separation attitude Utah- !t_t ^1__ ...._ .........

sients and guidance initiation transicnts were smooth. _ ,--- : -_No disturbances resulted from the LES tower jettison , - -_ :-_-_ 9 _o-_-_.m._

at separation plus 12 seconds. The lack of transients " _.............

at switch-over of the attitude error signals from the I

ST-90S to the ST-124 at separation plus 14 sec (163.62 _ ......
see) indicates that the platforms were in close agree-

meat in attitude.

From the initiation of path guidance at 168.23 _o

sec, vehicle yaw attitude built up to 6 deg at 176 see _

(measured by the ST-90S platform) (Fig. 7-i0), A _ _j

1,0deg clockwise rollattitude was also sensed by the "' _
ST-90S. These vehicle attitudes resulted from the _

steering commands ×x and Xy, The peak attitudeer- .'
ror signals sensed by the ST-124 were 2.4 deg in yaw _,;
and 0.6 deg in roll. The time required to reduce the _ o

yaw plane steering commands to near zero was about ,_,
tOO sec after guidance initiation. _'

The transient in vehicle pitch attitude at guidance

initiation, as sensed by the ST-90S was 3. 8 deg nose FIGURE 7-11. S-IV GUIDANCE INITIATION
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Later in flight the vehicle'trimmed to small pitch 7.4.1.2 Q-BALL ANGI,I_5-OF-ATTACK SENSOR
and yaw attitude error angles to compensate for stage

unbalances and the higher than nominal thrust of en- Pitch and yaw angle-of-attack components
gine 4. The S-IV stage experienced thrust vectormis- were measuredbya Model FI6 Q_ball angle-of-attack
alignments of approximately 0.2 deg in pitch and 0.1 meter mountcd on the tip of the launch escape system.
deg inyaw. Engine deflections remained small through- The comparison with rawinsonde wind components in
out flight, with maximum deflections occurring just Figures 7-4 and 7-6 included an assumed Q-ball mis-
after separation. The pitch plane steering vector alignment of 0.25 deg in pitch and 0.3 dog in yaw de-
misalignment value telemetered from the guidance termined from the flight data. With respect to the
computer during S-IV operation was 1 deg shortly af- vehicle eenterline, this misalignment is approximately
ter guidance initiation and increased to about 1.4 deg the same as that deduced on SA-5.
at S-IV cutoff. The predicted 3 a value for steering
misalignment is about 2. 5 degrees. The calculated 7.4.1.3 RATE GYROS

steering vector misaligranent in yaw was approxi- The SA-6 vehicle was instrumented with

mately 0.35 degrees, three rate gyro packages. One 3-axis Minneapolis
Honeywell control package was located in the Instru-
ment Unit (used in closed loop for control purposes

7.4 FUNCTIONAl, ANALYSIS during S-IV flight). An additional (i 100 deg/s} rate
gyro package in the instrument compartment was used

for failure and reentry analyses. A frequency of 6
7.4.1 CONTROL SENSORS eps was observed on the IU Roll Control Rate Gyro

during S-I burn.

7.4. 1.4 HORIZON SENSORS
7.4.1.1 CONTROL ACCE LEROMETERS

Four Saturn I type horizon sensors were
mounted in a pod on the Fin I side of the Instrument

Two Statham control aceelerometers (pitch Unit at Station i475. The sensors were oriented at 90
and yaw) located in the instrument Unit provide partial deg to one another and at 45 deg to the principle axis
load relief between 35 and 110 sec flight time. Peak of the v_biele. The sensors sweep a 70 deg arc from
lateralaccelerations of 2.9 m/s 2 inpitch and 0.9 m/s 2 the vehicle-fixed yaw plane. At 167. I sec the aero-
in yaw occurred near max Q. As seenin Figure 7-i2, dynamic shield protecting the horizon sensors was
a0.8 Hz slosh frequency appears pronounced from 70 blownoff andthe sensors went into their search mode.
scc on. Functioning of the accelerometers was sat-
isfactory throughout flight. At this time sensors 3 and 4 immediately locked

on the horizon as predicted. Sensors 1 and 2 which
should have locked on the horizon at 320 see went into

......................... ', a seareh mode and immediately locked on a false gra-

I i, i _ [ _ dient. Experiinents run by the Applied Research

i I _ Branch of ASTR verify that these sensors can lock on

_ [ _ _ _ _ the edge of their viewing window, thus indicatinga

false sensor angle of 70 degrees. This appears to
_l_,I , L . L have occurred through loss of signal of sensor 1 and

........... _ ...... intermittently for sensors 2 and 4 (Fig. 7-13).

,[___LJ _[___ _ As shown in Figure 7-13 the sensors functioned
.......... I i i as follows: from 165 to 412 see there are two sensors

locked;fromto00.seeonese.sorislocked,and' from 602 to 670 sec there are two sensors locked.

'wr_ff]T_/_V I' r T I ;I I li II After 670 sec when the vehicle is rolling, sensor 3
_*_-_ i _N-_A-T _ | t _.. intermittently locks on the horizon.

7.4. 1.5 STABILIZER ATTITUDE COMPARISON

FIGURE 7-i2. PITCH AND YAW CONTROL AC- A comparison of the attitude measurements
CELEROMETERS from the two platforms (ST-90S and ST-124) shows

some differences in all three axes. The largest de-
viation occurs in the pitch plane during the period of
vehicle tilting. This difference is due to differences

in the tilt program for each platform.
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........A4 The frequencies from the S.-Islosh measurements
' _._._]_ sA- e were, in general, lower than predicted first mode.

This was also observed on SA-5. The reasons for

L0,,_. _ ._zo.... • this discrepancy are notknown. Observed frequencies
, _.......... [_ from the S-IV PU system during S-I flight were very

_, ,,,.¢,._ --D near predicted first mode for both the LOX and Ltl 2

' ___._--_ (Fig. 7-14). The maximum slosh amplitudes ob-
_-- .... _ served during S-I powered flight were considerably

' __ _'_ lower than those of SA-5 (Fig. 7-t5 and 7-16). The
-- slosh amplitudes as determined from the telemetereds

A p probes are compared with amplitudes calculated

• ___ _ from the telemetered engine deflections using theo-
retical transfer functions.

IFrom Theoeeti¢&l Tranl[_t

FIGURE 7-13. HORIZON SENSORS _ o F._.o_(..,._ E-R,._
Defl ec_io_l:

0 (_ _] [_ Predicted Probes

7.5 PROPELLANT SLOSItING _ o _5 \ o w_ Q

7.5.1 S-I POWERED FLIGtIT PROPELLANT o// \ o o

SLOSHING 4 _ _i_o
S-I stage sloshingwas monitored by means of o z_ 4'o 6'o _0 ,_0 ' ']ZO 140

differentialpressure (A P) measurements inthree of _°_¢Tnme(ave)
SIo_h Amphuide, ._,ak i_ Pe_k (_m)

and nine propellant tanks (LOXtank 02, Fuel Tank F4, L2 (o_r _)x) o
DO

and Center LOX Tank). The tank configurationand O

measurement locations were the same as on SA-5. _-
z "\

/ %

OU_¢.rv,.d _."r_.(01_.n¢*_o i_ C_iier Tank (H, rt_.) t.,_ /_ \ O O

0 I * a I 1 * u_

(_ • I_ l_,nge Time (gee)

0 Sloah Amplitude. Pt-ak to p,,ak (t-m)

(Cenh'r he\}

, i I _- , , I_o t2 O0 20 40 60 HO I oo I 20

O LOX iEkltch (D6-02] }(ang¢ Time [arc) [_

CJ LOX yaw (D7-02} /_\ D E]
// \x

X Fuel yaw (DS-F4I /// _'x_O[_] DO
-- P_,eted I_t Mode

O]l_l,_g_d _'_l_llllt ne_,,e m Ccmr-r LOX rank IHvrtz}
_1 p_teh

l_ (]] [_ 0 E] (3 hare Time (lec]

, o_oo _n_ FIGURE 7-15. S-I SLOSH AMPLITUDES

\
0 ;_ ,_ - _'o a_ i_o ,_o ,_ 7.5.2 S-IV POWERED FLIGHT P_OPELLANT

Range Time (_¢e}

SLOSHING

Ob ....... d Fr"l ........ "" b r°_" S-]V P O SY"tt'm (H_'rI') 7.5.2. 1 bOX SLOSHING

(D LHZp_o_, LOX sloshing during S-IV-6 flight was sire-_ Predicted he\

__ P_,_t_dUH2 o liar to that observed on S-IV-5. Both first and sec-
t0 end mode oscillations were encountered with second

- mode appearing dominant because of the location of
0 _ ' ' __ masszb e0 _0 ,oo tzo ,4o the sensor at the second mode anti-node. Fig-

_._T,_(,._) are 7-17 shows the LOX slosh frequencies for the

FIGURE 7-14. OBSERVED FREQUENCIES DURING S-IV75 and S-IV-6 flights as well as the theoretically
S-I POWER FLIGHT predicted slosh frequencies. Observed frequencies,
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Slosh Height (cn) (inches)
Peak to Peak

l.oxSh,s_,A,,,ph1_d..,i,_k _,, P,,,_ (,_) _ Sloah Heiflhts 7
P u pr_k,_

i / LH2 5

Separat I -----SA-5
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L O O f) (DO 0 _o o o oooo s II ,.
o zo 40 _u so ]oo izo 140 _
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0 F ton1RL._peclhve _, U _ang e T_Be ( Be(:}

p "<, P,,,b, Frequency (Hertz) LH2 Sloshing Frequency

I 0 al 2nd Mode_

_ O C O O O ,r--S-l_-6 Flight Data _

*i ___ 0.6 __C°upled Frequency¢

_[l_e lille Cne_} 0. 2

S i'V 5 Flight _ata---_ Theoretlcal ist Ne_
FIGURE 7-i6. S-IV SLOSH AMPLITUDES DURING 0100 200 300 400 500 600

S-1 FLIGHT H_ngeTl.e (see)

L0X Sloshing Frequency

both first and second mode, agree closely with pre- grequancy (Hertz)

dieted LOX sloshing frequencies. The S-IV-6 data i.2, I l l

has been separated by Fourier analysis into its first 10 ' _----Th .... ti¢_l 2nd Modle _/

and second modefrequencies; whereasthe S-IV-5 data \ S-i_/-5 Filgb_ Data--_] F
wasnot. However, thepreliminary S-IV-6 dataagreed 0.a _ A A--_--1_J__ --_,-- --"-
very closely with _he S-IV-5 data. Throughout most "__
of the S-IV-6 flight the LOX sloshing heights shown in 0.6 i_r"i-%._ "__ '

. _ . /S-_._ Flight Data _ 0Figure 7-17were essentmlly the same as encountered 0.4 "---- .d /

on S-IV-5. - _--'---_-'-'-

0.2 /_[L_.Theoretical ist Mode
7.5.2.2 LH 2 SLOSHING l J

q ) )0

LII 2 sloshing, due to very low damping, was _.a._. Tl-_ (.e¢)
sustained throughout flight and was very close in am-
plitude to that seen on S-IV-5. Figure 7-17 shows a FIGURE 7-17. S-IV LOX AND LH2 SLOSIIING PA-
comparison of the slosh heights seen on the S-IV-5 RAMETERS
and S-IV-6 flights. The S-IV-6 slosh data was ana-
lyzed by Fourier Techniques and the frequency data 7.6 GUIDANCE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

for different flight times are shown. The first and The ovorall performance of the ST-124 quid-
second mode frequency points follow the theoretical ance system (ST-t24 stabilized platform and elect-

first and second mode curves closely. The third set rooic box, guidance signalprocessor and digital corn-
of frequency points coincide with the LOX first reso- puter) was satisfactory; however, an analysis of the
nant frequencies from preflight control system studies of the telemetered data from the guidance system re-
which indicates that the intermediate LH 2 sloshing is vealed that:
being driven by LOX first resonant mode sloshing.
(The LOX first resonant mode sloshing is the result 1. The predicted aud actual guictanceintelligance
of the natural LOX first mode being coupled with the errors were in disagreement in the cross range (Z)
S-IV control system frequency. ) direction.

5O
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2. The actual space-fixed velocity vector at which the accelerometers mount) are: gyro drift

S-IV cutoff was 2.5 m/s targer than the digital corn- rates (constant and g-dependent), plaU'orm leveling

putervalue of 7806.3 m/s {7805. 95 m/s was the pro- errors, non-orthogonality of theaccelerometer meas-

grammed cutoff velocity vector), uring directions and misalignment of the platform

flight azimuth. With the exception of the leveling and

3. Minor velocity differences existed between azimuth errors, the above data was obtained by lab-

the aeeelerometer measurements and the digital corn- oratory measurements several weeks prior to iaunch.

puter inertial velocity data. The leveling and azimuth deviations were determined

from data which was available only at liftoff.

The detailed analysis of these deviations are pre-

sented in subsequent parts of this section. Flight azimuth of the ST-f24 platform was moni-

Ix)red by the ground based automatic theodolite system.

7.6. I GUIDANCE INTELLIGENCE EI{ROIL¢; The ST-90S platform azimuth was manually set prior

to LH 2 tanking; then the platform was driven to the

Guidance intelligence errors are defined as flight azimuth and monitored by the onboard vehicle-

the differences between the range, altitude and cross fixed azimuth readout system.

inertial velocity components measured by the guid-

ance aecelerometers and thecorresponding velocities 7.6.2 ST-124 STABILIZED PLATFOI_.M SYSTEM

calculated from tracking data which included Mistram ERROtkS

and Glotrac data during S-IV burn.

The sources of guidance intelligence errors may Predicted ST-t24 system errors for the SA 4;

be divided into two general categories; component flight test (References 4and 5)which were based on

errors and system errors. The component errors, laboratory calibration of the platform system are
scale factor and bias, are those which are attributed shown in Table 7-I. Also shown are their eontribu-

directly to the guidance accelerometers. The system tions to errors in the three inertial velocity compo-

errors (contributed by the stabilized element on nents.

TABLE 7-I. SIGNIFICANT GUIDANCE INTELLIGENCE ERRORS (ST-t24 SYSTEM)

Errors Inertial Velocity Errors at S-IV cutoff (m/s)

Laboratory Pre -Ignition Established
Error Source Units Errors Meas- Error Meas- from Tra- AX t AYi $x7-i

arements urements ,eetory

Analysis Lab, Traj. Lab. Traj. Lab. Traj.

1. System Errors d_g
a. 1) aboutXaxis -.008 -.026 0 0 0 0.4 1.3

2) about Z axis -.O05 -.005 -0. a O.7 O. 7 O 0

L
b. Azimuth Alignment deg .0008 -. 0351 0 0 0 0. 1 -4.7

c. Accelerometer Non-

Ortho_onality deg
Y axis rotated toward X
axis -0. 057 -. 057 0 7. 6 7.6 0 0

d. G_ro Drift Constant _eg/hr,
1) Yaw _} gyro, (about

X axfs 0. 13 0. 13 0 0 0 -0.2 -0. 2
2) Roll (_r) gyro, (about

Y axis) -. 038 -. 038 0 0 0 -0. 4 -0.4
3} Pitch (Z) gyro, (about

z axis) .053 .053 o. 1 -0. 7 -0, 7 0 0

2. Component Errors rn/s 2
a, Acceleration Bias

1) Range Aeeelerometer -. 2 x 10-_ -. 2 x 10-s -0. I 0 0 0 0
2) Altitude Aceelerometer -. 17 × 10-a -. 17 × 10-3 0 -0. 1 -0. I 0 0

b. _ceterometerSoalo Factor. g/g
i) Range Aceelerometer .33×10 -4 .33×10 -4 0.2 0 0 0 0

Total Error -0. I 7. 5 7.5 -0, I -4.0

_ #'_ #_ k, r,,g le_r- k t-.IFi A |IId¥I Nl l llmfbl "t n =_ .,L-- __ 51.
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The pre-ignition errdrs for platform leveling tracking data accuracy, it was not possible to deter-
about the X and Z axes (Table 7-I) were computed mine the sources of this guidance intelligence error.

from the accelerometer outputs prior to engine igui- _ ............ I_.......
tiou. Examination of the ST-f24 system attitude 0, _ .. '........... 7f__

measurements indicated that an additional change in ' " ] - " ----2-'_'_" I
leveling and azimuth alignment (about the X axis) oc- , [ ......... ..........

curred between'ignition and liftoffof the vehicle. This .......

was supported by the inflight error analysis. ] ..... //j lI

In addition, ST-124 system 3or tolerances werel ,/Y:'J//_/,_7;_

used to develop an err:or band for each velocity corn- I 2/_
ponent to serve as a standard for comparison with
the actual inertial velocity errors (Fig. 7-18). tner-] ........... ] ........ "

tial velocity differences (measured from firstmotion} t 77-_ _ , .' .,'T .// /'7/i
between the telemetered ST-124 aceele'rometer meas- J-- '_ // /_' //_ /' //-'_urements and those determined from the trajectory l

based on external tracking are shown in Figure 7-18. I _l
Inertial velocity differences at principal event times I
are listed in Table 7-II. Velocity differences larger FIGURE 7-18. INERTIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT
than those calculated from the ST-124 3a deviations DIFFERENCE {ACCEL- TRACKING)
(sh_d portions in Fig. 7-18) were noted in the
altitude and cross range directions. The differences The sources of the guidance intelligence errors
noted in the range velocity were very nearly within were determined by trajectory analysis; this is, by
the 3alimita except after about 330 seconds. Some matching the actual velocity differences using the
of this later error contribution is attributed to track- known error sources (laboratory data) and solving

ing data inaccuracies. Because the velocity errors for the additional error sources that contributed to
in the range direction nearly fall within the estimated total velocity, differences.

TABLE 7-I] COMPARISON OF INERTIAL GUIDANCE VELOCITIES (ST-124)

Ve[-oc_y-_'-- C ..... IL_nk_ Vclocity

Event Accch!r_meter Total VelOCity Rang_ _i_d_-_,[_it_ --_i 2 ) r_)"I

_ge_Time(_) TYIm°fnata Ac_al mm| ACm_Sirt. A__ i)iff. _AVt_',I " ,iiff.

3250.6 2197.0 I 2395.7 -6.6"--:Cf)
Tracking 3248. 9 : 2197.0 _ _393.4 IG. 1
preca[_lated 3324. I 2260.'i I 2437. 0 -6,

,:,23 1 0°;!
OECO Accclerometer 3400.8 2356.6 2464.4 -6, 9

Tracking 3408. 1 2356. 8 I 2461.9 -6, 3

Precalculat_l 3494.4 243|. 7 I 2599. 7 -6.6

149. 23

_.--
.... Tracking - Precal. -86:3 -----4:74.9 .... -47, 6]

G uidailce kccele rometor 33{_. 2 2458. (_ I 2508. 3 8. 1
xitiatioa Tracking 3519.6 I 2458.7 ] 2505.8 -7.4

P_calculal_ 3589. 3 [ 2524. 9 I 2549.6 NA

68.23

AcceL Tracking I I. G -0. Z 2, 5 - O, I

.... Tracidng - PrecaL _ qT. 7 I -66.2 -43.8 _ . ___

S-IV cutoff Acceleromet_r 8228.0 7639. 2 3056.6 O I

Tra_kLng 9225.8 7639. 7 3049.4 4. 1 IPrecalc_lated 8208.3 • 7639.4 3005.2 O

624.86 i

Accel. - Tracking i 2.2 -0. 5 7.2 / 4. t

.... Trackiug - preca|. 17.5 1.3 _ 44.2 ___
4. I

rbi¢_[ ln_rtioo Accele_met_r 8230. 5 7642.2 3055.9 0i I /

i

Tracking 822B. 3 7642.7 3048.6 4. I

It,recalcuiatad NA NA HA NA

634. 86

Trac_ l_aL __ -- ...................

52 ,i.*,_i{'I'll IIJiil_l I I{"IL,
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The only ST-124 system errors allowed to vary 7, 6.3 ST-90S STABLIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM

in this analysis (least squares solution) .were the ERRORS

leveling and azimuth alignment errors. The trajec-

tory analysis results, shown in Table 7-I, were con- The laboratory measured and pre-ignition deter-

sistent with the laboratory measurement and the atti- mined errors of the ST-90S system are shown in

tude deviations observed between ignition and liftoff. Table 7-III. The -0.015 deg leveling errordetermined

The attitude deviations affected only the cross range prior to engine ignition was in excess of the 3a error

velocity. The predominant source of error in the al- tolerance of _ 0. 010 degree.

ti_ude direction was the 0. 057 deg non-orthogonality

of the Y accelerometer. TABLE 7-UI. ST-90S STABILIZED PLATFORM
SYSTEM ERRORS

Error L_b_ raCor y * Pr e- ignltlon

_urce Unite _;rror MeaJ _:rror _*Aeas

., ,.,

J 1 System Er_rB
a. Platlo rm Lv ve_ _llg deg

.... i _) About Z Axis U_known

_-_ _ I _, A_c elPrometer

A¢ vet (ro_ted 0 0058

, toward X axial

-- AcceL Not Mea_ur ed

_- _)B.oLL (Y) Gyro -O.07S

Z. Component _ror_
l'_il I a AC ee'l eeom_'te r

giaa m]_ _

I _Slant Range Accel. 3 b x 10 .4

Z}_lant &ltltude

FIGURE 7-19. I_ESIDUAL INERTIAL VELOCITY A_ -,_.__ 10-_
3_ross P_ng,_ ^eccl. 6.9 _ l0 -4

COMPONENT DIFFERENCES ST-
A¢Ce] erometer

124 (CORRECTED ACCELER- _ s_z_ r_r _/_
l)Slant Range Acce_ _.6 • 10 -5

OMETER TRACKING) z_u,,_ ^t._
AcceL I _ x 10 _

3)Ceo_a Range ^cc¢]. - _.6 x IO -_

• See Reference 5.

Figure 7-19 shows the guidance intelligence errors

along with the reconstructed error curves resulting

from the trajectory analysis. The shaded area be- Inertial velocity differences between the helem-
tween the two sets of curves shows the differ_tlce etered ST-90Saceelerometermeasurements andthose

between the guidance intelligence errors and the tra- determined from tracking are shown in Figure 7-20

jectory analysis results. The differences in the al- (solid lines). The velocity differences which would

titude and cross range velocities are within the un-

certainties of the tracking data. Several additional _......... ,. _ - - __2_,

curves are presented which show the contribution due , ] _- ......to the several significant guidance intelligence error ' ! ...._,_ i
sources. '_'

TZ,,o-,:;y-

Table 7-H p_esents a comparison of inertial re- '" I .7o ---7._ ...... -,_...... : :_
locities (referenced to first motion) as sensed by the

ST-124 system with those determined from tracking _--_L.'7" -......

at significant event times. :_": ::- :. .... ,;_ :---:=-- . _

The differences between the telemetered and

preoaleulatsd velooities are primarily the result of FIGURE 7-20. ST-90S GUIDANCE ACCELEROME-

non-standard vehicle performance (early shutdown of ETER VELOCITY COMPARISONS

engine 8 on the S-I stage). (TELEMETERED - TRAJECTORY)

If,,,_d_ k m l,-I l_.l_'k l-r I Jk I
_llVI _ll I_i I _ • !..-- 53
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be caused by the preflight known guidance system 7.6.4 OVERALL COMPARISON OF GUIDANCE
errors are shown as the dashed lines. The ST-90S VELOCITIES

guidance accelerometer coordinate system is differ_l£
than the ST-124 system in that the X and Y axes are
rotated 41 deg about the Z (cross range) axis. The X Table 7-V presents a comparison of the space-
axis in the ST-90S system is therefore inclined above fixed orbital insertion velocities computed from the
the X axis in the ST-124 system. The dashed lines ST-124 accelerometer data (corrected for errors

in Figure 7-20 are the velocity errors that would re- determined by trajectory analysis) with velocities
suit from the known guidarlce system errors shown in determined from the orbital tracking. The ST-90S

Table 7-III. No attempt has been made to further telemetered velocities are based on the original te-
identify any errors £rom the trajectory analysis, lemetered data with no corrections applied. The ve-

locity components and total veloeityw_ctors calculate_l

Table 7-IV presents a comparison of inertial from aeee[erometerdata eomparevery favorably with
velocities at significant event tir_es as sensed by the tracking data.
ST-90S system with those determined from the tra-
jectory based on tracking.

It should be noted that the ST-124 cross range

As in the ST-124 system, the differences between velocity was reduced to nearly zero at cutoff, but the
the telemetered and precaleulated velocities are pri- cross range displacement was -140 m at S-IV cutoff.
marily the result of non-standard vehicle perform- This was due principally to the small C.G. offset in
ante (early shutdown of engine 8 on the S-I stage), the yaw plane.

TABLE 7-IV. COMPARISON OF INERTIAL GUIDANCE VELOCITIES (ST-90S)

Event Total Velocity i Range Velocity Altitude Velocity Cro_s Range Veal)city

Type of Data

$

IECO Acceleromete r 3248. 9 2f96. 9 2393. 5 I -4. 8

Tracking 3248. 9 2197. O 2393. 4 I 6. I
Pr_caleulated 3324. 1 2260, 7 2437. 0 I -6. 2

Acce|. Tracking 0 -0. I 0. 1 f. :l

Trackindg - PrecaL -75.2 .... =63. 7 i -43.6 ____ 0.1

OECO Accelerome_er 3408. 0 2356. 5 2462. U I -5. 0

Tr_cking 3408. 1 2356, 8 2461. 9 I -8 3
Pvecalcutated 3494.4 2431.7 2509. 5 I -6.6

AcceL - Tracking 0. 1 -0. 3 0. 1 , 1.3

--- "rraekia_ - Pr_:al, -86.3 -74. 9 -47. {i __ ____ 0. 3

]uidanee Initiation Aeceleromeler 3510.4 2458. 4 2505. 8 -6.1
-7.4Tracking 3510.6 2458. 7 2505. 8 tPrccaleulat_d 3588. 3 2524.9 2549. 6 NA

Tracking- Preca[. - y66.2 ____ -43.8

IV Cutoff hcceleromater 8225. O 7639. 1 3048.6 4.2

Tracking 8225.8 7639, 7 _ 3049. 4 ] 4. 1
precalculaled 9208. 3 7638.4 3005. 2 0

Accel. -Traeking I -0.5 -0.6 -0,8 I 0.1 !

Tracking - Precal. l 17.5 ! ll 3 44. 2 4. ii

_rbita! Insertion Accelerometer 8227.7 -0.6 7642. 3 , 3047.9 4 2

Tracking 8228.3 7542.7 3048. 6 4. 1

Precaleutated NA NA [ NA 0

Aeeel. - Tracking -0. 4 -0. 7 0. i

Tracking- Pf_scal. J ..... 4. t

1

C :." HT!^ I
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TABLE 7-V. COMPARISOb/ OF SPACE - FIXED TABLE 7-VI. COMPARISONOF ST-124 ACCELER-
GUIDANCE ACCELEROMETER VE- OMETERS AND ASC-15 GUIDANCE
LOCITIES AT ORBITAL INSERTION COMPUTER VELOCITY DATA

Typeof DaLa Velocity Velocity Velocity Velocity _, _1 ! '-'_'_ i _'_ I'"_ -- l "_" _"'_
(m/u) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) '_ c_.. [ ,,_a ,.,_, .*

Telemetered ST-124 7811.5 7276.2 -2840.8 -81.2 _

( cor veered) _la_ Ca$_r "4T'_"_ 7_X 2 " 1

"relemeterc.ul ST 124 7812.2 [ 7277.1 -2840.5 -80,3

ST-_4- T_'_ -0. a -_.4 -0._ -0._ subtracted from the preliftoff accumulated _angc ve-
locity. The velocity accumulated (0.21 m/s) due to

ST-90S- Trat,k'n 0.4 0. s 0.z _0.a range aceele rometer leveling error was not subtract-
ed, and this, together with other minor effects, rc-

_',:Note: The preealculated total velocity vector of suited in the -0. 4 m/s difference in the range velocity
7805. 95 m/s was used in the preflight predicted tra- valued (accelerometer-computer). All of these max-
jeeteryas the value atorbital insertion; however, when imum velocity differences developed when the guidance
the guidance computer was programmed that value computerveloeity values were initialized shortly after
was used as the S-IV guidance cutoff velocity. Con- the computer sensed lifteff (0. 026 see after liftoff).
sidering this fact, the correct prediction of the actual The range velocity difference is -0. 3 m/s until about
orbital insertionvelocity should have been 7811.8 m/s. 400 see and -0. 4 m/s thereafter while the altitude and

cross range differences _emain constant at+0. 1 m/ s
7.7 GUIDANCE SYSTEM ttARDWARE ANALYSIS and +0. 2 respectively.

7.7. 1 GUIDANCE SIGNAL PROCESSOR AND GUID- The introductionofthepath guidance signals (path
ANCE COMPUTER ANALYSL_ adaptive in the pitch plane and delta-minimum in the

yaw plane) into the vehicle control system was aecom-
The performance of theST-124 guidance sys- pfished shortly after platform switehover {ST-90S re-

tern hardware was satisfactory with the exception of placed by ST-124 as the active system) by a signal
(1) the difference between the cross range aceeler- from the ASC-15 guidance computer at 168. 14 sec
ometer readings and the tracking data and (2) the 205 range time. At 168. 30 see, after the ladders in the

arc second error in the orthogonality of the altitude computer were loaded, the resolver positioning sig-
aceelerometer, nals were sent to the command resolvers in the guid-

ance signal processor and path guidance started.
Table 7-VI presents a comparison between the

ST-124 guidance aceelerometer velocity signals and

the velocities computed by the ASC- 15 guidance corn- The response of the vehicle to the steering sig'_al_
puter. The maximum difference between the two ve- was completely satisfactory. The path errors (ve-
locity values (aeeelerometer minus ASC-i5) was-0. 4 loeity and displacement) in the yaw plane were satis-
m/s in range velocity, +0. I m/s in altitude velocity factorily driven toward zero; the cross range values
and +0. 2 m/s in cross range velocity. Since differ- issued by the computer at S-IV cutoff were -0.2 m/s
enees of *0. l m/s (between the accelerometer veloc- and -140 meters. At 622.13 see, the guidance com-
ity value and the corresponding guidance computer puter solved theinitial cutoff velocity presetting equa-
output) are acceptable, only the -0. 4 m/s deviation in ttons (required velocity 7740 m/s: computed velocity
range velocity is of concern. Evaluation of this dif- 7742. 8 m/s) and the computer issued the "lock corn-
terence has revealed that only the effect of earth ro- mand modules,' signal and switched into a shorter
tation was considered in selecting the velocity incre- computation cycle to search for the solution to the
mentto be subtracted from the range velocity built up final cutoff conditions. The computer shifted into the

between guidance release (~158 see prior to liftoff fast computation loop when the total velocity vector
and computer initialization 0. 403 see after it senses very nearly equalled the cutoff velocity. At S-IV cut-
liftoff. Since the earth rotation effect iv only about off signal (624. 86 sec) the guidancecomputer velocity
0. 14 m/s for 158 see (maximum of two 0. 1 m/s puls- vector value was 8706.3 m/s* , slightly in excess of
es), only one 0. 1 m/s pulse was programmed to be the preset value of 7805. 95 m/s.

- , s,s
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The space-fixed velocity vector at S-IV cutoff 7.7.2 ST-124 AND ST-90S STABILIZEI) PI,ATFf)IiM
based on orbital tracking was 7808. 8 m/s. The guid- SYSTEMS HARDWARE ANALYSIS
auce computer value resulted from the following con-
ditions: The performance of both stabilized platform

systems was satisfactory. Agreement between the

S-IV cutoff velocity presetting 7805. 95 m/s two stabilizer attitude error sit,q_als at platform
switchover was very good,

Fast cutoff loop time error of
0. 016 sec 0.37 m/s The ST-90S, which was the active system until

separation +14 sec showed minor discrepancies in

Accumulated prelaunch velocity error -0.34 m/s two areas:

ST-124 Y aecclerometer alignment 1. A slow running tilt cam which introduced a
error 2.76 m/s maximum error of 0. 22 degree.

Total Velocity Vector at S-IV Cutoff 7808.74 m/s 2. The roll maneuver rate was 3.5 deg, slightly
outside the 3 e 1/4 deg/s rate specified.

The predicted velocity vector at orbital insertion was
7811.27 m/s based on the following breakdown: The three gyro serve-loop pickup measurements in-

dicate sustained maximum deflections of less than

S-IV cutoff velocity pre- s0. 2 deg in yaw and roll and 0. :]5 dcg in pitch. While
setting 7805. 95 m/s these values are somewhat larger than those experi-

enced on SA-5, they are not abnormal.

Fast cutoff loop time error
((3. 016 to 0. 040 sec) 0.65 _: 0. 28 m/s

The ST-124 stabilized platform developed a large
ST-124 Y accelerametor leveling error about the pitch axis between S-I engine

alignment error (205 arc ignition and liftotf. The air bearing pendulums, which
sec) 2.76 m/s generate errorsignals used to maintain the stabilized

element leveling prior to launch, were left in the

3 a platform system error erection loop until liftoff. The higtl vibration levels
(gyro drift, platform level- experienced during the last second of the holddown
ing, bias errors, etc. ) 0 _ 0.80 m/s period caused the pendulum todrift, issuing erroneous

leveling commands. These signals caused the serves

S-IV engine cluster and H2 to drive the stabilized element (on which the g_ idance
vent cutoff impulse i.91 J_0. f3 m/s accelerometers are mounted) off level.

Total Velocity 7811. 27 _: 0. 86 m/s
The stabilized platform also appeared Ix) have a

If the prediction had included all sources contributing significant azimuth misalignment of 0. 035 dcg Ap-
to the insertion velocity vector then the predietedval- proximately 0. 015 degof this is attributed to an error

in the alignment procedure of the ST-124. The re-ue would have been increased to 7811.8 m/s due to

the fact that the predicted S-IV total thrust decay re- mainder is apparently due to an azimuth shift which
loeity increment should have been 2.34 _: 0. 14 m/s, was observed as a platform roll attitude signal of 0.02

This includes 0. 52 m/s to account for the time delay degrees during the last second of the holddown period.
between the guidance cutoff signal and the signal to the
solenoids to close the engine propellant valves. This

The gyro pickup measurements on the ST-124
prediction would have agreed exactly with the actual
velocity vector computed from the orbital tracking were all within _0. 1 deg of null; the redundant serve

and the three accelerometers sustained maximum

data. serve-loop pickup signals and were also within less
_,This includes the accumulated prelauneh velocity than _0. 1 deg of null. These values are normal and
error which resulted primarily from the range accel- along with the X and Z encoder signals indicate a good
erometer, performance of the ST-124 system.

56 ,;;r157.;4TIAL
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7, 7.3 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM HARD The performance of the GN 2 supply system was
WARE TEMPEI{A'ITIRES completsIy satisfactory. The two storage spheres

were pressurized to 2068 N/cm 2 (3000psi) by the high
A cooling system is provided to maintain a pressure ground supply 90 minutes before liftoff; at

stabtetemperature withinthe Instrument Unit for both liftoff, the supply pressure measured 2t03 N/em 2
preflight and inflight operation. The ground cooling (3050 psi) for the ST-124 and 2041 N/era 2 (2960 psi)
system 22 SCM/min (780 SCFM) at 283 to 300" K, (air for the ST-90S. Both of these values are well within

or GN 2) is turned on prior to energizing the electrical the launch requirements of 1793 and 2206 N/cm 2 (2600
equipment. Fifteen minutes before S-IV LH 2 tanking to 3200 psi). From liftoff to S-IV cutoff, the ST-124
the GN_ purge is initiated. The overall ambient In- used 0. 8 SCM (29 SCF) (16%) of its total GN 2 supply
strument Unit temperature limits are 273 to 230* K. and the ST-90S consumed 2.1 SCM (74 SCF) (41%)

All component temperatures measured during flight from its identical supply. These values agree with
were within these limits, the predicted consumption rates of 0. 08 SCM/min

(2.77 SCFM) (ST-124) and 0.2 SCM/min (7.04 SCFM)
7.7.4 CONTROL COMPUTER AND GIMBALACTU- (ST-90S).

ATORS ANALYSIS

Before liftoff, the average temperature of the GN 2
The commands issued by the control computer supplied tothe ST-124 gas bearings was 297.7* K (298

to position the engine gimballing actuators were cor- _2" K specified) ; the GN 2 supplied to the ST-90S av-
rent throughteut the entire flight of both stages and eraged 298. 2° K (298 _ 2' K specified). Inflight, the
were well within the angle, velocity and torque capa- temperature of the GN 2 supplied to the ST-t24 and ST-
bilities of both the S-I and S_]V actuators. 90S remained well within the specified limits of 298

5° K.

The maximum gimbal angle required of the S-I
actuators was 3 deg in pitch around max Q due to the During flight, the regulated pressure differential

angle-of-attack biased ST-90S pitch program. With between the gas bearing supply pressure and the In-
that exception, the S-I stage actuators were seldom strument Unit pressure was constant at 11.9 N/cm 2
called upon to exceed l deg out of the 8 deg available, diffel-ential ( 17.3 paid) for the ST-124 and 23.5 N/cm 2
When engine 8 (inboard) shut down prematurely at differential (34.1 psid) for the ST-90S.
117.28 sec, only very minor changes were noted in
the actuator differential pressure measurements and 7.9 ORBITAL ATTITUDE
actuator positioning signals. When IECO occurred a
more substantial change in the Ap measurements was The S-IV-6 stage with Instrument Unit and Apollo
noted because of the elimination of the unbalanced Boilerplate Payload was inserted into orbit with a 0. 3
torque, deg pitch attitude error, -0. 4 deg yaw attitude error,

and a -0. I deg roll attitude error. The angular rates
The maximum S-IV gimbal angles at no time ex- were small (less than 0. 1 deg/s).

ceeded 1 deg and with the exception of separation

transients and guidance initiation steering require- There were29 LH_vents observedduring the time
ments, theangles seldom weremore than 0.Sdegrees. of Autigua telemetry (insertion to 860 sec), 21 LH 2
No deficiencies were noted in the performance of the vents during Ascension Island telemetry reception
new S-IV actuators. (The DAC type actuators were (1340 to 1700 sec), and 11 LH_ vents observed by
replaced by the Moog type actuators on S-IV-0 and Pretoria, South Africa (1940 to 2400 sec). The first
subsequent. ) and longest vent occurred at 630.8 sec range time and

remained open for 9. 9 seconds. The change in roll
7.8 GN z SUPPLY SYSTEM rate due to the first LH 2 vent was -0. 9 deg/s. After

the first vent, the average duration of LH 2 vents was
On SA-6, the GN 2 supply system provided highly approximately 2 seconds. The roll rate increased

filtered gaseous nitrogen at a closely regulated tern- from -0. 1 deg/s at insertion to -23 deg/s at loss of
perature and pressure to the gas bearing components telemetry signal at Pretoria. South Africa ( Fig. 7-_1).
of theST-124 and ST-90S stabilized platform systems. Thelast angular rate transmitted from link 5 occured
The supply system consists chiefly of two high pres- at 1700 seconds. At this time the pitch/yaw (tumble)
sure storage bottles, heating and pressure regulating rates were oscillatory with a maximum peak-to-peak
assemblies and the necessary interconnecting piping, amplitude of 1.0 deg/s. The roll rate thereafter, dur-
check valves, etc. ing the period telemetry was received from Pretoria,

_/mkk trl_rk I?| A |
-- "-I..'.II _II ll_Ii.l _I • |. _i _7



South Africa, was obtained from the frequency of os- Radar, Telemetry and Minitrack signal strength
cillatiom_ in the ST-124 platform. However, it was records (AGC), and Radar and Telemetry operator's
impossible to define the pitch/yaw rates after 1700 logs were utilized in attempts to ascertain SA-iJorbi-
seconds, taf attitude rates after the loss of telemetered angular

rates.

.........,?:2_:'.',i12_'.'7' I
i [ Analysis of AGC records from Carnarvon, Aus-

_ ,......... I tralia; Hawaii; Green Mountain, Alabama; and Eglin
]

.......... _ I . _/j AFB, Florida during the first orbital pass indicates a

I /_ _ r spin period of 13 see (28 deg/s equivalent angular
_ t rate)and a tumble period of 170 sec (2.ideg./sequiv-l I _ "_J i I L

It _I ' I alentangular rate)at the end of thefirstorbitalpass.

........ _ i '1 I Analysis of comments from Radar and Telemetry op-i I
j erator's logs and AGC records after the first orbital

/ t

/ pass indicate no change in spin period, but adecrease

,. t(/ . ........... in _mble period to 90 sec (4 deg/s equivalent angular
.......................... ".... '..........,.,. _.,,_,.., rate) during the first day of orbital flight, with no

significant change in observed angular rates after this
FIGURE 7-21. ROLL RATE DUE TO HYDROGEN time. It can be assumed that the increase in tumble

VENTING rate aster the first orbital pass was due to LOX vent-
ing.

LOX vents were observed during the first orbital
pass in the telemetry received by the stations listed The estimated residual LH2 and ullage gas of 116
below. The average duration of IX)X vents was two kg (see Section 6.0) produced an observed angular
soconds, impulse of 25,000 N-m-s (18,800 lbf-ft-s) in the roll

plane and 7650 N-m-s (5650 lbf-ft-s) in the pitch/yaw
Time of Vent (After LO) plane, while the LOX and ullage g:_ residual of the

Station lfr. Min. Sec. 212 kg (see Section 6.0) produced an angular impulse
of 53,500 N-m-s (39,500 lbf-ft-s) in the piteh/yaw

Pretoria, South Africa 0 36 46 plane.

Carnarvon, Australia 0 55 30 In summary, it is believed that LH 2venting ceased
by the end of the first orbital pass, and that LOX vent-

Cape Telemetry II 1 36 46 ing-was completed at least within 24 hours. Attempts
to further define the end ol venting are inconclusive.

Cape Telemetry II 1 40 35 At the endofventing the vehicle was spinning ata rate
of approximately 28 deg/s and had a gyroscopic pre-
cessional motion with a period of approximately 90

Indications were that no LH 2 vent_occurred after sec (4 deg/s equivalent tumble rate) and a half cone
loss of telemetry at Pretoria, South Africa. angle of 65 degrees.
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SECTION VIII. SEPARATION

8.0 SEPARATION Parameter Actual Design

8. 1 SUMMARY Pitch (dog) 0 I. 0
Yaw (deg) 0.2 (Nose right) 1.0

SA-6 was the second Saturn I vehicle having a live Roll (dog) 3.0 (CW from rear) --

second stage (S-IV) and the necessary hardware for Pitch Rate (dog/s) 0.2 (Nose up) i. 0
separating it from the S-I stage. Separation forces Yaw Rate (dog/s) 0.1 (Nose right) 1.0
were provided by firing four ullage rockets mounted Roll Rate (dog/s) 0.3 (CCW from rear) --
on the forward end of the S-I stage. The ullage rockets
mounted on the S-IV stage and four retro rockets In Figure 8-1 is the actual separation sequence
mounted on the spider beam at the forward end of the for the SA-6 vehicle. The separation signal was ts-
S-I stage. The ullage rockets have a nominal thrust sued by the program device to the flight sequencer at
of 15,125 N (3,400 lb) per rocket and are used for 149.62 seconds. The first motion between the two

beth separation and propellant seating prior to S-IV stages was observed from telemetry at 149.75 sec and
ignition. The retro rockets have a nominal thrust per the S-IV stage cleared the S-I/S-IV interstage at
rocket of 164,580 N (37,000 lb). The ullage rockets 150.69 seconds. Onboard camera data indicated that
fire on a signal from the program device 0. I sec prior first motion occurred at 149.72 seconds.
to separation. Next, the separation command signal
from the program device fires the four explosive bolt

and nut assemblies that attach the S-IV stage to the ....
S-I/S-IV interstage. Retro rockets are fired by the _'_!'_i_',_i_:i[71',,ii,_,,,.,.., ,_ .....
same signal that fire the explosive bolts. A relay delay .................. . '_,'" I

f
time of 16 to 31 milliseconds exists between the signal ..................... '_l
and the retro rocket ignition signal from the EBW 0,,_............. r_ .......... :
units. __'_ _'"_ .... I 'I, I

All elements of the separation system operated ...._z._,....................... [_--

properly and the S-I/S-IV physical separation occurred __T,_.7,?_"_'i '_'"-- ] ] '"l'l
within 0.03 sec of the expected time. Only0.1 m(3.9 _--7_:,---_: ........ :.....
in. ) of the available lateral clearance (0.74 m) was ...........
used during the separation period.

FIGURE 8-1. SEPARATION SEQUENCE

At S-IV engine ignition command the exit plane of
the S-IV engines was 7.3 meters (23.9 It) forward of Figure 8-2 shows the separation distance between
the lip of the interstage; this is 4.2 meters (13.8 It) the two stages Negative values indicate that the S-IV
greater than the design requirement, stage are still within the interstage. The S-IV engines

cleared the interstage 0.03 sec earlier than predicted.

The vehicle had altitudes and angular rates con- Figure 8-2 also shows the velocity increments Ior
siderably less than design values at separation; bow- both stages plus the total relative velocity between
ever, angular rates for both stages increased during stages. The S-I stage velocity increment was due to
the separation period but were of no cormequcnce to H-1 engine thrust decay and re tro rocket thrust. The
separation. The roll attitude was larger than expected S-I stage velocity change was mainly the result of ul-
at separation due to an effective thrust misalignment large rocket burning; a small amount of the velocity
in the roll plane of the S-I stage. Roll plane deviations gain was due to S-IV thrust buildup after 151.31 sec-
were not critical in separation of the two stages how- onds. The two stages were separated by 7.3 meters
ever. at S-IV stage ignition, which is 4.2 meters greater

than the minimum required clearance.
8.2 SEPARATION DYNAMICS

A predicted clearance probability distribution for
8.2. 1 TRANSLATIONAL MOTION the cane of all S-I outboard engines and retro rockets

operating along with the S-IV ullage rockets is shown

At the start of separation the vehicle had the in Figure 8-3. This curve includes retro and ullage
following deviations: (Design values are listed for rocket misalignment, S-I and S-IV CG offsets, varia-
comparison. ) tions of the retro and ullage rockets. The lateral
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Belatlve Lo_itudh_l. "/ranslar:i_ (In)

6 i I I clearance used during separation of SA-6 was 0.1
I s-zv ig,itio, meters. The probability that this amount of clearanceI

sep.r, tio. *se_.t_o. would be used i_'O. 7; i.e. , 7 out of IO vehicles would

12i elil__ina] -- C,_pteted _ be expected to use 0. t m or more. The SA-5 vehicle

_p_,tlo, used 0.2 m of the available lateral clearance for a
probability of 0.2.

tuaL 8.2.2 ANGULAR MOTION

Angular rates experienced by the S-1 stage were
considerably larger than for the S-IV stage (Figure
8-4). One of the primary reasons lot the larger S-I

engines to a hard over position during thrust decay of
_4 the engines, The engines are expected to move at a

1&9,5 t50.O 150.5 151 .0 151.5 1%2.0
_a,8, T_. (,ec) rate of 1 to 5 deg/s; however, the engine positions

are not measured after separation and must be esti-
mated to agree withthe observed booster motion. The

Relativ_ LongttudktidlVelocity (m/s) S-I booster angular rates are presented in Figure 8-4.

:[ __ ! ] _ _ The solid points are the result of a simulation using

"_-//._:'f_';_i_-k__'__'_-fi_i_///////_, _///////A the following conditions along with the S-I engine thrtmt

I [ /./ decays and retro rocket thrust obtaumd from teleme-
To_al Relative

tered chamber pressure:
i Veloclty Bergen _,,,,_/.

_ S-I Engine Average Gimbal
Rate (deg/s) -2.5 -2.5 2.5

Velocity Increment

s-I st_ _ Retro Rock Misalign-
/ ments (deg) 0.2 0 0.9

[ [ CG Offset (m) 5.09 0.01 --
-20 I 6.9 5 LSO.O L50.5 151.0 151.5 1')2.0

FIGURE 8-2. SE PARATION DISTANCE AND IN- /-'" <,,_....
CREMENTAL VELOCITIES ° ,:, ,,-_:- =_T-_- --_"_.- ,=

.................-- -r .......

_.5 R_lu[ved C ear,nee _ _z

I I I ; _ [ :

o. o.z o.1 o,_ 05 D _ o _ o 8

- :,=,,,\ ,, ........ )

FIGURE 8-3. PROBABILITY OF CLEARANCE USED
DURING SEPARATION BEING
GREATER THAN A SPECIFIED FIGURE 8-4. ANGULAR VELOCITIES DURING
VALUE BO(_TER SEPARATION
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The value used for retro rocket misalignment in ,l,_h ^_,,_,_p. (_K)

yaw was the measured value prior to lasnch; however, [_. i_. __2:_i _
the roll misalignment measured prior tolaunchwas

approximately 10 percent (0.1 deg) of that used to _ _ _,- 0 _. ,,- ouJ...

simulatcthemotion, and inthe oppositcdirection.The _'____ [s_oP.it=_s_o.h-,_o._............
measured pitch misalignment was less than O. 1 deg, _ _ , _ s ,0 _ ,_ 6
although the misalignment of 0.2 deg was required for T_, ,f_.* S._......
the simulation. The reason for discrepancies between

VevAt 1rude _y, (deg) l_tLat Conditt_l

measured alignments and the alignments required for _[- l' 1 - F V-_._%- o._ . ,_ ,., --7

the simulation is not known. Another factor contrilm- / _ / _ ................. /L__ slooh - -_0.5 mting to the roll, pitch and yhw motion was LOX venting _ ] j

during separation. The LOX vent switch indicated the °|__=_'_--_-_ ___ I
valve to be in the open position, but the tank pressure

was well below the valve opening pressur.e. Torques "_o _ --__- _ 8--,o --_ _, 6
fro_ venting, if any occurred, were not considered in T_ ^f***s._..,_o__ ^_,_

'the simulation. SL,.,_,_.d
_lt Artltude,_pz, (deg)

The S-IV stagewas simulated quite well as seen ! __ _i_._...___!_____

in Figure 8-5 (dashed line)by using a distributing _--_____--
momentof 6,102 N-m (4,500 lb-ft) in pitch and t2,340 _,_L., c_.
N-m (9,100 lb-ft) in yaw and lasting for 2 sec from _ --0._,or..,
LH_ chilldown exhaust. In addition, nominal CG off- _,,_._..H, ..... 0,__,
sets along with the actual thrust lmildup of the S-IV
engines were used to complete the simulation. The
attitude of the vehicle during separation is shown in
Figure 8-5. The 3 deg roll attitude of the vehicle at
separation (due to S-I engine thrust misalignment) was -- - L_
reduced to near zero within 5 seconds. Pitch and yaw
attitude deviations of less than i deg resulted from the FIGURE 8-5. S-IV ATTITUDE DURING
separation disinrbances. SEPARATION
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SEC_ONIX. STRUCTURES

9.0 STRUCTURES flight. This pitch bonding moment distribution was
calculated using the telemetered control angles, le-

g. 1 SUMMARY gether with nominal aerodynamic and weight data. The
total normal load factor is presented, _nd at the IU

The vehicie was subjected to high bending moments station location of the control aecelerometers, the
for the first time and an excellent time history of the telemetered acceleration is compared with the corn-
structural loads was obtained. The high angle-of-at- puled value. Also depicted is the strain gauge bending

tack loaded the fins enough to get coherent readings moment reading at its station. This moment does not
from the strain gauges, include that portion of the bending moment experienced

by the 2.67-m (105-in.) tank. Internal loads distri-
The stress levels measured on the S-IV stage butionanaIysisindicatedthatapproximately 10 percent

agreed well with the predicted valtms and those re- of the total bonding moment is carried by the 2.67-m
corded on the SA-5 flight. (105-in.) tank at Station 24m (942 in. ). A 10 percent

reduction of the total bonding moment would result in

The bonding failure of the aft interstage structure a very close agreement with the strain gauge moment.
that was noted after the S-I/S-IV separation of the

_-5 stage flight test waS not observed during the The dashed line (Fig. 9-1) depicts the SA-6 pre-
SA-6 separation, flight restricted bending moment, based upon the

structural strength of the Instrument Unit.

All of the S-IVmajor structural components per-
formed 5.s required and the S-IV stage structural in-
tegrity was assured.

Vehicle L_ad F_ctor (m]a2
Sclcl_ (=)

__ ? __ a e

The vibrations recorded on the S-I stage were ,o } V _ , .T/_:,: --
generally within the data range of past histories. | J '_: ......- 2_"

Slightly higher vibrations were noted on the fuel wrap- 4 _-q_° , 0_.

around line on engine 6, and engine 4 gear box was _o -- L._,_,¢_o*
1

40 Arel [or _lr._
The Instrument Unitvibration measurements were _"_"_' '""_ _ --

all normal and gave the expected trends. However, ,°_ .....

some minor clipping in a few of the measurements did | "-"-.___
occur during critical periods of flight. _0

t_nt Yr_ _x
st rat. tanK, _.

N*Rt_c_t_ c_.t er /
The S-IV stage vibration levels were generally _.o_ ,_ .

similar to those on SA-5 where comparable. The en- _o u-_ _- _'""_"°"_'"_:_/

gine measttrements and pitoh axis Ineasu_ement_ in- _. _ __i--. i

dicated levels approximately 20 percent higher than 0
SA-5 duringthe S-I powered flight, while the longitudi-

nal measurement on the telemetry rack recorded un- " \1
usually low levels. The vibration measurement on the o !
engine 4 gimbal block, gear box housing, and feedline -0._,._,._ .,.bK,_,_(_-.)-2., -3.z • L0'

B

during the S-IV powered flight were 20 percent, 25 _ _o __ .;o. _o6
percent and 40 percent higher than SA-5 respectively. ,,_,_ _,_., ,.-,b_
Several measurements on S-IV were transmitted on

PDM and presented trend only,
FIGURE 9-1. SA-6 PITCH BENDING MOMENT AND

Acoustic data recorded during the SA-6 flight NORMAL LOAD FACTOR

agreed very well with the predicted environments.
For comparison, the previous flight maximum

9.2 RESULTS DURING S-I POWERED FLIGHT bending moment is indicated. This maximum of 0.95
x 10 s N-m was determined from the SA-2 flight.

9.2. 1 MOMENTS AND NORMAL LOAD FACTOR
9.2.1.2 MEASURED VALUES

9.2.1.1 CALCULATED VALUES
The LOX tank stud data provided loagitudi-

Figure 9-1 presents the ma_mum bending nat load and bonding moment on the vehicle at Station
moment experienced by the Saturn SA-6 vehicle in its 24 m (942 in. ) throughout the flight. The maximum
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bending moment was 2,500,000 N-m (22,200 in.-kips) of this accelerometer, therefore, the existence of pogo

neglecting the center LOX tank. The contribution of instability has not been demonstrated.
the center tank is approximately 10 percent so the
total moment should be 2,760,000 N-m (24,400 in.-

kips). The maximum moment occurred at 71.0 sec-
onds.

9.2. 1.3 STRESS LOADS
rh_._ (m • L0-_) rh,_+c (1_ • [o -4)

L_ " -- 20

.+ v ,or°measurements. Of these, three were located on the _ .-- "

the LOX tank aft bulkhead and the remainder were on s_,,+_++_,_.,
the thrust structure. Tile gauges were located in a + -- '
manner to provide Local strains. ° , °._._ 2._ -2.o l 9 -I _ t ? -L ++ -i._

h_$* Tt_ (++¢)

The S-IV thrust structure strmn gauges indicated
the effects of S--I acceleration, IECO, and OECO. No Th,o.,<, • ,o-+) _++,t(_+, _0+')
affect was noted from the premature shutdown of the _+o
S-I engine 8. There were no strains, or stresses, _° c,,+_,_,+_+_.

observed in the S-IV data in excess of anticipated _,,_+, +_++_,....
values. )o )_ t,ym+i_ t+,u F+_tor " I.L_

t ......

9.2.2. l ACCE LEROMETER DATA +++-2 2 -_.l -2 0 .t _ -I.S -I -I - . -

Instrumentation for determining longitudi-
nal dynamic loads consisted of the followtag accele- FIGURE 9-2. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC RESPONSE
rometers:

9.2.2.2 STRAIN DATA
1. F5-802 and F6-802 located on the Instrument

Unit The Longitudinal loads on SA-6 were identi-
cal with SA-5 up to 117.3 seconds. At that time there

2. 21Bl2and21B131ocatedontheholddown arms. was areduetioninaxial load of approximately 245,000
N ( 55, 00O lb). The reduction in axial force at IECO

TheInstrumentUnlt acceLerometersare question- is smaller than that on SA-5 due to the lower number

able; similar aeceLerometers are being tested to of engines burning. The redistribution of lead at igni-
determine their sensitivity to high frequency aceele- tion and Lfftoff was clearly indicated. All events
ration that can mask the signals wanted, affecting axial load on the vehicle were detectable.

The longitudinal load distribution fol_oms the
For flight evaluation and investigation was made general trends as the longitudinal acceleration shown

to determine the calculated response of the system for in Section 5. 0.
the. observed applied forces, during thrust buildup.

Buildup is defined as the time interval from ignition 9.2.2.3 FUEL TANK SKIRT LOADS
of the first engine to lffteff. The engines were sched-
uled to start in pairs of two, with a 100-millisecond The fuel tank skirt loads were very similar
delay between pairs, in order to limit the vibratory to those observed on SA-5. There was excellent
force to20percentof the maximum static thrust. Fig- agreement in detail between the two since the skirts
tire 9-2 shows the engine staggering time to be erratic; are not affected by body bending moment but only by
however, the maximum response was o_ly approxi- axial forces. The apparent load relief that occurred
mately 13 percent of the maximum static thrust, on SA-5 daring the time interval between ignition and

liftoff was noted again on SA-6. There is still no snt-

Oscillations of approximately • O.3 g were ely- isfactory explanation for this phenomenon. The ap-
served on the Instrument Unit acce lerometer (F6-802) parent cooling of the instrument from 80 to 110 sec was
during the time interval between 40 sec and 80 sec repeated. This instrument is located on the skirt of
range time. The pump inlet pressures during time fuel tank (F-I) above stub fin L None of the other
interval could not be correlated with the oscillations thirty-one _kirt gauges experienced this cooling but
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since the occurrence is identical on SA-5 and SA-6, it ever, in the first 100 se_, five aceelerometers ex-
must be considered a valid phenomenon. No explana- ceeded their i i g range of vibration level, resulting
tion is available to account for iL inclipped datafor some measurements. The informa-

tion thus affected was omitted from the bending mode

Atypical time history for a skirt load is shown in analyses because of the distortion in RMS amplitudes.
Figure 9-3. Also shown is the apparent load reduction
at ignition, at i17.3 sec, and thecutoff load reduction.

I

" ' LL J

....................... a
9.2.2.4 FIN LOADS '° "° _" ,-, .... ,.,.)

The strain gauge information from the fins
was usable but fairly crude. The necessity of using a FIGURE 9-4. LIFT AND MOMENT ON FIN II

large number of gauges in the reduction magnified the
individual scatter of the data. It was possible, how- A frequency trend versus flight time compared
ever, to determine Lift and lift bending moment on the to the SA-D6 test is shown in Figure 9-5.
fins. Fin I experienced very Low loads as expected.
Fin II had a maximum lift of 120,000 N (27 kips) and

a maximum lift bending moment of 130,000 N-m ( 1150
in.-kips) at the fin root. These values agree very
well with predicted loads for the measured angle-of- , ___ ______I
attack. Fin II lift and bending moment are shown in l

_,

' /-- [----
i

9.2. 3. I BODY BENDING _' _ _ ) I

The SA-6 flight bending oscillation data shows _ _-- '" _'"_'
no significant difference from that of SA-5 flight test _ __ __
vehicle. The response amplitude was low in the fre- l
quency of 0 to i0 Hz, with a maximum on the escape
tower of approximately 0. I g single amplitude. 0 _o _0 _ _ _ ,_0 _0 _0

Most of the aecelerometers responded throughout
flight and indicated the expected flight results, tlow- FIGURE 9-5. VEIIICLE BENDING FREQUENCIES
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In Figure 9-6 an indication is given of the amplitude The total measured miaslignment in the roll plane was
of response for the escape tower and nose cone. 0.1 deg and in a direction that would give a roll CCW

viewed from the rear. A large CW roll rate (4.5
deg/s) buildup occurred on the booster during retro
firing, indicating a possible misalignment in the op-

.,.._,..,_. (_.._ posite direction. The measured pitch misalignment

• ,o-I [ [ [[ _--- was 1.5 minutes and the yaw misalignment was 0.5

^foot.::_,_.r_ P _ ., r, minutes. The pitch and yaw motion of the vehicle did
o08 -- -- not indicate any large deviations from the measured

values.

oo4 9.2.5.1 STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS

0o_ _ _ _-_--_-- - There were 17 structural vibration measure-
"_ '_"_'""_ merits onthe S-I booster for the SA-6 flight. Of these

° 2o ,o 6o 8o ,_ ,2o _4o ,6o 17 measurements, the fin measurement and the four
•,_. Tl. (,_) retrorockct support measurements gave no useful in-

A.,,._, (8',) formation. The other twelve measurements exhibited

.... ! 1 i_!il i_ _ normal or expected trends throughout S-I powered

i_i: flight. There was an absence of a marked response
0o8 to either inboard or outboard cutoff.

oo6 1 Six measurements were located in the thrust frame
area. These composite Grm s levels increased at the

___ ignition-lfftoff, Mach I, and max Q periods and dimin-

o_ I ished during the mainstage periods of flight. A cora-

l parison of the SA-5 and SA-6 vibration envelopes of

I -°, .8 levels tobe slightly higher (Fig. 9-7). The composite
0 _o _0 ,0 _ ,00 ,_o ,40 _ Grin s levels on the shroud panel were considerably

_..,. ,_-, ¢,,o higher than previously experienced, however; this

measurement was fully exposed to aerodynamic exei-
FIGURE 9-6. SA-6 ESCAPE TOWER AND NOSE tation. The shroud panel structure is a thin, lightly

ACCELERATION ENVELOPES braced, aluminum alloy panel. These higher levels
were anticipated in view of the structure, the excita-

9.2.3.2 FIN BENDING tion at thispoint and the programmed angte-of-attack.

The vibration levels obtained from the fin Therewere six strueturevibration measurements

measurements exceeded the ± I g range for the first located on the web of the spider beam spokes at Fin
110 sec of booster flight. Line I. These measurements exhibited the same trends

asprevious Block lI spider beam measurements. The
A power spectral density analysis of the clipped levels were in or just above the noise floor of the

data showed the most predominant frequencies to be telemetry system during the mainstage periods of S-I
27 Hz and 40 Hz. These frequencies compare favor- powered flight. The SA-6 measurements exhibited
ably with analytical and test results. The first two slightly higher composite Grm s levels than the SA-5
natural frequencies obtained from ground vibration measurements during the critical periods of flight
tests were 29 Hz and38 Hz. These two model frequen- (Fig. 9-7). These slightly higher Grm s levels are
eies compare favorably with analytical vibration fre- attributed to the difference in programmed flight pa-
quencies of 28.4 Hz and 41.4 Hz noted in Reference 6, ran_eters.
and withfrequeneies of 29 Hz and 38 Hzobtained from

ground vibration testing of the fins. 9.2. 5.2 ENGINE MEASUREMENTS

9.2.4 RETRO ROCKET ALIGNMENT There were 35 vibration measurements lo-

cated in the engine area of the S-I stage on the SA-6
The measured retro rocket misalignment for vehicle. All measurements gave good data with the

SA-6 was small and within the tolerances specified, exception of a GOX line inlet flange measurement on
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good correlation with no irregularities noted on any
Grmm

rhr,,t B.... d Pa,el, measurement (Fig. 9-8).

G_a C_s

0 GOX C_

0

Ranse l'i_e (_e¢)

6 Spider Beam

C_$ _uel Wr_lp-Around Line8 .... HOO_ _:xlh_ng¢_

O 20 7o
O 30 60 90 120 150

Range Time (Bee)
I 1o

o ,

Grin8 _ SA-6 0 40 80 120 160 0 4c 80 120 160

24

] Inetrmeent Panels _ S.___ C_a Actoatur [;_s OV_TaLI E'_Kil_e C_partm_ "nl

?c

1

0 30 60 90 120 150

F,ange Ttne (see) o _o 8o 170 160 0 _o 8o I:0 I_

FIGURE 9-7. VIBRATION ENVELOPES OF S-I FIGURE 9-8. VIBRATION ENVELOPES OF S-I
STRUCTURE ENGINE COMPARTMENT MEAS-

UREMENTS

engine 6. Three measurements indicated levels which
showed a marked variation from the past history en- Four turbine gearbox measurements were em-

velope. These measurements will be discussed in the ployed on SA-6. Measurements located on engines 1,
turbine gear box and combustion chamber dome sec- 2, and 3 were normal and indicated levels which fell
tions below, within the SA-5 envelope (Fig. 9-9). The turbine

gearbox measurement on engine 4 gave good data

Engine 6 was instrumented to determine the vi- throughout flight, however the levels exceeded the
bration levels of the fuel suction line inlet and outlet SA-5 onvelopefrom liftoff to engine cutoff. Data from

flanges, fuel wraparound Line, heat exchanger and the the SA-5-15 static test indicated the engine 4 gearbox
GOX line inlet and outlet flanges. The fuel suction measurement recorded slightly higher Grin s levels
line inlet and outlet flanges and the GOX line outlet than the other turbine gearbox measurements. A fur-

flange measurements indicated Levels which agreed filer examination of engine 4 pressure, temperature
closely with SA-5 with no irregularities noted. No and RPM flight parameters indicated a normal engine
usable information was obtained on the GOX inlet flange, operation throughout flight.
The fuel wraparound Line measurements responded

from ignition to engine cutoff and indicated levels Four measurements were located on the combus-
slightly greater than on SA-5. The SA-8 heat exchanger tion chamber domes to monitor vibration levels in the
measurements indicated slightly higher levels than on Longitudinal direction. Measurements located on en-
SA-5 for the first 40 see but were about the same for gines3, 5, and7 gave low levels and all fell within the

the remainder of the S-I powered flight. Envelopes of past history envelope (Fig. 9-9). The combustion
these measurements are shown in Figure 9-8. chamber dome measurementon engine 1 indicated high

Grin s levels from ignition throughout flight. No static
Six measurements were located on the actuators test vibration data from this measurement was avail-

of engine4. The SA-6 and SA-5 dataenvelopes showed ablesonoeomparisoncould be made. An investigation
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of pressure, temperature and RPM parameters meas- fuel tanks I and 2. The three measurements located
ured on engine 1 revealed no deviation from normal in fuel tank I (F-l) were on a shock mounted panel.

engiue operation. The three measurements located in fuel tank 2 (F-2)
were on a hard mounted panel. These measurements
exhibited normal trends and anticipated levels (Fig.

9-7).

G_8

L5 Co_bu,tio. Chamb,,Vo_e.Lo.g't The distributor 9A3 was located in the aft skirt of

__ fuel tank 1 (F-l). Two measurements were made on
m the distributor 9A3 mounting bracket. Both of these

_.//[.._,.___.((:._::_,_._;_,,_ measurements exhibitednormat trends throughout S-I

V_ powered flight. The composite Grin s levels were0 , slightly higher at Mach I and max Q than previously
O 30 60 90 120 l_O

R_.g¢_. (,e¢) experienced on SA-5 flight and are attributed to the

SA-6 programmed angle-of-attack on SA-6 flight.!

_7' C_bo.t,o. ch*_. _-L.t _ 177_ S^-5 9.2.6 S-IV VIBRATIONS
Engine 8

There were six structural vibration measure-
ments on the S-IV thrust structure. Three were

o 3o 60 90 12o 15o located on the gimbal block of engine 4 and one on the
Ra_,_T_e (*_,) "B" actuator attach point to the thrust structure. The

remaining two measurements were next to the shock
mount that supports the sequencer. Figure 9-10 pre-

c.° s.s_.. 4 sents an envelope of the S-IV structural vibrations

362__r_bo P,_p c***c*,* durihg S-I flight.
0 30 60 90 120 150 i

Range Tla*e (Bec) _1_ t

FIGURE 9-9. VIBRATION ENVELOPES OF H-1 .........

ENGINE MEASUREMENTS _iI--_ ' I! I ....... _ ""

tion chamber dome to monitor vibration levels in the

lateral direction. All levels recorded by measure-
meats on engines 2, 4, and 6 were normal and all fell
withinthepast histeryenvelope (Fig. 9-9). The com-
bustion chaxnber dome measurement on engine 8 indi ........

cated a sharprise in Grin s from ignition to 15 sec then
a slow decrease until 100 seconds. A peak value of FIGURE 9-10. ENVELOPES OF S-IV VIBRATIONS

16 Grin s appeared at 117 sec hut no other unusual DURING S-I POWERED FLIGHT
phenomenon was noted during the premature cutoff of
engine 8. Data from SA-6-15 static test was investi- The three measurements located on the gimbal
gated and the vibration level of engine 8 was approxi- block of engine 4 were oriented in the pitch, yaw, and
mately double the level of the other engines instru- longitudinat axes and exhibited expected trends during
mented. S-I powered flight (Fig. 9-10). The vibration levels

were 20 percent higher than measured during the SA-5
9.2.5.3 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS flight. The measurements indicated nominal levels at

lfftoffwhieh decreased rapidly tovery low levels within
Six vibration measurements were made on the 15 see after range zero. The levels increased during

fuel tank instrument compartment panels located in Mach I and reached a peak during max Q. At LH 2
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prestart (107.01 sec), a transient occurred which The longitudinal axis measurement located at the
damped out within 5 seconds. At LOX prestart (141.21 base of the telemetry rack had unusually low levels
sec), a transient occurred which was caused by open- during lfftoff (compared to the pitch measurement).
ing of the S-IV aft interetage vent panels. During the During Mach I and max Q the data was invalid. Dur-
remainder of S-I powered flight the levels were low. ing the remainder of the S-I flight the data appears

valid and the levels are low (0.2 Grins).
The longitudinal axis measurement, located at the

engine 4 "B r' actuator attach point to the thrust atrue- During liftoff, the pitch axis measurement indi-

ture, exhibited similar trcndB to the longitudinal axis cared 20 percent higher levels (0.9 Grms) during
measurement onthe gimbal block, during S-I powered Maeh 1 and max Q (compared to 2.5 Grm s for SA-5)
flight. Thelevels were within5perccntof those mew- due to the higher angle-of-attack. The levels were
ured during the SA-5 flighL This measurement again however, lower than they were at lfftoff during either
produced the lowest levels recorded in the thrust the SA-5 or SA-6 flight.
structure area.

The two measurements located on the LHz and
Two measurements were located next to the shock 1A)X feed lines of engine 4 were oriented in the longi-

mount supporting the sequencer, and were oriented in tudinal axis. No data was obtained from the IAt_ feed
the longitudinal and pitch axes. The pitch axis mess- line measurement. The LOX feed line measurement
urement was transmitted by PDM/FM and provided indicated the same low vibration levels (2.0 Grins)
composite levels from 5 to 12,000 Hz and should be that were seen during the SA-5 flight. The meastLre-
asedfortrcndonly. Thelongitudinalaxismeasuremeet meet on the "B" actuator of engine 4 indicated the
followed the same trends as the longitudinal axis same low levels (1.0 Grms) as measured on the se-
measurement on the gimbal block of engine 4. The quencer pitch axis measurement.
vibration levels were 50 percent lower than occurred
during the SA-5 flight. No explasationfor these lower
levels is known at this time. 9.2.7 INSTRUMENT UNIT VIBRATION

9.2. 6. 2 ENGINE MEASUREMENT The Instrument Unit vibration measurements

were all normal. The quality of these measurements

There wins one measurement located on the was very good with the exception of some minor clip-
engine 4 turbo pump gear case housing oriented in the ping in a few of the measurements during critical
radial direction. The levels during liftoff, malnstage, periods of flight.
Math 1, and max Q were low.

At LH z prestart ( 107.01 see), transient vibration 9.2. 7.1 STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS
occurred which damped out within 5 seconds. At LOX
prestart ( 141.21 sec), a transient occurred which There were five vibration pickups located on
was caused by opening of the vent panels. The data the Apollo mounting ring and five on the Instrument
from this measurement was transmitted by PDM/FM Unit mountingring. All of these measurements showed
and should be used for trend only. However, a corn- the expected trends throughout the boost phase of
parison withthe same measurement on the SA-5 flight flight. The levels during the mainstage portion of
will provide a valid comparison of relative levels, booster flight were within the noise floor of the telem-
This comparison shows that the levels were 20 percent etry system for the most part.
higher during the SA-6 flight, but not of sufficient

The composite RMS envelopes of the SA-6 vehi-
magnitude to cause damage to the engine, cle showed excellent correlation with the data obtain-

ed from SA-5 vehicle flight {Fig. 9-1l). Both enve-9.2.6.3 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS
lopes show approximately the same composite levels

with the upper limit for SA-5 being a little higher at
There were five component vibration mess- ignition and the lower limit of SA-6 being a littleurements on the S-IV stage. Two were located at the

higher during Mach 1 and max Q. These differences
base of the telemetry rack in the forward interstage,
oriented in the longitudinal and pitch axes. Two were are not considered as being significant.

located on the LH 2 and LOX feed lines of engine 4, Several of the structural measurement_ showed
both oriented in the longitudinal axis. The remaining a marked response to escape tower and ullage rocket
measurement was located on the engine 4 "B" actuator, jettison, but no response to blowout of the interstage
oriented in the yaw axis. Figure 9-10 presents as vent panels. This was due to the time division multi-
envelope of the S-IV component vibrations during S-I plex arrangement of the measurements and does not
flighL represent a significant event.
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9.2.7.2 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS Thirteen measurements were apportioned among
representative instrument panels and components

There were nine measurements located on throughout the Instrument Unit. These measurements

the ST-124 guidance system and its support structure, followed the expected trends throughout the flight.
Three measurements were located on the ST-90S guid- With one exception, the composite levels fell within

anee system. These measurements showed normal the envelope for SA-5 vehicle(light (Fig. 9-11). This
trends throughout the flight (Fig. 9-11). The maxi- measurement was on the outer skin of the Instrument

mum level on the ST-90S during the ignittonfliftoff Unit and its higher level is attributed to the aerody-
period was somewhat lower than on SA-5 flight. Some namieexeitationcatmed bythe greater angle-of-attack
of the measurements on the guidance systems showed for SA-6 vehicle,
response at vent panel blowout but no response to
launch escape tower or ullage rocket jettison. How- A response to interstage vent port blowout was
ever, this was due to the time division multiplexing shown by several of the component measurements but

arrangement of these measurements, no measurable respOnse was shown to launch escape
tower and ullage rocket jettison.

An envelope of the vibration levels observed on
c_ the Apollo adapter is also shown in Figure 9-11.

6 _ .,..L.--_._ v,,_ 9. 2.8 STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICS
4

Excellent agreement was obtained between the
2 predicted and the measured acoustic environments for

o all S-I and Instrument Unit acoustic measurements
o 30 6o 90 t20 l_o (Fig. 9-12). The Apollo acoustic measurement agreed

Range Time (see)

Crmn

_erall S_nd Pre|lure L_vel (db) 0_ralt $_od pre*eur_ L_e_et (db)

3 _ IGuidance Systems 200 [aside Air Shxoud 2_1 Abo_e Fuel Tank F4

0 30 60 90 120 l

Range Ttme (aec) I

%.. _ s^-6 80 _ 46 _ ,1o 8o _0 _ t'_0
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0 , "f;
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15 Apollo Adapter 40 _0 I_0 0 40 _ 1_0
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O_all Sold Pre_e I_eJ _'db) O_lJ S_md Pressure I_eI (rib)
l0 200 on upper l_art _f It/ 200 Loclted Behtnd Apollo
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STRUMENT UNIT AND APOLLO
ADAPTER FIGURE 9-12. VEHICLE ACOUSTICS
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well with predictions, however some question exists strain in the main load-carrying structural members.
as to the absolute accuracy of the amplitude extracted Three were on thrust beams while two were on the hat-
from the oscillograph record and it is presently ex- shaped stiffeners.
peered that further analysis of this data will enhance
the agreement between predictions and measured data. All eight channels recorded the S-IV thrust build-
There was owe acoustic measurement located on the up and cutoff. An additional trend was the cooling of

S-IV stage. The microphone was flush mounted in the the thrust structure. This was most apparent during
aft interstage at Station 25.27m (995 in. ), 10.16 cm the S-IV powered portion of the SA-6 flight. This was
off Fin II toward Fin HI. The data was riding at the also evident duringthe SA-5 flight to the same degree.

lower band edge because of being set up incorrectly Allatrain values agreedverywell with the comparative
and is considered questionable. The acoustic levels ones recorded during the SA-5 flight with no values
indicated were about 3 to 4 db lower than measured on exceeding those expected.
the SA-5 flight.

9.3.1.3 INTERSTAGE STRUCTURE

Analysis of the acoustic dataobtained during SA-6
flight and comparison of this data with that obtained There was no repetition of the S-IV aft inter-
from previous flights indicates that the vent rate of stage failure that occurred after the S-I/S-IV separa-

unpressurized portions of the vehicle is sufficient to tion of the SA-5 flight. The onboaxd camera coverage
cause a reduction in internal acoustic environment_ did indicate minor paint peeling on the blowout panels

proportional to the decreasing characteristic imped- as well as some soot or char dcpesits around the
ance of air with altitude. The magnitude of this de- chilldown ducts and ullage rockets. No detrimental

crease is shown by measurements located in unpres- effects were observed from these occurrences.
surized areas throughout the vehicle. Measurements
located in pressurized area verify the fact that this 9.3.2 BENDING
reduction in acoustic levels is uniquely associated with

Bending oscillations were observed on the ve-
vented areas and does not occur in pressurized por- hicle Station 35.6 m (1400 in. ) accelerometers and
tions of the vehicle, onthe IU aceeleromcters. Initiation of this oscillation

was obscured in the data loss region but occurred dur-9.3 RESULTS DURING S-IV POWERED FLIGHT
ing the separation sequence. The frequency observed
was 3.8 Hz which compares favorably with preflight

9.3.4 S-IV LOADS predictions for first mode bending. Dynmnic tostdata
on the vehicle gave a frequency ol 3.56 Hz for the
S-IV-6 configuration. After LES jettison the observed

9.3. i. 1 LOX TANK LOADS frequency of 9.8 Hz for this time.

Only two of the three channels of the S-IV The oscillations were not observed on the Station
LOX tank strain gauge information were available 29.4 m (1156.5 in.) accelerometer data, which from

daring S-IV powered flight. The third gauge was wired the bending mode shape is reasonable. This is a sta-
as an open channel due to a broken wiring tab on the tion of small deflections while Station 35.6 m ( 1400
gauge. Of the two operating gauges, one was recording in. ) is apoint of comparatively large deflection, there-
intermittantly prior to separation so that the S-IV fore, the acceleration at Station 35.6 m ( 1400 in. ) is
thrust buildup transient was not observable. However, considerably larger than the acceleration at Station
this transient was recorded on the other gauge. The 29.4 m (1156.6 in. ).
remainder of the LOX tank bulkhead strain measure-

ments were very similar to that recorded on the SA-5 Small amplitude bending was observed on the rate
flight. The warming trend from the LOX tank ullage gyros in the IU.
gas was indicated between 400 and450 sec after liftoff.
The magnitude of the differential strains agree very A damping range of 0.66 percent of critical was
well with those on the SA-5 flight, observed. Dynamic test indicated a damping range

between 0.71 percent to 0.55 percent of critical damp-
9.3. l, 2 THRUST STRUCTURE LOADS ing. It should benoted that thehigher values of damp-

ing occur where the deflection is comparatively high.
Eight channels of information were recording

thrust structure strain on the S-IV stage. Three chart- 9.3.3 S--IV VIBRATIONS DURING S-IV POWERED
nels were combined into a skin rosette using gauges FLIGHT
wired in pairs. These gauges provided little usable
data because of the low magnitude of strain that was There were twelve vibration and one acoustic

recorded. The remaining five channels registered measurements on the S-IV stage. Six vibration and
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one acoustic measurements were transmitted by powered flight.
FM/FM. The remaining six vibration measurements
were transmitted by PDM/FM. Two measurements located next to the shock

mount supporting the sequencer were oriented in the

The datafrom the PDM/FM system should be used pitch and longitudinal axes. The vibration levels were

only for trend or for comparing relative amplitude uniform during S-IV powered flight and were 50 per-
with thesame identical measurement onthe SA-5 flight, cent lower than on the SA-5 flight.

The system as designed has a frequency response
from 5to 12,000 }lz (_3 dh) instead of from 5 to 2, O00 9.3.3. 2 ENGINE MEASUREMENT
tlz. No attempt should be made to compare PDM/FM
data with FM/FM data. The system is being changed Anengine vibration measurement, located on
for the SA-7 flight and, should provide more useful the engine 4 gear box housing, indicated 25 percent
data. higher vibration than during the SA-5 flight. This

higher vibration is attributed to the higher thrust of
9.3.3.1 STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS engine 4.

There were three measurements located on 9.3.3.3 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS

thegimbal block of engine 4oriented inthe pitch, yaw,
and longitudinal axes. The data werelost during sepa- There were five component vibration incus-
ration and engine ignition for the longitudinal axis urements on the S-IV stage (Fig. 9-13). Two meas-
measurement because of retro rocket attenuation, uremcnts were located at the base of the telemetry

Data were obtained, however, for thepiteh axis meas- rack in the forward interstage oriented in the longi-
urement as these data were recorded on the airborne tudinal and pitch axes. During separation and engine
tape recorder. Separation and engine ignition tra_- ignitinnthe vibration levels from the longitudinal axis

sients were rather mild, being lower than the steady measurement indicated a transient of about 5 Grin s.
state vibration during S-IV flight. An envelope of the After the transient both measurements were very low
S-IV structural vibrations is shown in Figure 9-13. in amplitude and increased slightly toward the end of
The vibration levels during S-IV powered flight were S-IV powered flight. Transients (2.5 Grins) were
constant and were 20 percent higher than on SA-5. also observed'at 161 sec which were caused by jetti-
These higher levels are attributed to the increased soning of the ullage rockets and escape tower.
thrust on engine 4. The yaw axis measttre/nent indi-
cated about the same level as on SA-5. The S-IV airborne tape recorder played back only

12. 5 sec of the intended 25 seconds. The recorder

was located in the forward interstage in a location

similar to the telemetry rack. The installation was

.... ,, The vibrationthat the tape recorder assembly experi-

.... _ eneed was probably similar to that seen by the teleme-
i| _:_: _ - _ _:_ -- try rack. During the time the tape recorder was

[ '_"' ": _: operating, the vibration enviromnent was very low
o_ , i i i i i i ,
....... _.,.It ,,..... ,-,, *_ *_ (O. 5 Grins) and could not have caused the recorder

o.. to malfunction. The environment during lifteff was

_o!, i !]lj [ [I ! i I high and might have damaged the recorder, but no data

._ .... ¢-_.., are available to prove this or accurately define the
environment the recorder experienced, so no eonehi-

i sions can be reached as to whether vibration damagedi I i the airborne tape recorder.

The measurement located on the engine 4 LOX
feed line oriented in the longitudinal axis indicated

FIGURE 9-13. ENVELOPES OF S-IV VIBRATIONS vibration levels 40 percent higher than on the SA-5
DURING S-IV POWERED FLIGHT flight due to the increased thrust onengine 4. No data

were obtained from the LH 2 feed line measurement.
The longitudinal axis measurement located at the

engine 4 "B" actuator attach point, exhibited mild The measurement on the _'B '_ actuator of engine
transients (I. 0 Grins) during separation and engine 4indicatedunfform vibration levels of about 4.5 Grin s
ignition and very low levels (O. 7 Grins) daring S-IV during the S-IV powered flight. The level increased

slightly toward the end of flight.
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9.3.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT VIBRATION
were not noted on all measurements.

The levels for all Instrument Unit vibration

measurements throughout S-IV powered flight are he- The influence of 8-IV stage powered flight on the
low the noise floor of their respective telemetry chart- Instrument Unit environment is almost nonexistent.

nels. The only noticeable events are response to This can he attributed to the absence of acoustic or

ullage rocket and launch escape tower jettison. These aerodynamic effects.
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SECTION X. ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES
AND PRESSURES

i0.i SUMMARY

Surface pressures and temperatures on the , /-/_] -A-- _-

S-I-6 and the S-IV-6 stages for the SA-6 flight were _m /_1-//_ | ...........s_,.,,ooin good agreement with SA-5 results and did not indi-

cate any unexpected environments. ,,o - /

an unexpected pressure rise during the S-I powered 2_ _1 1

flight. A pressure of 4.48 N/cm 2 was rapidly reached _60 _
in 55 seconds, then decreased to 0.76 N/em 2 by 160 -- :• !_..,_
sec and remained constant until the end of powered .0 ..........
flight. This rapid pressure rise after liftoff is indi-
cative of a leak, probably in the quick disconnect. I

i

o 20 40 6o R.n_ _ c_,_ c_ I_0 L_o 16o

S-1-6 stage base thermal environment was simi-
lar to the S-I-5 base environmentindicating maximum

T_r_ture (o_)

heating in the outer base region. Convective cooling .... _ I--- [ _ .....
was again dominant to the S-I-6 base until approxi- _

mately 35 kmaltitude. Enginecompartment tempera- _ _
tures indicated that no fires existed in the S-I-6 base. , _ , _, _h_o. L _

S-IV-6 base environment deviated from S-IV-5 3_o -- /._

results, but since improved flight instrumentation was
utilized on S-IV-6, the resulting heat fluxes are con ......... _ __._
sidered most realistic. The S-IV-6 results are in

agreement with wind tunnel results. 2_00 I I i
20 a0 eoao_e T180 t,e_)lC_ I_0 I_0 160

Compartment pressures and load[rigs on the SA-6

vehicle are in good agreement with expected levels. FIGURE 10-1. FIN SKIN TEMPERATURES

i0.2 S-I STAGE ENVIRONMENT Heatingrates to the trailingedge of the large fins
were similar to SA-5, reaching a maximum value of

i0.2.1 SURFACE PRESSURES 1 t watt/era 2 total heat flux at 25 km altitude (see Fig.
10-2). Stub fin base environment remained at a low

Surface pressure of the skirt of LOX tank 3 level (1 to 4 watt/cm 2 total heat flux) on SA-6. No
at Station 23.3m (9i8 in. ) for the SA-6 flight were in comparison to the SA-5 environment for the stub fins
good agreement with wind tunnel data. Pressure can be made due to SA-5 measurement failure.
levels were less than ambient, as expected, agreeing

wen with the SA-5 environment. Fin base gas temperatures remained at approxi-
mately 400°K until 65 see where the effect of the en-

i0.2.2 FIN TEMPERATURES AND HEATING gineexhaustwassensed. Maximum temperature after
RATES this time was 1320°K at 97 seconds.

Fin temperature environmentsfor the leading 10.2.3 PROPELLANT TANKS AND TAIL SHROUD
edge and the side panel are compared with postflight
simulated values(see Fig. 10-1). Deviations between Temperatures and trends indicated by the
the simulated and flight results are due to flow field temperature environment on the SA-6 LOX tanks and
inaccuracies in this region and/or the uncertain con- tail shroud were in good agreement with the SA-5 en-
tribution of radiation heating from the engine exhaust, vironment. Maximum shroud temperatures for SA-6
Maximum leading edge temperature for SA-6 was reached a value of approximately 500°K (see Fig.
386°K as compared to 355°K on SA-5. The tempera- i0-3).

ture environment to the side panels was influenced by
plume radiation, but this influence, as with the SA-5 Temperatures and the 60 deg fairing at approxi-
fins, was not large, mately Station 5.08m (200 in. ) near Fin I were again
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below the anticipated levels. This difference may be
due to one or a combination of the following factors: _ .......

t. Flow separation _.

,ingeff lsofthe v.3. Heat sink effects of structure attached to the 300 _ - ....
fairing skin. , _ _,6

_co i ,
IO _o 30 _o _o _o 70

Maximum temperhturo measured on the hydrogen A_.,_ (_)

vent pipe was 328°K, which is significantly lower than
the maximum temperatures indicated during the SA-5

flight (483 °K). Further studies will be required in _. A,,,_ _,.....

this area before the difference can be satisfactorily .........('_) "-/ "].._/\

Total Reatin8 Rate (vut_l/cm 2) , 5,

i i

o to 20 30 :,o ":.o bo ?o
Air It ull* (kl_)

FIGURE t0-3. S-I STAGE TAIL TEMPERATURE

RadLent Heating Rate (_att$/_ 2)

Tail temperatures are in good agreement with
:= SA-5 temperatures reaching a maximum value of ap-

_0 proximately 630°K near engine CO (see Fig. 10-3).

_o 10. 2.4 BASE PRESSURES

_-___ ___ Generally, the pressure environment on the
o _ _o_ baseof S-l-6indicatednounusual deviationfrom SA-5.o 20 30 _0 50 60

^_-_._. (_) However, contrary to the SA-5 heat shield pressure
distribution, a more uniform distribution was indi-

FIGURE 10-2. FIN BASE HEAT RATES cated by the measurements on SA-6, especially below
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20 km. Measured base pressures on both SA-5 and

SA-6 were higher than determined inwind _nnel tests, co,_..,,°r+, _., sht.ld<_>

Maximum deviation of heatshieldpressures fromam- _2_ ___

blent (-0. SN/cm 2) occurred at approximately 8km __ _

as on SA-5. __

_t_n F_g 1_+

Flame shield pressure levels were nearly identi- _ t ----
ca1 to SA-5 results while slightly less pressure was I __

present to the SA-6 heat shield than had been experi- I __
eneed on SA-5 (see Fig. 10-4) . °o m _o _o ^_._o+_'_4_ _o 6o _o _o

i_[ Xeac ShI c._d g_S_
H .f

eat Shield

I

gaae prelsore Hlnu_

+ ++<)!o o a¢to mt_ +o +m

Pl+ Shield

"+ .... V- 7/+ --

+ _"" _:s +i!_+_X,,_+ hi. "-£0"---- i____O Ok"+ FIGURE I0-5. S-I STAGE BASE GAS TEMPERA-TURES
/_ Flame shield gas temperatures on SA-6 followed

generally the same trends but somewhat higher than

1.6 ._- t ---_ --_-- the SA-5 results (see Fig. 10-5) until approximately

I,_c w,.__ D_.. _ s_t._ 117 see (engine 8 out). From this point until cutoff
....... -4----- _-- I the temperature history was similar to that observed

I _ 1 for the engine 5 out case on SA--4. Maximum flameL shield tempe rature s of approximately 2100 ° K occurred
.3._ around 8 km and then leveled out to an equilibrium

FIGURE 10-4. S-I STAGE BASE PRESSURES value of approximately 1800"K until engine 8 out. A
new equilibrium level of 1550" K was established there-

10.2.5 BASE TEMPERATURES after until cutoff.

Gas temperatures measured in the base re-
gion of S-I-6, in general, compared closely to the en- 10. 2.6 BASE HEATING RATES
virenment measured on S-I-5 (see Fig. 10-5). Un-

expected higher increases in gas temperature near the Improved heat flux instrumentation was flown
outlmard engine shrouds and fin trailing edge were for the first time on SA-6 to record the S-I base heat-
measuredat 20 kin. These higher temperaturescould ing environment. Two radiation and one total asymp-
be due to local burning of circulating gases in the base tetie type heat flux calorimeters were mounted on the

or possibly reverse flow due to outboard engine plume heat shield and performed satisfactorily througttout
impingement occurring at this altitude, flight.
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Data bands shown in the base heat rate plots are _.+,.,oo _.,.+ h,o 0_,.. _._,°., (....,.._)

the resultofincluding the results from two independent 40_- ....... _ I b'r_+ |
data reduction techniques (see Rcf. 7). In general, l--

both methods yield results which are in good agree ......... -_-- 1- I _-!_ment. ' ,

! +
Generally theS-I-6baseheatrates, bothtotal and 2o _ -

radiation, agreed with the S-I-5 base environment. -_'_-JO-_ ]_._
Two regions have been defined covering the rear shield ,,, -- -- _ _'_+

wnicharesubject to aniform heating (see Fig. 10-6). k__-__ I'_f'=_
o 0' i'0 _a _o a0 _o 60 io so

To¢+l _eettr_ ao_e. Out+_ _zton (uatt./(. t}

, 1i _ s,t-5

h --
C _ .. i:!i l ....

FIGURE 10-7. S-I STAGE BASE HEATING IL_TES

_eatl_ _t_,te, En_l_ _hroud (_tts/_ 2)

20 .....

l-Vi +oi......+,.... ,Totnl heating in the outer region started at a maximum o .
of 30 watt/cm _, dipping to t0 watt/cm _ by 35 km alti- _ .... _,>
tude, and then remained near this level for the re-
mainder of flight (see Fig. 10-7). Convective cooling _,_'..... _-""_ .... _.......... (-,-,_-_

-- F[was prevalent in this region until 35 km. Less heat- _° _ __+
ing was encountered in the inner region than for the _ +.,__

outer re,on, as expected. Total heating in the inner to _ _

region started at 20 watt/em _ at liftoff and leveled off

at 5 to l0 watt/era 2 by 20 kmaltitude (see Fig. 10-8). _o _ _
Radiation measured to this region was higher on SA-6 x_

than_ _ue_apossihloshieldi°go_oooo__eon, ---_ _ _ "_-_ _
orimeters from the turbineexhaust plumes during the o ,o _ _o _o _ _ ,o _o
first half of the flight.

Thermal radiation to the engine I shroud at Sta- _ [ V_ ..... _ _-tion 52 on SA-5 was considered questionabte after 20

km (see Fig. t0-8). Tiffs significantincrease in both ___ ___ i _ _

total and radiation heating could be attributed to plume _ L --_- __,o -

impingement which begins occurring at this altitude.

This environment will be investigated furthe r. 'J_N_

Flame shield heating rates are in good agree- ,h _o ic +o
a_tlt_ (l_)

mentwith the SA-5environment (see Fig. 10-9). To-
tal heat rates on SA-6 were some 10 watt/era 2 higher
than SA-5 after 20 km. Radiation rates were in good FIGURE t0-8. S-I STAGE BASE HEATING RATES
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Radiation Ileattr_, Rate, Flam_ Shield (watts/_ 2)

60li _ - _--_ 10.2.7 ENGINE COMPARTMENT ENVIRONMENT

Shot do_ ($A-6)

_oI_ Temperature s

Engine compartment gas temperatures indicated
no extreme temperatures during the SA-6 Hight and

_°...... _ I the data lies within the SA-5 band (see Ref. 3).

l

o o ,o 7o _o _o _o 60 7o As on SA-5, only one structure temperature be-
^,_to_e (_) hind the heat shield provided data during the SA-6

flight. Contrary to past flights (Block I and II), it
appears that little orno water, or ice, was present in

total Heating P._te. Flame Sbiel_ {_attslcm 2) the thermocouple proximity. Maximum temperature

_00_ ----7 -- reached was 380" K at 140 sec flight time which is well
within the design limit. Also much higher tempera-

_0 ..... ture level prior to liftoffwasnoted on SA-6 than on all
previous Saturn flights. Themeasurement itself does

_IW{V [ not appear to fail but the environment recorded is not
I ........ considered typical.

1 Engine and Thrust Frame Comlmrtment Pressures
4O ----- [ ....

A maximum pressure load of 1.0 N/cm 2 (engine

,_o _ compartment minus heat shield) was observed at 60

This loading was computed utilizing two differential
0

0 10 20 IO t.O 50 60 70
AIt i_ude (kam)

lIl

Absolute Pressure, Absolute Pressure,

Engine C_p_rtmtnt_ _ _

FIGURE 10-9. S-I STAGE BASE HEATING RATES SHeZ_'

agreement with SA-5 up to approximately 40 km (117

see) where engine 8 shutdown prematurely. No well-

defined change in total heating was noted. However, zz \ r_,_ _A_ - _v
a question exists as to the validity of the total heat flux _/L)
data. Based on the radiation and total heatrates to the

flame shield calorimeters, as determined from the "q_ _P . ..........
telemetered measurements, a convective cooling en- A.o,_ .e_Sh.lL_
vircnment exists. However, by comparing the flame
shield gas temperature to the total calorimeter slug
temperature, the environments indicate convective
heating, as would be expected.

Differential Pressure Across Heat Shield (N/_ 2)

Postflight testingof the total flame shield calori- L2 I I I I
meter indicates that the absorptivity of the calorimeter _°gL_eco_p...... t _k ./--_ M...... y._

Minus Heat Shieldsing varies from the assumed value of i.0 to approxi- 0.8 _ l _ l

!

of 25 watt/era 2. Following the simulation, nitrogen
was blownacross the sensor surface and the platinum 0._

black came off completely leaving a copper surface _ _ :'_ "_% iwithanabsorptivityofapproximately 0.5 to0.6. Bas- [ _._
ed on these findings, the total heat fluxindicated from o 2o _o _o 8o ,oo ,_o

R_nge Ti_e (s.'_7

flight should be increased based on the corrected ab- ! ]
sorptivity value. Additional testing is being performed -0 _ i {

in this area to define accurately the flame shield en-
vironment. FIGURE t0-10. S-ISTAGE HEAT SHIELD
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gauges and differencing two absolute gauges, one on Pressure environments in the thrust frame com-
the heat shield and one in the enginecompartment, partmentabove the firewall and in the engine compart-

Overall agreement between these three sources of in- ment below the firewall were nearly uniform, indicat-
formation was within 0.2 N/cm 2. ing a negligible lead across the firewall (see Fig.

10-I2). These results arc in agreement with the ori-

ginal preflight predictions, but are contrary to the
A maximum pressure differential of 0.88 N/cm 2 SA-5 results.

crushing load was observed across the tank fairing.
This loading is in good agreement with SA-5 results
(see Fig. 10-11). _..... _ ............................. _"'_)

0.4 -- - i-- _ i -- , 1

_ o i ' :

-- Sta. 187

....._..... ° .... ..2....% ........
S_a. 8O

F_ zl_

Differen[La) preasur¢ Acrvss Tank Falring,(N/cm 2) J_

....................0.8 --- _ _ ....
Tank Fal¢ir_ Hinus

0

-0.4 -- 0 __

Dlffgerenttal pressule Across Shroud (Above F[re_atl), (N/_ 2) .o._ L_ _ _ 1 k ___ " ,
o_ter Surface 14_nos _x_ Tt.,.. _,_<)

0 [_'_ 1 [ _--'_ FIGURE i0_12. S-I STAGE COMPARTMENT

o 20 _0 _o so ,co _._ ,_o (_._) LOADING
Oif_r_en_ial Pressure Arross Shroud 0_¢1_ Firewal[),(N/_ 2)

.... I___":...... :Eo,_¢........
Pressures in the S-IV-6 aft interstage area were

monitored during S-I flight by the helium heaterFIGURE 10-11. S-I STAGE DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE ACROSS TANK FAIRING AND chamber pressure sensor and the 0 to 2.1 N/cm 2 in-
ENGINE SHROUD terstage ambient pressure transducer mounted on the

seal plate. Data from this latter transducer was used
for interstage pressures less than 2.1 N/cm _. The

Pressure loading across the engine shroud below compartment pressure followed the expected trend
the firewall indicated a crushing load throughout flight (see Fig. 10-13). Nocompartmentpressureincrease
with a ma×imum load of approximately 0.4 N/era 2 oc- during the max Q regionwas observed on SA-6 in con-
curring between 60 and 70 seconds, trast to the SA-5 flight.
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During the preflight countdown, the common bulk-
head pressure was 0.28 N/cm _ (0.4 psi) for several
hours. This relatively low pressure is the result ofs-_ _ [k"_RSTAQ__._ss_

D_F_NTIALH_SVOaY continuousvacuum pumping of the bulkhead and the
"_P _]cm2) (Internal Pressure * _ient Preaaure)_ (psi_)

1.0 cryogenic temperatures. Following LOX tank pres-
surization, the pressure increased to i. 2 N/cm 2 (1.7

l.o psi). This increase was comprised of several abrupt0.5

_.mtght D*ta increases. The significanceof these increases is un-0 - known, although a delayed responsc to LOX prcssur-

.... _ _-_ ization and Lll 2 pressurization might account for two
• / of thesesteps. From T-97 sec to liftoff, the pressure

-0.5 _" / decreased gradually to 0.73 N/cm 2 (1.2 psi). After
Predicted _ _. / -[.0

\ / liftoff, the common bulkhead pressure increase rap-
-l.o \

idly, reaching a value of 4.5 N/cm 2 (6.5 psi) at 55

-2.0 sec, then decreased toavalue of 0.76 N/cm 2 (1. I psi)
-1.s by 160 sec, remaining constant until the end of powered

20 4,0 60 80 10_

_.,,, _t=, (.e_) flight. Therapid pressure rise after liftoff is indica-
tive of a leak.

_N BI/I.KF_ADNANIFOLD PRESSURE"

Pressure (N/cm2) PresHure (p,_,) Thereareseveralpossibleleak sources: a mani-

leak.

6 '6

Aman.oldleakcannotbcdisco,.tedbecau

the pressure history resultant from such a leak would
_,n _lkhead Pressure- be similar in nature to the disconnect leak with good

3 ....

4 communication to the bulkhead annulus.

2 ...... I

2. The coincidenceofbulkhead pressure increase
' _ after LOX tank pressurization indicates the possibility

_ _ \ of a common bulkhead leak on the LOX side. The
^t_apheric Pres'_ure-_ pressure decrease preceding liftoff is unexplained ex-

o [ [ plainedexcept for the possiblevariationsinvacuum
-50 50 100° pth-nping rate. A pressure increase after liftoff is

-i_0 -t0o R,._, T_ (°_o plausible on the basis of a leak such as this along with
the nonexistence of vacuum pumping.

FIGURE i0-i3. S-I/S-IV INTERSTAGE AND COM-
MON BULKHEAD PRESSURES

Bulkhead pressure and gas sample data for S-IV-6
Detonation Pressure Switches acceptance tests indicated the existence of a leak in

the LOX side of the common bulkhead. Subsequent to

Detonation pressure switches located near the the LOX tank rework performed in March 1964, a leak
separation plane indicate that there was no detonation was still detected. This leak was smaller than that

ofover-pressurizationof the boattailarea (luring sep- experienced during the acceptance tests of the S-IV-6
aration, and less than experienced for S-IV-5 cryogenic loading

testsat ETR. I[ the flight data were to be interpreted
Cdmmon Bulkhead Pressure as a bulkhead leak, the leak would have to be consider-

ably larger than these previous leaks.
Common bulkhead pressure displayed anunex-

peeted rise during the early portion of S-I powered 3. It is possible that the quick disconnect failed
flight (see Fig. 10-13). to seal at liftoff, allowing air at (decreasing)
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atmospheric pressure to enter themanifold-bulkhead 10.3.2 BASE TEMPERATURES
volume. The pressure due to such a leak would in-
crease approximately ltnearlytmtil the rat2o ofatmos- Thrust Structure
pheric pressure to bulkheadpressure isapproximately
1.9 or less, or until about 30 sec after liftoff. A lin- Four sensors located on Stiffener 26 of the base
ear increase was not observed, however, as shown in thrust structure yielded data which substantiated the

Figure 10-13. The common bulkhead pressure in- trend indicate(! by the two sensors on SA-5 (see Fig.
creased rapidly at first, then at a decreasing rate un- 10-14). Thfs figure also shows the analytical values.
til it was approximately equal to the ambient pressure,
then decreased as the ambient pressure decreased.

T_r*, .r, (°!_

Analysis shows that in order to match the observed _o._o_o._ l_ l- l

i)ressure rise, the effective leak orifice size must ini_ |_, I_ ...........
tially have been approximately 0.5i mm (0.02 in)in ::_i':_i*l_

diameter, considering the manifold volume alone, or _ _--+_"l_ ___

5. i mm (0.2 in) in diameter, considering theeommon .... ,

bulkhead volume, tlowever, the orifice size nmst sub- ,_
sequently decrease, or the effective manifold volume o 2_ _0 ,+ ,oo ,_ ,_0
must increase, if the observed pressure rise is to l)e _ t_ ,_ _m_+

simulated. This suggests the possibility of (a) a ,_- + ,-r---,++_.+__.._.T_ ]

slowtyseatingspindlewithinthe disconnect, or (b) an + t--_______ _:
increasingeffeetivemanifoldvolume (as might be the 2_

case, if there isgood communication between the man- ,_
ifold and the annulus of the common bulkhead), o _ _ ,.... r,,_(.._) ,<m ,+_ ,_

10.3 S-IV STAGE ENVIRONMENT 3_oL__
_+ __---_1_ _ -L-_=_---4---,,-_ I _--_

10.3. I SURFACE TEMPERATURES .... --'_iii _--'_J'__

J + +'?/:°:2 [" i t
Improved temperature sensors and installa- ,_o. ,oo _c_ _ _ _

tiontechniqueusedon the SA-6 flighthave eliminated. _..,...e_ +__, .u_s.,.__ _*__.m,.._

to a large degree, the influence of the sensor sealant [ [, _,,+_.,+ : *_+,+.... -----_- _ J--------.]
on the measured temperatures that were noted on the _,:

SA-5 flight. Good correlationwas obtainedbetween +_ 0 ,+ ,+ m + +
the measured and calculated temperatures of the for- .._*, ,,- (.-_

ward interstage external surface (see Fig. i0-i4).
Slight deviationofinternal surface temperature calcu- FIGURE 10-14. S-IV STAGE TEMPERATURES
lationswith data after i i0 sec may be due to radiation

heat loss in the LII 2 tank dome.
Calculated temperatures agree well with flight data for

Measured and calculated temperatures on the ex- the two sensors nearest the base heat shield. Tcm-
ternal skin of the fuel tank forward dome indicated a peratures recorded nearer the LOX tank are much

deviation after 80 sec (see Fig. 10-i4). However, lowerthanthepredicted. Thereason forthisdeviation
the dome flight data are suspected to be unreliable for is unknown at this time.
the following reasons: (1) there was a i2 percent
shift in the low calibration step (2) dome tempera-

tunes during hQld have been approximately 60*Kcolde_ Base Forward Face
than the cylinder temperature on all previous S-IV ve-
hicle loadings, in contrast to the indicated 20* K tern- Temperatures on the forward (cold) face of the
perature difference of the SA-6 ddme and cylinder heat shield are compared with experiment values
data; (3) lack ofsignificant temperature rise during measured at known fluxes to the aft (hot) face (see
the maximum heating period of the flight. Fig. 10-14). Flight temperature risesweregenerally

comparable to the experimentally determined temper-
Temperatures of the forward interstage skin ature rises. Maximum temperature reached by the

under the systems tunnel (Station i217) reached a cold face was 320"K which is well below the design
maximum of 270"K. This value compared closely to value of 420°K, indicating that the heat shield per-

the post-flight simulation, formed as expected.
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10.3.3 BASE HEATING RATES qualityinstrume_tionutilizedonS-IV-5. The S-IV-6

heatingenvironment is considered to the realistic and

Heat fluxes recorded on the S-IV-6 base heat representative of the S-IV-6 base environment.

shield deviated from those measured on S-IV-5. SA-6

flightdata, however, are believed to be more reliable 10.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT ENVIRONMENT
than the SA-5 data, since better instrumentation (as-

ymptotic type calorimeters) was utilized on S-IV-6. Instrument environment conditioning system
performance for the S-I stage powered flightwas con-

Average measured heat flux ranged from 0.68 to sidered satisfactory. Required ambient air tempera-

i. 14 watt/era 2, with peak transients as high as 2. t6 ture in the ST-90S and the ST-124 compartments dur-

watt/cm 2 occurring at S-IV engine start (see Fig. th4_flightwas 298.3 • 2.2*K. During S-I stage flight,

I0-15). Also shown in this figure are the radial dis- temperature in the ST-90S cycled between 298.6 and

tribation of the average and peak heat fluxes for the 297.5°K. Blockhouse measurements indicated liftoff

S-IV heatshieLdcompared to the six engine shock tube temperatures of 299.7"K for the ST-90Sand298.2*K

model data with and without simulated helium heater for the ST-124.

secondary flow (see Ref. 8). The peak measured

values agree with the model data without secondary The following temperature measurements were

flow, indicating that helium heater flow had probably recordedin the Instrument Unitduring the SA-6flight.

not been fully established at S-IV engine start. The

average measured values agree generally with the

model data with secondary flow except at the point clo-

sest to the center of the shield. This deviation is _......... M...... J v.,o_ _ s_._d t_p

probably due to the stronger actual influence of sec- _._._ --_,_h, ,_._, ,_
ILl ? to _1_ _ 31) ? to 3ltd.? 213 ? (o 178.?

ondary flow than that indicated by the model data. A.o_. ,,,_,.,°_, t_P ._a...a *, _,_.?

Tele_try &_bien_ ?q_ ? co ?q_ ? 2_1. ? Lo 30].

TemP =t_)2_ "_?Redllned at 318 2

ori:_on Sen_or T_p 30g 2 to 310 I 30?2 Io 31(1 2 _t Sper_tied

_at RAte [_Ittm/c_l) _et_en Er_t_ 2 & 3 - % & 6 _elt life (|cu#fJ i¢¢1

atlery Enviro_ent NA 107.7 ta _o,/_ ? :_qg 2 to _,_8 ?

C_B_nd g_d_r Ambient _OH 2 io II)O. : _oo ?T_p

• __ _ Instrumenteanisterpressure was t0.55 N/cm 2 at

"_-'-_ - o7 lfftoff and reached a maximum of 11.51 N/cm 2 at 600 i seconds. The pressure then cycled between l 1.51 and
,oo _ _0_ _ _ _c_ Ii. l0 N/cm _ for the remainder of flight.

...* _.,. (-._/_._ _ _,,_ _s_ _._,_¢ _ "_* _.,_ (._-_-_-.-*) Pressure loading in the unconditioned area of the
-- -I ........ _ _ 1 Instrument Unit reached a maximum of approximately

_,_,, s_o._.._ v,_-- --_ 1.0 N/cm 2 (Internal pressure minus ambient) at 58, la_eh Sc.o.dary _1_--. --

I _ -- 08

FIGURE 10-15. S-IV STAGE HEATING RATES

20 _0 $41 80 lO0 l?O

Deviations which exist in the peak heat rates x_._. _t--(,.¢)

(measured radially) across the S-IV heat shield he- FIGURE 10-16. INSTRUMENT UNIT PRESSURE
twee n SA - 5 and SA - 6 a re most probably due to the poe r DI F FE RE NTIA L
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SECTION XI. VEttICLE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

ii.I SUMMARY 2 destruct EBW firing units,liquidlevel racks, 8

camera recovery pods, and a TV camera assembly
The SA-6 S-I and IU stage electrical systems and control unit. Nineteen measuring racks were lo-

operated satisfactorily during the boost and orbital cated in unit 9. The four vent port E BW firing units
phase of flight, except for the less than one orbit [fie were located in the S-I/S-IV interstage area and were
of P1 telemeter in the Instrument Unit. controlled from the S-I flight sequencer.

All sequenced events after inboard cutoff were During the flight the ID10 battcry current varied
delayed approximately 2.99 sec due to the premature from 92 to 116 amperes, and the 1Dll bus voltage

shutdown of engine 8 at 117.28 sec and the extended varied from 27. 4 to 28.2 volts. The 1D20 battery
burn time for the remaining 7 engines, current varied from 110 to 116 amperes, and the 1D2t

bus voltage varied from 28. i to 29. I volts. Figure
All S-IV electrical systems functioned properly, ll-i shows the voltage and current measurements.

All power requirements were satisfactorily met, and
all sequenced commands were received and executed .o.vo.,._.,_,.)
at the correct times. _° I I -- I_,

--.'L_L_____
A design error in the Instrument Unit placed the _ "_ _ _ Z' _r

on/off control relay for the P1 telemeter on the short _6 J J
life battery, 8D10, although thepower for the Pl tele ......... _ ...........
meter was drawn from the long life battery, 8D20.
This resulted in only 55 minutes of P1 operation. To
insure that the battery loads are correct on future
flights, it will be a requirement that bus loads be ............... (-_._

checked duringpreflighttesting. "° ____,_,_....f _'_

The operational life on F6 telemeter was 111 m in- '_° ' _ --_

utes on SA-6. Based on the battery characteristics _ _ _ " " _-'_°" iand the present bus loading scheme, there appears to "° !

be no problem in obtaining a one orbit life on the Pl | II
telemeter, if it is a requirement on future flights. --- 1

"11.2 S-I STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
ao

0 _o ,,0 60 _ :_) I:o i,,0 L_0

The electricalsystem for SA-6 was identical
toSA-5 except forthe additionofaTV camera located FIGURE 11-i. S-I STAGE CURRENT AND VOLT-

inengine compartment number 2 and the relocationof AGES
the rate gyros tothe Instrument Unit.

The outputof the eight5-voltDC measuring sup-

The electricalpowersystem ofthe S-I stagecon- plieslocated,one each, inthe measuring distributors
sistedoftwo identical28-voltzinc-silveroxidebat- delivereda nominal 5 voltsDC. The master measur-

teries,desiiO_.atedas iDI0 and iD20. The capacityof ing supplywas nottelemetered,but couldbe monitored

each batterywas 2650 ampere minutes. The power from the calibrationvoltage.
distributioncircuits drew constant loads from the

ID20 batteryand variableloadsfrom thetDI0 battery. The twelveE BW firingunitsused toblow the vent
Power was supplied toone 400-Hz staticinverter,8 ports, initiateseparation,and firethe retro rockets

distributors,the flightsequencer, 7 telemeters, 2 operated satisfactorily.The average charging time

destruct system controllers,and 12 EBW firingunits, was f.1 sec with a nominal charge of 2400 voltsDC.
Canister 12 contained I power distributor,i main

distributor, the flight sequencer, 400-Hz static in- 11.3 S-IV STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
verter, I measuring distributor, 5 measuring racks,

and the 5-volt master measuring supply. Canister 13 All S-IV electrical systems functioned norm-
contained 6 telemetcr links and associated hardware, ally. All power requirements were satislactorily met,
2 destruct controllers, and a TV transmitter assem- and all sequenced commands were received and exe-
bly. Unit t i contained 8 retro rocket E BW firing units, cured at the correct times.
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Theelectricalpower system consistedoffive ma- usable data could be transmitted. Figure li-2 shows
jor subsystem components: battery i (control bat- the voltage and current of instrumentation battery 1.
tery) , battery 2 (engine battery), instrumentation Although not shown in Figure 11-2 the current during
battery i, instrumentation battery 2 (new on S-IV-6), flight for instrumentation battery 2 was about 3 am-
and the static inverter, percs lower on the average than battery i because the

batteries were not identical. This trend was reversed

The voltage profile of battery i is shown in Fig- after cutoff when more current begins to be drawn
ure it-2. The current level was not monitored for from battery 2 and the current on battery i steadily

this flight. During the powered portions of the SA-6 decreases. The battery voltage for each battery was
vehicle flight, battery 1 performed well within design essentially identical.
limits.

The static inverter voltage profile is shown in
_tt_ry vo,_._ <_ot_.) Figure 11-2. Prior to umbilical disconnect (LO) , the
" ! [ [ [ inverter voltage monitor indicated li0.2 volts. At

_t_ : [ umbilical disconnect, the data indicated a voltage in-
2_ I - crease to 114.8 volts. This voltage increase was due

to thcelectrical loading of the T/M monitoring circuit
] I by the ground monitoring circuitry (GSE). According

2_ 0 ]_ 200 ]_ 400 5O0 6OO l_
_._ r_ (_) to the onboard tape recorder data, the output voltage

..... _vo,_ (_,,,_) B.,_*_yc....... (_'PO of the inverter dropped to 109 volts for a short period

_' _vo,_s ii,.,i_r_.- -_P_----l-_i2 oftilneduring thcseparation period, and thenretllrned

to 114. 8 volts. This reduction in voltage is believed

_ o to have occurred in the T/M line of the inverter volt-
age monitor, possibly due to the burning retro rockets

.... ionizing the area aroundthe umbilical, thereby short-

_70 L00 ._ _0o _00 _o0 _00 700 ing out the lead which had been connected with the GSE

R_._T_ ,.._) monitoring equipment. Because tbere is a 1000-ohm,_m_vry Volt_e fvolts) _atter_ Current (_ps)

, __ _ H 15-watt resistor in series with this line, a short cir-
_._,..... t_,_o_R_.y _ cult would not degrade the performance of the invert-

er. The inverter voltage decreased to 1 i3.8 volts at
_ ]_ __ _.:_,_.] ] [ ] 9 156.22 see (PU activate) and remained nearly constant

during the powered flight. The inverter temperature
27 _ remained constant at 310 ° K. The proper operation of

o IOO _oo 300 4_ _ 6oo too
,_._ T,_ (..o) the inverter was further verified by the satisfactory

,._o,_. vo,,_ _o,_.> operation of the PU system, which received its power

.............._:_ --_- T _ from the inverter.
t___,,_o _o *oo 7_ All separation EBW systems responded properly

a.na,_ (..c) to their commands.

FIGURE it-2. S-IV STAGE CURRENT AND VOLT- Each ullage rocket had an ignition system con-
AGES sisting of two EBW firing units connected in a redun-

dant circuit. This circuit arrangement increased the

The voltage and current profile of battery 2 is reliability of the ullage rocket ignition system. During
shown in Figure 11-2. Thebattery voltage data, which flight, data were gathered from only one ignition fir-
indicated power voltage levels, stayed within the volt- ing unit per ullage rocket. According to the data, the
age tolerances. A current increase to 65 amps after ullage rocket ignition EBW's were ignited at 149.50
engine ignition was observed. At the present time, it seconds.
is not possible to provide an adequate explanation of
the cause of this current increase. An investigation The ullage rocket jettison command was given at
to determine the cause of this irregularity is being 161.62 seconds. The data indicated that the monitor-
conducted. With this one exception, the battery volt- ing unit did fire. The data also indicated that ullage

age andcurrent monitors indicated that battery 2 per- rocket 4 did not jettison, whereas the other three ul-
formed satisfactorily during the SA-6 flight, lage rockets were jettisoned.

Instrumentation batteries i and 2 were connected The jettison E BW system consisted of two rcdun-

inparallelinorder to increase the flight time in which dant firing units for all four ullage rockets. Since
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three ullage rockets did jettison, the apparent mal-
function of ullage rocket 4 could not have occurred in
the EBW firing units. All EBW [iring units involved

Bus Voltage (volta)

instageseparationperformedproperly. _o, ,i,, SDH_V I_SD_' _ __

The helium heater exciter operated properly, ig- 2s_
niting the helium heater at 151.31 seconds. This is
verified by the increase in the helium heater combus-

tion temperature. 760 so n60 _40 _4_ _o _0
Rang,. Tt_ (see)

11.4 IU STAGF ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The electrical system for SA-6 Instrument Unit B.tt._ (:..... _ _--p,)L20
was essentially the same as SA-5. The electrical _,to

power source consisted of two identical 28-volt zinc- _ AI10

silver oxide batteries, desiguatedas 8Dl0and 8I)20. _ !_ _ /t _ h
A variable load was drawn from 8Dl0 and a constant f_

Ix

loadfrom 8D20. ,oo J V _ \/ V
The load on the 8DI0 battery consisted of invert- 9o -- .

ers No. i and 3, F5 telemeter assembly, S3telemeter

assembly, 60-volt power supply, 56 volt-power sup- so
ply, i control distributor, i power distributor, t flight 0 so _6o _o ,._.o _o 64o
sequencer with slave unit, ST-9OS guidance control _,,s_ T_ (see)
equipment, tracking equipment, heating and cooling
equipment, and 3 measuring racks. FIGURE 11-3. IU STAGE 8D10 BATTERY CUI¢IiI,:NT

AND 8Dll VOLTAGE

The 8D i 1 bus voltage stayed within the prescribed
toleranceof28.0 • 0.4 volts. The load had an average

value of 103 ± li.0 amperes, the cycling being caused volts DC, the 56-volt DC supply was 56.3 + 0.2 volts,
by the ST-90_ and ST-124 heaters. Figure li-3shows and the 60-volt DC supply was 59.65 • 0.05 volts.
the voltage and current forlthe 8Dli bus.

The output phase voltages of inverter No. 3 were
The load on the 8D20 battery consisted of invert- within tolerance as follows: phase AB i13.75 f 0.25

er No. 2, the 5-volt dc measuring supply, Pl tele- volts, phase BC 117.5 volts, phase CA 116.7 + 0.3
meter assembly, F6 telemeter assembly, ST-124 volts.
guidance control equipment, command receiver, and
4 measuring racks. The 8D21 bus voltage stayed con- A design error in the Instrument Unit placed the
stant at 28. 3 volts _t a constant load of 46 am- on/off control relay for the P1 telemeter on the short

peres, life battery, 8D10, although the ,l_ower for the Pl tel-
emeter was drawn from the long life battery, 8D20.

The voltage from the 5-volt dc measuring supply, This resulted in only 55 minutes of Pl operation. To
the 60-volt dc control supply and the 56-volt DC con- insure that the battery loads are correct on future
trol supply all stayed within the prescribed tolerance, flights , it will be a requirement that bus loads be
The output of the 5-volt de supply was a constant 5. 00 checked during preflight testing.
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SECTION XII. AERODYNAMICS

12. t SUMMARY
-a_lien¢ _r _l_bal eor_ _H+_I_I_ ........ _JL_le Ol _ttack. I/cad

The flight-determined aerodynamic stability

parameters were within the 10 percent of predicted. ] xx; /- p,oa_++
Inthe transonic and low supersonic regime the calcu- _

lated center of pressure was slightly more forward • _ "than predicted. After Mach i. 8 the center of pressure _ _..
moved further aft than predicted. This observation is _*_
in general agreement with the nearly corresponding _.._'-
generaldecrease and increase in fin loading (as com-
paredto predicted) seen at corresponding Mach num-
bers.

12.2 STABILITY PARAMETERS

The calculated center of pressure was bast- 0., _.s L2 t.6 2.o 2, _._
cally in good agreement with predicted values, with ..,_ ._h_,
variations not exceeding :_ 0.15 calibers (see Fig.
12-1), In the transonic and supersonic regime, the FIGURE 12-2. GRADIENT OF NORMAL FORCE

COEFFICIENT
C_nter of Pre.sur_. C_/D
(C_atl_rs tr_ CLmbal pla_)

The calculated ratio of gradients of angular ac-
celeration, or stability ratio of the vehicle, is com-

pared with predicted in Figure 12-3. Flight results

/-$_-6 _, _ .... , .... P ..... Ratio of Gradterats of Aal_alar Acceteratiofl
2

2

' Iilo -,

o 50 "%, 60 70 80 90 tO0
0t, 0,8 1.2 1,6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 Range Time (aec)

Math Nu_e r -.2

i
x

FIGURE t2-1. CENt'EI/ OF PRESSURE "_

flightdetermined center-of-pressure was further for- -'+ _ _-e a_+d
ward than predicted. After Math i.8, flight results
were more aft than predicted, indicating an increase -.6 --
in the static stability of the vehicle." These observa-
tions are consistent with the apparent decrease and FIGURE 12-3. STABILITY RATIO
increase in fin effectiveness (as compared to pro-

dieted) generally observed at nearly corresponding show values more negative than predicted (indicating
Mach numbers, less static stability) up to 75 sec of flight, and be-

coming less negative thereafter.

The flight-determined gradient of normal force
coefficient (per unit angle-of-attack) is shown versus 12.3 FIN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
Maeh number in Figure 12-2. Except at around Mach
2.0, flight results were generally less than predicted, To obtain an estimate of the loading on the
but fell within i0 percent of predicted. A maximum Saturn I fins, four pairs of measurements were loca-
value of 7.25 was observed at around Mach 1.0 as ted on opposing sides of fin II. Results indicate that

compared to a predicted value of 7. 8. the loading (plotted on Fig. 12-4 in the form Ap/q _)
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[.._:,._ was on the average, less than predicted in the tran-

° t-- ___ sonic and low supersonic regime and generally higher

. _ than predicted after Math 1.6. The poor agreement
0 t with predicted, asidefrom measurement inaccuracies,

i may be attributed to localized shock waves emanatingfrom fins, stub fins, or from the tank fairing.
0 o o ] _ zo

_,h .._.r 12.4 DRAG
(r/q,,)

0: -- 1 -- Figure 12-5 shows flight determined values of

] [ I l'*/-[2i'_r_ 1 _ axial force coefficient versus Maeh number compared_ i _) _ with predicted. The axial force coefficient is deter-

°'I _ _-i_t ---x_ mined as a byproduet of engine performance evalua-0t___ __ , , _ _ _± tion using calculated engine thrusts based on teleme-
e._ o._ _._ L._ _ __ ._,s tered measurements and using telemetered longitudinal

°"_[- If__L ] A maximum value ofapproxinlately i. 07forthe

0, ! _ axial force coefficient was observed at Mach 1, l,
i Flight results agreed well with predicted.

o
0 o._ o.s J _ Lb 2o 2._ _s The base drag coefficient wa_; determined from

_'_""-_ five base pressure measurements located on the heat
<_:_) shield. The upper part of Figure 12-5 shows base

'"_ _ / _ _-_ _]_-- l _ drag coefficient versus Mach number. A maximum

! o! 0[ __i_ --_-- value of 0.2 was observed at Mach i, i. Beeauseof

°" ..... recireulation of hot exhaust gases, an expected posi-

tive pressure thrust was observed at approximately
o . :a . .-- _, Mach 1.8, Both SA-5 and SA-6 showed values of base

..... _ drag coefficient generally less than predicted, with

FIGURE 12-4. FIN LOAD COEFFICIENT SA-6 being slightly higher than SA-5.
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_aac Drag Covfficient, CDb

o._--V -- - I

0.3
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FIGURE 12:5. BASE DRAG AND AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT
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SECTION XI/I. INSTRUMENTATION

13.1 SUMMARY usable data, 4 were only partially successful and 15
encountered scaling problems. Table 13-I lists the

Overall reliability of the SA-6 measuring sys- S-I stage measurement malfunctions.
tern was 98.9 percent; this includes 13 measurement
maffunetions that resulted in total loss of information. TABLF t3-I. S-I STAGE MEASUREMENT MA L-

Only measurements active at liftoff were considered FUNCTIONS
in the above percentage. A total of 5 measurements
were scrubbed before launch.

All preflight and inflight calibrations were normal ............................................
and satisfactory ..........

Operation of the S-I stage airborne recorder was .........................
satisfactory and data contained in the playback record .....................
was free of retro flame attenuation effects. The IU ............... _";.:'_'_,'.::...................
recorder contained usable data, but some effects of ........................ _;:'.:7.......................

wow and flutter were evident in the data. ' ................. ,........... " ............

A tape recorder was flown on the S-IV stage for ......................................
the first time on SA-6. This recorder recorded only .....................................
12.5 see of the intended 25 sec but did cover the per- '....................
iod of retro rocket attenuation. The malfunction is ......................

believed to have occurred at a relay in the external .....................
switching unit which provides power for the record ...........................
mode. •........................ _.... _ ..........

¢,,, i_
¢,1_ ,o

The PCM link operated until T+55 minutes, PCM ......... _...... o_.:_::2:;_-2::::.'.'::::.':'-':.::_,
operation was expected to last until T+i80 minutes, '...................
The early loss of PCM data was due to a networks ........................................
wiring error _'" _-" ......... °..........................

The Remote Automatic Calibrate System (RACS) ......

was usedinthe countdown (T-10 minutes) for the first .................... _,2:._:.::..:._,;,2:.,:::,::_:::

time. This made it possible to cheek all theampli- . ...................... " ................
fiers and signal conditioners prior to launch. _;'i: _'-'_:_"I:_::'::_T:":"::'"

One IV camera was lost at approximately 20 sec _"_'_7-:::::='_-_:._"::;"_::::::"

due to fogging of the lens. _...........................................

The C- Band radar station experienced difficulty _:ii:::_:i'._i_i_":_'_:"--_.::::_::::--'
in tracking after 480 seconds. ' ................

The camera coverage obtained for SA-6 was the
best that has been recorded thus farin the Saturn pro- 13.2.2 MEASURING RE LIABIIJTY
gram.

The measuring system on the S-I stage per-
13.2 S-I STAGE MEASURING ANA I,YSIS formed more efficiently on SA-6 than on any previous

Saturn test, including static test. The reliability of
13.2. I MEASURING MALFUNCTIONS the measuring system was 99. l percent.

A total of 634 inflight measurements were The discrete level system performance was very
scheduled for the S-I stage of SA-6. Two measure- good on SA-6. Only 2 pulses out of i35 were missed.

ments were scrubbed prior to flightleaving 632 meas- One of those occurred during a telemetry calibration
urements active at liftoff. Of the 632 measurements and the other was found defective before launch. It

active at lfftoff, 6 malfunctioned and produced no could not be replaced because the fuel tank had been
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sealed and could not be reopened without a slip in i3.3.2 MEASURING ANALYSIS
schedule.

There was a total of 359 measurements as-

i3.3 S-IV STAGE MEASURING ANALYSIS signed to the S-IV-6 stage. Two measurements were
deleted from this total prior to the launch. This left

i3. 3. i MEASUREMENT MALFUNCTION 357 measurements considered flight worthy. The two
measurements that were deleted malfunctioned prior

Six measurements were completely lost on to launch and could not be repaircd without affecting

the S-IV stage during the powered flight of the SA-6 the launch schedule. Of the 357 measurements, 6
vehicle. There were i5 measurements on the S-IV measurements did not produce usable data during the

stage from which acceptable data could be retrieved powered flight. This restflted in a measuring per-
during only portions of the flight. However, the quan- formance reliability of 98.3 percent compared to 96.5
tit)' of these data was sufficient to allow for a proper percent on the S-IV-5 stage.
evaluation of the intended environment to be measured.
Table 13-U lists the measurement failures and the 13.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT MEASURING ANALYSIS

measurements which were only partially successful,
along withcommentsconeerning their particular mal- Atotal of i97 measurements was active on the
function. IU at launch. There were no failures reported. One

TABLE i3-H. S-IV STAGE MEASUREMENT MALFUNCTIONS
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measurement was scrubbed prior to launch, Mr0-802, 13. 6 AIRBORNE TAPE RECORDERS
AGC UDOP. UDOP was cancelled for SA-6.

i3.6.1 S-I AND Ill _{ECORDERS
i3. 5 TE LEMETRY

The airborne tape recorders used for the SA-
t3. 5.1 AIRBORNE TELEMETRY SYSTEMS 6 flight were dual-track recorders capable of record-

ing the mixer amplifier outputs of two telemeters.
Data transmission for flight testing Saturn The S-I stage contained one recorder which recorded

vehicle SA-6 was effected by thirteen radio telemetry the output of telemeter F2 (XO-6D). The Instrument
system links on the combined S-I, S-IV and IU. An Unit contained one recorder which recorded the out-
additional three links, MSC responsibility, were on puts of telemeters F5 (XO-iiC) and F6 (XO-IIC).
the Apollo spacecraft (see Section 14 for Spacecraft Duringtheplayback modethetransmitter was switched
Instrumcntat_n). Thefoll0wing systems were utilized from the mixer amplifier to the recorder. The pur-
for SA-6: pose of the recorder was to record data during the

periods when RF dropout was anticipated due to flame
Booster attenuation, rctro and ullage firing, look angle, etc.

Link Modulation Link Modulation The telemeter F2 (S-I stage link) airborne re-
corder wasinthe record mode from 40. 2 sec to 175.6

FI PAM-FM-FM F4 PAM-FM-FM seconds. An elapsed tinge of 0.95 sec was required
for the transfer from record mode to playback mode.

F2 PAM-FM-FM Sl SS-FM The recorder began playbackof data at i76.65 see and
completed data playback at 3it. 75 seconds. At corn-

F3 PAM-FM-FM $2 SS-FM pletion of recorder playback, modulation was removed
from telemeter F2.

Instrument Unit

Operation of this airborne recorder was satis-
Link Modulation Link Modulation factory and data contained in the playback record was

free of the effects of retro flame atter/uatinn.
F5 FM-FM/FM 3 $3 SS-FM

The telemeter F5 and F6 (Instrdment Unit links)
F6 FM-FMIFM 3 Pl I='CM-FM airborne recorder was in the recorder mode from

141.6 sec to t70. 8 seconds. Recorder transfer to

S-IV Staff_ playback mode was initiated at 659. 5 seconds. An
elapsed time of 1.9 sec was required for the transfer

Link Modulation from record mode to playback mode. The recorder
beganpiaybaekof data at 661.4 sec and completed data

DI PDM-FM-FM playback at 688.7 seconds.

D2 PDM-FM-FM Operation of this airborne recorder was good and
data contained in the playback record was usable.

D3 PDM-FM-FM Some effects of wow and flutter were seen in the data

froth thistape recorder, however, by using a 120 kil-
l3.5.2 INF LIGHT CALIBRATIONS ohertz tape speed compensation system it is felt that

the wow and flutter effects can be removed.

Single sideband telemeters S1, $2 and $3
were not scheduled for in/light calibrations. All 13.6.2 S-IV RECORDER
scheduled in/light calibrations were normal and satis-
factory. The S-IV-6 onboard tape recorder was uti-

lized for the first time to recover data lost during the

13. 5. 3 PREFLIGHT CALIBRATION retro rocket RF blanking period. The tape recorder
had 2 channels which provided for the recovery of 2

Telemeter links St, $2 and $3 did receive of the 3 S-IV telemetry links (Di and D2). These two
preflight calibration from the swept-frequency call- links included 2 high level 90 × t0 multicoders and 2
brator located in the ground support equipment rack low level 45 × 2 t/2 multicoders. There werealso
under the firing pad. All preflight calibrations were 18 straight FM/FM channels, for atotal of 309 meas-
satisfactory, urements recorded during the separation period. The
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test objective was satisfactorily met and data were The bar graph shown in Figure 13-i illustrates
recovered from both links during the critical separa- the coverage intervals of all systems. All systems
|:ion period. All data during this period was of good were blacked out for at least 2. 5 to 2. 6 sec during
quality and greatly improved the data gathering caps- retro rocket ignition. The effects lasted longer on
bility over that which was available on S--IV-5. some systems. The effects of the tillage rockets alone

appear to be negligible. Also, the chart shows that

The record mode, however, was prematurely the TV system lost approximately 20 sec of data due
stopped approximately 12. 5 see before the intended to attenuation of the signal by the main engine exhausts.
stop time. The malfunction is believed to have oc-

cured at a relay in the external switching unit which • _ £_,_ 4 ..........
:provides power for the record mode. The relay was :"_'""' ' r _:':"...... , L....
a GE crystalcan type and has shown a tendency to fail ,_'v,_"'Z'o • ..... _, '

in vibration. The flight data indicates that the shut- [ _ ,,_....
off was intermittent with drop-outs immediately pre- _,..f r [ _. _' ,°._..,, _-* _-
ceeding complete shut-off. Relays of this type are .......... , _,._ '_ , , ......
being replaced on subsequent vehicles. _'",_'-'

13. 7 PCM LINK (INSTRUMENT UNIT) ' ,,__r_ ................
e,_w

The PCM system transmitted the output wave- ,...............
train of a model 270 solid-state commutator. Inset- _,_,

tion of digital horizon sensor, radar altimeter, and ......_,._,.,.,TI_,,.,.,,,-,,,,o,................ ,,o :::-,

guidance computer data into the PCM system worked , .... . _:"...... ' '
very satisfactorily. Bit error rates of this digital 7:_,., .-,_, .. ......
transmission system appear to be very low when
transmitted RF signals are at usable Levels. Prelim- FIGURE 13-1_ RF SYSTEM COVERAGE
inary investigations indicate that the PCM link func-
tioned satisfactorily for approximately 55 minutes. During the interval from 235 sec to 300 sec, the
The PCM link was expected to have functioned for ap- Cape Telemetry 2 Station experienced very low signal
proximately 180 minutes, butdueto a networks wiring levels, causing intermittent noise in the data. This
error was lost earlier than expected, was caused by a very low aspect angle (less than one

deg off the tail of the vehicle). However, it would not
The instrument Unitcontained twobatteries which have occurred if this station had been using its TLM-

supplied power to the telemetry packages, the DI0 18 antenna. A similar occurrence caused premature
battery (short life) and the D20 battery (long life), loss of telemetry data at GBI.
The network wiring contained relays which, when en-

ergized, connected the various telemetry packages to The MISTICa, M system worked as expected, ex-
their respective battery. The PCM system was con- cept that switchover from Valkaria to Eleuthera took
nected to the D20 battery, but the relay (K47) which longer than normal. This is suspected as being a
made the connection was energized by theDl0 battory_ ground station problem.
therefore, when the Dt0 battery power was depleted

the relay was de-energized and power to the PCM sys- Data received from the command experiment per-
tern was lost. formed at Ascension island indicates that the experi-

ment was completely successful. A message of 273

13. 8 RADIO FREQUENCY ANALYSIS words wastransmittedto the vehicle and accepted on-
board.

The RF systems used on SA-6 worked as ex-
pected with two exceptions. One TV camera was lost Altimeter information for SA-6 was considered
at approximately 20 see due to fogging of the camera very successful. Portions of the information were
inns. Vapor could be seen in the picture just prior to used as an aid in establishing the tracking trajectory.
its loss. The lens cleared partially later in flight,
butit never regained its original clarity. The C-Band t3.9 OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION
radar stations experienced difficulty tracking after 480
seconds. A drop of 9 to 14 db in signal strength oc- 13. 9.1 TRACKING AND ESC CAMERAS
eurred at all stations at this time. Attempts are be-

ing made to simulate this in the laboratory. It is be- Anoptical instrumentation system of 98 cam-
lieved tho cause can be found and eliminated prior to eras (12 tracking and 86 engineering sequential) was
SA-7. installed throughout the Saturn launch tracking corn-
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plex. The purpose of this instrumentation was to pro-
vide a film recording of the performance and operation
of Saturn SA-6 during its launch and flight in the At-
lantic Missile Range*. Visual inspection of the com-
plicated Saturn system furnishes information that
substantiates findings of the other methods of instru-
mentation and also reveals pertinent facts that cannot

be recorded by other means.

The overall coverage obtained for SA-6 was the
best that has beer, recorded thus far in the Saturn pro-

gram. Of the 98 cameras, only four malfunctioned
and provided no film coverage. Timing from camera
start was recorded on all film; however, unable time
indexing (time displacement between an exposed frame
and its related timing mark) was only recorded on the (i'7.299SEC) 11174B2_C}
tracking system cameras.

All tracking cameras functioned properly, but 4
of the 86 engineering sequential cameras failed. The
failures were as follows:

2 - i6 mm Millikin carneras viewing short cable
masts 11and IV

1 - i6 mm Millikin camera viewing vehicle first
motion

i - 16 mm Millikin camera viewing flame flow on
the launehcr.

Seven cameras on the umbilical tower were ori-
(1178"97 sic) (118497 SEC)

ented to cover the four swing arms. All four swing
arms appeared to function properly, ltowcver, three
large pieces of debris, which cannot be accounted for,
were seen to fall from the umbilical tower at approx-
imately 8.9 sec, 9.3 sec, and 11.6 see range time.

Tracking by two cameras in an aircraft gave ex-
cellent results. A vehicle with its entire combustion

plume was photographed for the first time since the
initiation of the Saturn program.

A disturbance in the flame pattern of an inboard
engine was observed between 1i7.4 sec and 118.9 sec
range time. Three flare-ups occurred during this per-
iod (Fig. i3-2). These flare-ups were coincidental
with, and considered related to the premature cutoff

of the engine in position eight. The normal flare-up _,_a774_c_ (,,8_ sEc)
after inboard engine cutoff was observed, and lasted
for 0.69 seconds. FIGURE 13-2. ENGINE 8 FLARE-UP SEQUENCE

13. 9.2 ONBOARD MOVIE CAMERAS

* Note: Atlantic Missile Range is now known as Air All cameras functioned normally during flight
Force Eastern Test Range. and the capsules were recovered within 30 minutes
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from a 0. 647 kin 2 impact area. No difficulty was ex- rim of the warm viewing window; one of these com-

perieneed with the recovery except for sharks in the pletely failed, and theother two operated periodically.
vicinity of one capsule. Damage suffered by the cap-
sule during impact and immersion is briefly summar- i3. ii ORBITAL TRACKING AND TELEMETRY
ized as follows: SUMMARY

Viewports broken ......... 6 Orbital tracking of SA-6 was conducted by the
Dented capsule body ....... i NASA Space Tracking and Data Acquisition Network
Saltwater leaks .......... 2 (STADAN), which is composed of the global network

Beacons missing ......... 2 of Minitrack stations, and the Manned Space Flight
Beacon hanging by cable ..... 1 Network (MSFN), supported by elements of DOD,

which is a global network of radar tracking stations.

Salt water contamination resulting from the capsule Additionaltracking support was providedhytheSmith-
leaks resulted in only minor damage to two of the sonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO).

films. The only other loss resulted.from intermittent
flashing of the strobe light. Investigation indicates The last beacon track of the orbiting vehicle was
thatthe erratic operations of the strobe light resulted three hours after liftoff by White Sands, New Mexico.
from a failure in the pulse divider. All subsequent radar tracking was skin track. It can

be seen that the skin track mode was successful on

Damage to the viewperts is expected as the cap- SA-6, as it was on the orbiting SA-5 vehicle, and on
sules strike the ocean's surface nose-first with a re- the Gemini-Titan-t orbit. The last skin track of the

locity of approximately 30.5 m/s. Beacon loss and vehicle was at 20:45:50Z May 31, 1964, by Pretoria,
the dent in the side of the capsule results from the South Africa.
relative instability of the capsules during descent. The

capsules oscillate approximately 40 deg on either side The first day of orbital flight there were three
of vertical. If, on impact, a capsule happens to be in Minitrack passes. After the first day there was an
an extreme position of oscillation, it is conceivable averagcof9 Minitrack passes per day for the lifetime
that the capsule would absorb the majority of the ira- of the vehicle. The last monitored Minitrack signal
pact force on its side. This could result in a hydrau- was at 23:28:i5Z May 3i, by Santiago, Chile.
lic force sufficient to dent the capsule body and a
shear force in excess of the design strength of the There were 3 optical observations (Baker-Nunn
beacon retainiag cords, camera) reported by SAO. No comments have been

received concerning the stellar magnitude of the or-

13. 10 HORIZON sENsoRS biting vehicle.

Of the four horizon sensors, one failed corn- The last telemetry links to be recorded were the
pletely, two were partially successful and one was spacecraft channels A and B at Pretoria, South Africa
successful. Three of the sensors locked on the outer more than five hours after lfftoff.
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SECTION _l SPACECRAFT

14. I SUMMARY located in the fiberglass honeycomb radome which
made the upper portion of the forward compartment

This was the first Saturn flight to carry a cover.
Boflerplate Apollo Spacecraft (BP-13). A description

of BP-13 as flown on SA-6 is given in Appendix A and Local heating ratesof 7.94wai_/cm 2 (7 Bts/ft2/s)
in Reference 9. The purpose of this test was to dem- were measured on the conical portion of the command
onstrate the compatibility of the spacecraft with the module during launch. These heating rates, in both
launch vehicle in the launch and e_dt trajectoryand en- peak and duration, were greatly influenced by surface
virnnmentfor Apolloearthorbitalflights. All mission irregularities. Heating rates on the service module
test objectives were fulfilled and the spacecraft re- were observed to be 0.68 watt/era _ (0. 6 Bt_/ft2/s) in

enteredon the 54thorbital pass overthe Pacific Ocean the absence of protuberances. The presence of the

near Canton Island. Reaction Control System package increased the heating
rate at aparticular location by a hLctor of 1.3. Inter-

14.2 SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE (REF. 9} ference heating factorsof 3.0 to 3.5had been predict-
ed for certain areas from wind tunnel tests but no

The Apollo Spacecraft Mission A-101 was suc- calorimeters were located in these areas.
cesafullyaceomplished on May 28, 1964. The purpose
of the test was to demonstrate the compatibility of the Aerodynamic heatingproduced a maximum truss-

spacecraft with the launch vehicle in the launch and exit member bond-line temperattLre on the Launch Escape
trajectory and environment for Apollo earth orbital System tower of less than 20 percent of the design
flights, limit.

All mission test objectives were fulfilled by the Postflightexamination of strain gauge, pressure,
time of orbital insertion and additional data were ob- and acceleration data indicated that the spacecraft
tained by telemetry through the Manned Space Flight structure performed adeqtmtely in the flight environ-
Network unl_l the end of effective batto.ry life in the ment encountered. Values of angle-of-attack and dy-
fourth o rbital pass. Radar skin tracking and continued namic pressure encountered during the powered phase
by the network until the spacecraR reentered on the of flightwerewithinallowable limits andcompare well
54th orbital pass over the Pacific Ocean near Canton with those predicted before launch. The wind tunnel

Island. static-pressure measurements used in loads analyses
were in agreement with the flight measured static

During the launch countdown there were no holds pressures. The internal pressures within the service
caused by the spacecraft. However, impropor running module were within an allowable range, and verified
was indicated for the pump in the onboard equipment the venting method. Examination of the available ac-

and cabin cooling subsystem. This was evidenced by celerntiondata revealednoevidenceof severe dynamic
a sound characteristic of rough running, a lower than loads.
normal differential pressure, higher than normal cur-

rents, and fluctuating pressure.s and currents. The electrical subsystem provided the power and
circuitry for the eommunications,onvironmental con-

These anomolies were not considered serious trol, instrumentation, and sequential subsystems in a
enough torequire a hold, and during flight thesdbsys- satisfactory manner. All power requirements were
tern performed its function in a satisfactory manner, successfully provided during the launch phase of the

flight. In addition, pewerwas available from the main
While the actual launch traiectory during the S-I bus B until the end of the second orbital pass. This

stage powered 11ightandpart crf'the S-IVstage powered was evidenced by the fact that the C telemetrylinkand
flight was slightly slow in velocity and low in altitude C-band beacons, whichwere powered by the bus, con-
and flightpath angle, the launch environmenl required tinned to be active until the end of the second pass.
for the spacecraft mission was provided. Telemetry powered by the main ])us A was received

until the end of the third orbital pass. The shorter
External protuberances of the production space- duration of the main bus B battery may have been due

craft configuration, including the air vent, umbilical to the higher than expected current load imposed by
fairing, and two scimitar antennas, were simulated the environmental control system fan and pump.
for a better definition of aerodynamic parameters.
Thecommand module aft heat shield was composed of At 161.6 sec ( 12 sec after separation of S-I and
an inner and outer layer of laminated fiber glass over S-IV stages), the Launch Escape System Tower was
an aluminum honeycomb core. No ablative material separated upon the ignition of the explosive bolts and
was used. The UHF telemetry onmiantenna was tower jettison motor. This separation was confirmed

/,_AiL 1 ll-1 Frill L I_l • •
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by both telemetry and optical data. A review of the Telemetry receptionwascontinuous during launch ana
photographic data indicated that the jettison of the exit except for about 3 sec at launch vehicle staging.
Launch Escape System Tower was normal and saris- This toss was possibly due to name a_enuation from
factory, the S-I retro rockets.

Of the 112 sensors operatingat the time of liftoff,

The three spacecraft telemetry transmitters per- 106 provided data for the entire time telemetry was
formed satisfactorily for the prescribed parameters, received.
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SECTION XV. SUMMARY OF MALFUNCTIONS AND DEVIATIONS

Theearly shutdown of S-I engine position 8 on the velocity from 8T-124 accelerometer and guidance
S-I stage and the engine position 4 thrust controller on computer (Pars. 7.7. 1),
the S-IV stage were the only significant malfunctions
or deviations noted on the SA-6 flight. However, a
number of minor deviations did occur and are sum-

marized here for documentary purposes. 2. A large non-orthogonality existed in the Y ae-
eelerometer (Yaceel. rotated 205 are sec toward +X)

Corrective measures were recommended by the ( Pars. 7.7. 1).

organization concerned for some of the items listed.
These are marked with an asterisk. Each item is 3. Leveling error in ST-90S cross range aecel-
listed in theareawhere the deviation and/or malfunc- erometer (Para. 7.6.3).
ILionoccurred.

4. ST-90S tilt program time lag from expected

Launch Operations {para. 7.3. i. i and 7.7.2 and Figure 7-3).

i. Malfunction of the Environmental Control Sys- 5. Higher than specified ST-90S roll maneuver
tom Compressor motor (Para. 3.4.1). rate (Para. 7.3.1.4and 7.7.2).

2. Erroneous fuel density readingat T-9minutes 6. Larger thanexpectedroll torque due to thrust
(Para. 3.6.1) .* vector misalignment (Para. 7.3. 1.4).

3. Malfunction of GSE resulting in an ST-124 7. Guidance cutoff velocity higher than exl_i_cted
stabilizer alignment problem (Para. 3.4.4). (aeeeL misalignment effects; programming errors)

(Pars. 7.7.1).

4. Loss of ST-t24 alignment theodolite beam
(Para. 3.5).* Environmental Temperatures and Pressures

5. Ruptureofmainfaeilitytankburst-disc (Pars. 1. Leak in S-IV stage common bulkhead (Para.
3.6.3.2), 10.2.8).

6. LOX Replenish and Throttle Control Valve Vehicle Electrical System
failed to close (Para. 3.6.3.2).

1. Less than oneorbit of Pl telemetry in Instru-

Propulsion ment Unit ( Para, 11.4) .*

1. ThrustdeviationofS-lengine5 (Para. 6.2.3). Instrumentation

2. Failure of S-I engine 8 at i i7.28 sec range i. Failure of i3 measurements during the flight
time (Para. 6.2.3). (Pars. 13.2 lind 13.3).

3. Malfunction of S-IVengine 4 thrust controller 2. Short recording time for the S-IV tape re-
(Para. 6.7.3.3) * corder {Para. 13.6.2).*

4. Leakage in S-IV stage LOXventvalve(6.8.2). 3. Lens fogging of Boattail TV camera (Para.
13.8).

5. Ullage rocket 4 failed to jettison (Para. 6. li
and ii. 3).* 4. C-Band radar stations experienced difficulty

tracking IU antennae after 430 seconds (Para. 13.8).
Guidance and Control

5. Malftmct_onsofHorizon Sensors (Para. I3. 10
i. A systematic difference existed between range and 7.4. 1.4).



APPENDIX A

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

A. I SUMMARY carried by the pressurized LOX tanks. The propel-

lanttunkswere retainedatthe forwardend by a struc-

The launching of SaturnSA-6 was the firstofa tural member calleda spider beam. Four i64,580
series of flighttest of the Apollo configuration. A N (37,000 Ib) thrustsolidpropellant retro rockets

Block IIS-I stage,liveS-IV stageand InstrumentUnit mounted on the spiderbeam deceleratedthe S-I stage

were used to orbitthe BoilerplateApollo model, for inflightseparationfrom the S-IV stage.

The vehicle measured 58.06 m (190.487 ft) in Fear large fins and four stubfinswere attached

totallengihand 6.5 m (21.4 ft)in diameterat thebase to the base ofthe S-I stageto provide flightstability

{Fig. A-l). plus support and holddown pointsat launch. Each

large fin projected an area of approximately I i. 24 m2
Certain additions distinguished this vehicle from (121 ft 2) and extended radially about 2.64 m (9 ft)

the SA-5 flight vehicle: from the outer surface of the thrust structure. Four
stub fins wereattached midway between the main fins.

1. Installation of Boilerplate Apollo Command Stub fins II, III and IV also provided enclosure and at-
and Service Modules to confirm the aerodynamic and tachment for the three 0. 0348 m (12 in.) diameter
structural design of the actual Apollo spacecraft, ducts used to exit chilldown hydrogen from the S-IV

stage. Four fairings between the larger fins and stub

2. Installment of the launch escape system atop fins enclosed inboard engine turbine exhaust ducts.
the Boilerptate Apollo Payload to test jettison capabil-
ities. A. 3 S-IV STAGE

3. Addition of camera purges, using GN2 from Sixgimbal mounted RLIOA-3 engines, providing
three 0. 0283 m3 (i ft 3) spheres to purge the lens of 400,340 N (90,000 lb) total thrust at an attitude of
the separation cameras on fins I, IU and IV. 60,960 m (200,000 ft), powered the vehicle during

the S-IV stage portion of powered flight. The S-IV
4. Incorporation of a TV camera purge on the stage carried approximately 45,359 kg (i00,0001b)

control pressure system to prevent fogging of the lens of usable liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen ( Fig. A-3).
of the TV camera located in engine compartment No.
2 from T-t0 minutes until T+54 seconds. The LH 2 (fuel) systam consisted of a cylindrical

container with a bulkhead at each end. Lll 2 [lowed
The following is a description of the four major from the container through six suction lines, each of

components of the vehicle, which connected to one RLi 0A-3 engine.

The LOX systemeonsistedof a 35.74 cubic me-
A. 2 S-I STAGE ters ( 1262 cubic foot) container. Vacuum - jacketed

suction lines transferred the LOX from the container

A cluster of eight uprated H-I engines powered through the antivortex screen, filter assembly and
the S-I stageof the SA-6vehicle, producinga total sea surnp cone. The lower suction line flange ends were
level thrust of 6.67 million Newtons ( 1.5 million lb) connected to the LOX inlet flange on each engine.
Figure A-2. The four outboard engines were gimbal
mounted to provide pitch, yaw, and roll control. All The thrust structure provided engine thrust trans-

engines were canted to minimize the disturbing me- fer to the LH z and LOX container.
me_ts that would be induced by an engine failure at
critical stagnation pressure. Propellants were sup- Four 15, i25 N (3,400 lb) thrust solid propellant
plied to the engines through suction lines from an ar- ullage rockets provided proper positioning of the pro-
rangement of nine propellant tanks. These tanks con- pellants prior to the S-IV stage ignition.
slated of four i.78 m (70 in.) diametor fuel tanks,
four '.. 78 m (70 in.) diameter LG_. tanks and a 2.67 A. 4 INSTRUMENT UNIT
m (105 in. ) diametereenter LOX tank. Eachouthoard

_tank (LOX and fuel) supplied propellants to one in- The Instrument Unit (Fig. A-4) contained the
board and one outboard engine. The center LOX tank ST-90S system, the ST-f24 system, and the airborne

:supplied the outboard tanks through the LOX inter- portions of seven traeking systems and four telemetry
change system. Thrust and longitudinal loads were systems.
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FIGURE A-1. SA-6 VEH]CLE CONFIGURATION
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• _?--..

: " " : :IN !!1 *FIN

FIGURE A-4. INSTRUMENT UNIT

The overall height of the unit was approximately A. 5 PAYLOAD

2.31 m (91 in.) and weighed approximately 2,676 kg
(5_00 lb). Thepa'yload (Fig. A-5) eonsistedof a simulated

Apollo spacecraft designated BP-13. BP-t3consisted
The instrumentation was mounted in an environ- of a Command Module (C/M), Service Module (S/M)

mentally controlled cross tube section consisting of 4 with fairing and S/M insert, adapter and a Launch
radial cylinders and a central cylindrical compartment. Escape System ( LES).

Any disturbance of the vehicie attitude was detect- The Command Module consisted of a crew corn-

ed by the ST-90_ stabilizedplatform and _orrected by partment, a main hatch, a forward access way, an aft
the control system during the S-I phase of flight, heat shield, a forward compartment cover, communi-

cations andinstrumentation systems, and an environ-
The ST-124 stabilized platform served as the in- men_l control system. The environmental control

ertial reference base for the guidance system and also system provided cool air to maintain a constant in-
provided the attitude reference frame for the control ternal ambient temperature range of 300 to 3050K in
system for the majority of the S-IV phase of flight, the Command Module.
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The Command Module was' conical with aconvex wereattached to the upper portion of the Service Mod-
base and roundedapex. The sides were semimonoeo- ale exterior 90 degalmrt. The adapter structure, at-

que aluminum structure terminating in theforward tached to the S/M and Instrument Unit, provided pay-
compartmentcoverandaftheat shield. Cork was used load adaption to the Instrument Unit forward end.
to provide the exterior with protection against aero-

dynamic heating. The inner side walls and top of the The Launch Escape System used on SA-6 was
cabinwere insulated with quilted fiber glass material, identical to the subsequent LES systems except that

the LES motor and kicker motor were inert.
The boilerplate Service Module provided housing

for various instrumentation systems. A pneumatically A nose cone containing approximately 680. 4 kg
actuatedumbiliealassemblywaslocatedapproximately (1500 Ib) of ballast to simulate the ultimate Apollo
46 cm (18. I1 in.) below the top of the S/M. Dummy full load provided an aerodynamic fairing to the for-
quadrant packages for the reaction control subsystem ward end of the LES.
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INDEX

A

Acceleration Base

longitudinal, 18, 19, 63 drag, 86, 87

pitch, 43 heating rates, 75
yaw, 45 temperatures, 75

Accelerometer Control, 43,. 48 pressure, 74

Accelerometcr Alignment, 51, 53, 55, 56 Batteries, 82-84
Acoustics Banding

structural, 69 body, 64

pad environment, 12 fin, 65
Actuator Blockhouse Measurements, II

-deflections, 43, 45, 46

gimbal analysis, 57
hydraulic, 44, 45, 46

Aerodynamics C
drag, 86
fin, 85 Camera
stability parameters, 85 coverage,

AGC engineering sequential,
records, 57 launch area, pedestal and

Airbearing Supply, 57 umbilical tower, 91-93
Altitude onboard, 19, 92

actual. 17, 18 C.G., 13
breakup, 21 C.G. Offset. 60
nominal, 17, 18 Cold Helium, 39
orbital, 20

Amplitudes Control

sloshing 49, 50 accelerometer (see aceelerometer)
bending, 70 analysis, 43

Angle-of-Attack computer analysis, 57
Q-ball, 45, 48 deviations, 96

Angular flight system, 43
impulse, 60 guidance (see guidance)
rates, 60 malfunctions, 96

velocities,60 parameters, 43-47

Atmospheric, Prelaunch Surface pressure systems, 27, 57

Condition, 6 pneumatic pressure system, 57
Attitude sensors, 48

angles, 43, 45 Countdown
comparison, 48 automatic, 8
deviations, 43-46, 61 First launch attempt, 5
stsbflization, 43-46 Final launch, 6
pitch, 43 holds, four, 5
yaw, 45 Cutoff,
roll, 46 IECO, 3, 18, 29
S-IV during separation, 61 Inboard Engine 3, 18, 23-27, 57

Axial Force Coefficient, 86, 87 OECO, 3, i7, 18, 29
S-IV, 3, 18,

B ullage rockets, 40, 59
retro rockets, 30, 59

Baffles, Sloshing, 49 transients, 35
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D

Deflections (see actuator) Ground Support Equipment, 11
DeviaUons, MalftmciJons and, 96 Guidance

S-IV engine, 33 description, 43
Distance Between Stages, 59-60 deviations, 21, 96
Drag errors, 51

apparent, 21 system, 43
solution, 21 velocity, 54
base, 87 Gyro

Dynamic Pressure, 19 air bearing, 57
drift, 51,

E pitch rate, 43, 48, 59-60
roll rate, 46, 59-60

Earth-Fixed Velocity, 17 yaw rate, 45, 48, 59-60
Electrical, 82
Engine H

analysis, 31
engine 5 deviation, 24-25 H-1 Engine (see engine)

engine 8 shutdown, 18 Heating
flight simulation, 31 fin, 73
flowrate, 23-24, 31 base, 75
thrust, 23, 24, 31-33 skin, 80
chilldown, 29 Heat Shield, 75-76
deviations, 25, 33 Helium Heater, 37-38

performance, 23, 32, Holddown Arms, 2, 11
specific impulse, 23, 25, 31-33 Holddown, 11

Environmental Holds, 5, 8
temperatures and pressures, 73 Horizon Sensor, 93
deviations, malfunctions and, 96 Hydraulic System

pressure, t10, 29, 40
Events temperature, 110, 29, 40

times of, 3

significant, 19 I

F 1ECO (see cutoff)
Ignition Command

Fin time of, 3, 14
bending, 65 mass characteristics, 14
heating rates, 73 Insertion Conditions, 20
pressure coefficient, 85 Instrument Unit Environment, 81
temperatures, 73 Instrument Unit Electrical

Force System, 84
coefficient, 85-86 Instrumentation,

axial (see axial) analysis, 88-89
Fuel (see propellant) measuring malfunctions,
Frequency S-I, 88

bending, 70 S-IV, 89
longitudinal, 63 IU, 89
sloshing, 50 measuring reliability, 88
vibration, 65 Interstage Structure, 70

G L

GN2 Supply and Regulating, 57 Launch
GOX complex 37B, 5

flow control valve, 28 countdown (see countdown)
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facility measurements, 12 chamber buildup
Operations, 5 engine and thrust frame
deviations, 10 compartment, 23, 33-34

Lateral Motion, 59-60 environmental (see environmental)

LH 2 Pressurant Tdmperature, 35 fin, 85
Liquid Level Sensors, 23 interstage, 78
Loads IU, 81

batteries (see batteries) ratio, 78

factors, 62 surface, 73
longitudinal, -63 Pressurization
LOX tank loads, 62-63 fuel tank, 27

stress, 63 LOX tank, 28
thrust structure, 63 LOX tank pressurization backup system, 39

Longitudinal Acceleration ( see acceleration) LH2 Tank, 35
LOX (see propellants) Program Tilt (see tilt)
LOX-SOX Disposal System, 28 Propellant

flow rate, 23, 31

MN density,8

loading,8

Mass Characteristics, mass histories, 39

C.G., 13, 16 mixture ratio, 23-31
Moments of Inertia, 13 residuals, 29, 39

Mass, 13 total vehicle flow, 23, 31
Malfunctions & Deviations, 96 utilization, 29, 39
Milestones, Prelaunch, 5 venting, 57
Minitrack Propulsion,

beacon, 20, 91, 93 malfunctions and deviations, 96
MISTRAM, 91 system performance, 23
Mixture Ratio, 24, 31 Pump Inlet Conditions, 24-26, 36-37
Moments

aerodynamic, 46-47

bending, 64-65 Q

O Q (see dynamic pressure)

Objectives Q-ball (see angle-of-attack)
test, 2

OEC0 (see cutoff)
Oscillations R

bending, "64-65
Orbital Radar

tracking performance, 93 altimeter, (see altimeter)
decay and reentry, 20-22 tracking, 17-20, 91, 93

Rate Gyros, 48
P Rawinsonds, 45, 48

Reentry, 20
Pad, Launch (see launch) Retro Rocket
Pogo instability, 63 alignment, 70
Prelaunch chamber pressure, 30

atmospheric conditions (see atmospheric) miselignments, 60
milestones (see milestones) performance, 30

Pressure Roll

air bearing supply, 57 rate, 46, 59-60
base (see base) due to H2 venting, 57
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S

Separation Trajectory, 17-22
dynamics, 59, 60 comparison with nominal, 17
signal, 59 deviations, 17, 20
sequence, 59 free flight, 20

Signal Strength, 57, 91 S-I, 17
Sloshing S-IV, 17

LH_, 50 Translational Motion, 59
IX)X, 49 Transients
frequencies, 49 start,33
fuel, 49 cutoff, 35

propellant, 49
Spacecraft, 94 UV
ST-90S

alignment, 53, 56 Ullage Rockets, 40, 59
platform system, 43 Vehicle
tilt program, 44 center of gravity, 13

ST-124 moment of inertia, 13

alignment, 51, 56 bending, 64
platform system, 43 Vehicle Electrical System

Stability Parameters, 85 S-I, 82
Structure, S-IV, 82

loads, 62 IU, 84
bending moments, 64-65 deviations, 84, 96
acoustics, 69 Vehicle Motion
vibrations, 65-69 S-I, 60

S-IV, 59-60
T orbital, 57

Velocity
Telemetry System, altitude, 17, 19

airborne tape recorders, 90 cross range, 17

Telemetry Stations, 91, 93 deficit, 18
Temperature earth fixed, 17

base, 75 range, 17, 19

batteries, 81 slant altitude, 53
engine compartment gas, 77 slant range, 53
fin, 73 space-fixed, 19
hydrogen vent pipe, 73 surface wind, 6
heat shield, 75-76 Vibrations
IU, 81 S-l, 65

propellant tank, 73 S-IV, 67
shroud, 73 IU, 68
sarface, 80

Thrust W

controller, 33-34, 96
engine, 23-24, 31-33 Weight
longitudinal, 23, 31 tanking, LOX & fuel, 9-10, 29
vehicle, 23, 31 Wind
vector misalignment, 43, 46 rawinsonde, 45, 48

Tilt, surface speed, 6
ST-90S, 44
ST- 124, 48 Y
pitch deviation, 48

Tracking, Y-Accelerometer Misalignment, 19
orbitaldata, 21
systems, 17, 91
stations, 91
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